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ABSTRACT

I
I

I This thesis considers how Christian ministers and other Christian

workers may be trained to communicate the Christian message through public

speaking, in a way that is Biblically sound, culturally appropriate and

p edagogically inforrn ed.

The data base for the thesis is a group of staff and students of Inter-

Varsity Christian Fellowship Canada who attended a training conference in

evangelism in November 1995. Twenty-two of the delegates to this conference

who opted to receive training in evangelistic speaking returned a questionnaire

on their understanding and practice of evangelistic speaking.

The results of this questionnaire were considered from four

perspectives: Biblical material on evangelism and evangelistic speaking; current

missiological considerations; contemporar5r cultural trends, particularly the

growth of postmodernism; and recent writings in tl.e area of pedagogr.

The conclusion proposes a model for training evangelistic speakers in

the light of this material, a model which may be applied in parachurch and

seminar5r settings.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION: PTRSONAL AltD INSTITUTIONAL

Evangelistic preaching is the public proclamation of tJ:e good news of

Jesus Christ to those who are not yet his followers. In the New Testament,

evangelistic preaching is one of the chief ways tJ:e Gospel message is spread.

Jesus, Peter, Paul, Philip and Apollos are among those who employ public

proclamation as a me€u1s of evangelism.

The Unpopularitv of Evaneelistic Preachine

In North America in recent years, however, confidence in evangelistic

preaching has waned. Partly this is due to the air of scandal which surrounds

the most visible of such preachers--TV evangelists. It is also due to the

perceived inadequacy of their message. David Buttrick parodies it thus:

First, lay on a heavy sense of guilt, and then, when the congregation
quivers in despair, hand out a carrot-on-a-stick Jesus wittr mercy. Such
strategies, including emotional climaxes, threats of coming wrath, last-
chance gospels, and the like, border on manipulation and are a denial of
our freedom for God.'

A further level of reaction to evangelistic preaching comes from those who

want to re-emphasize the importance of the church and the lifestyle of its

' David Buttrick Homiletic: Moves and Structures (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press L987), 454. 225-234.



members in God's evangelistic purposes. The influential missiologist, David

Bosch, for instance, comments tJlat in the early church:

Of far greater significance than the mission of the peripatetic preacher . . .

was the conduct of early Christians, the olanguage of love' on their lips and
in their lives."

William J. Abraham too notes the way that evangelistic preaching often

separates evangelism from other facets of the church's life, and thus fails to give

converts (or potential converts) adequate initiation into the work of the

Kingdom. He believes that:

[m]ost contemporary evangelistic preaching is unrelated to t]re intention to
initiate people into tJ e Kingdom of God..

Further criticism of evangelistic preaching is implied in a popular

textbook on homiletics such as David Buttrick's 1987 text, Homiletic: Moves

and Structures. Out of a total of 459 pages, Buttrick devotes only 9 to the

question of evangelism, and even then his emphasis is on the witness of the

laity and not on preaching.

For anyone concerned for evangelistic preaching, thg criticisms which

have been leveled at it need to be taken seriously. Nevertheless, behind this

thesis lies the conviction that, once evangelistic preaching has learned these

lessons, it still has an important contribution to make as one element within

the totality of the church's evangelistic efforts.

z David J. Bosch Transformine Mission: Paradisrn Shifts in Theoloqv
of Mission (Maryknoll I{'Y: Orbis, 1991), 191.

s Williarn J. Abraha:n, The Losic of Evanselism (Grand Rapids MI:
Eerdmans, 1989), 173.
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The purpose of ttris thesis, therefore, is to develop a model of how

people can be trained in evangelistic preaching. The goal of such training is to

prepare them to continue the tradition of preaching begun by Christ and his

Aposfles, and practised in the church through the centuries. The model of

training will also need to be one which helps evangelistic preachers be sensitive

to contemporary concerns, both theological and cultural. Lastly, the training

will be based on sound pedagogical principles.

The Strateer/ of this Thesis

In order to develop this model, Chapter 1 will describe and evaluate a

conference for training in evangelistic speaking held in 1995 which I directed.

Delegates to this conference formed my database for this thesis: I sent them a

questionnaire 6 months after the conference, and a second one 2.5 vears after

the event.

Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 will then consider theoretical issues related to

evangelistic preaching, and Chapter 6 will revisit the question of a practical

model for training. In the theoretical section, I will consider background issues

essential for the understanding and practice of evangelistic preaching today.

Chapter 2 will examine a biblical understanding of evangelism, with

particular attention to the theological and eccelesiological context in which

evalgelistic preaching takes place. A consideration of biblical data alone is not

3



a sufficient foundation, however, since evangelistic preaching is practised

differently according to one's overarching theological scheme and, in particular,

one's theological understanding of culture and of mission. Chapter 3 will

address this question, motivated in part by Lesslie Newbigin's urging that t1.e

Western world be treated as a mission field.. In light of this, I will examine

evangelistic preaching as a part the church's missiological calling and seek to

show how it is possible to preach evangelistically in such a way as to "relate to

the culture" without oselling out to the culture." The argument of this cirapter,

that tJ1e evangelistic preacher must speak in the idiom of the surrounding

culture as well as being faithful to the Gospel, needs then to be pursued further

in order to give guidance to the preacher in the specific culture of the

contemporary West. Chapter 4 will thus consider the current transition from

modernity to postmodernity, and I will offer some practical proposals for how

evangelistic preachers may engage with a postmodern world.

Chapter 5 then moves on to address the practical question of training

in evangelistic preaching, through a consideration of pedagogical method. It will

also illustrate pedagogical principles by reference to interviews with practising

evangelists. At the conclusion of each of these chapters, I will consider the

responses of those who attended the training conference in the light of the

theoretical issues raised. I will analyze not only how they position themselves in

relation to each topic, but, in chapter s, I will arso ask how t]lev learned the

4 E.G. "What would be involved in a missionar5i encounter between
the gospel and this yhole way of perceiving, thinking and tinittg that we call
hodern western culture?'Lesslie Newbigin, Foolis[ness to thi Greeks: the
Gospel and Western Culture (Grand Rapids: Effi



understanding and skills of evangelistic speaking which they have

demonstrated by their answers.

The se considerations-bib lical, missiological, cultural and

pedagogical-will tJlen inform the practical conclusions of Chapter 6.

Inter-Varsitv Christian Fellowship and Evaneelism

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) is an evangelical parachurch

organization working in universities and high schools. Christian faith became a

personal reality for me through the work of the high school branch of this

organization (Inter-School Christian Fellowship) in 1961. I linked up again with

IVCF as a university student at Oxford University between 1966 and 1970, and

then, in 1973, I joined the stafl of IVCF, working lirst of all in Britain and then,

from L977 on, in Canada. Not surprisingly, then, IVCF has been very significant

in shaping my understanding and practice of evangelism and evangelistic

preaching, and my ministry with IVCF has in turn shaped this thesis both

implicitly and explicifly. It therefore seems appropriate at this stage to describe

something of the evangelistic ethos of IVCF.

Evangelism may be said to be in the lifeblood of IVCF. Canadian IVCF

was founded in the Fall of 1928 by an young English medical graduate named



Howard Guinness, who traveled across Canada "like a flame of fire"s, drawing

Christians together, helping them be bold in their witness, and himself winning

many to faith in Christ. Today the first stated Purpose for t]:e existence of IVCF

chapters across Canada is:

To witness to the Lord Jesus Christ as God incarnate and to lead others to
a personal faith in Him as saviour and Lord: EVANGELISM IS A PRIME
OzuECTIVE.6

The oflicial documents of IVCF do not state how the ministry of

evangelism is to be carried out, but in practice two forms of evangelism have

predominated throughout the history of the movement. Howard Guinness was

very gifted in tJ1e first: "personal" evangelism in a one-to-one setting. However,

in British IVCF, which had sent Guinness on his mission to Canada, personal

evangelism had long been complemented by evangelistic preaching missions.

The first such was in 1882, when American evangelist D.L.Moody was invited to

speak at Cambridge Universigr, and "about two hundred stood on the last night

to indicate that they had received blessing during the week.',r In canada, t5e

first evangelistic mission of this kind was organized by IVCF in 1941. The main

speaker was Dr. samuel zwemer, a pioneer missionary among Muslims.

Probably the most memorable mission of this kind, however, was John Stott's

1956-57 series of four missions on campuses from Toronto to Vancouver.o

Thus in Canada as in Britain, an emphasis on the Christian's personal

responsibility in evangelism has often been complemented by regular

, D.p. Il99Il,29.
? Oliver R. Barclay

(Leicester UK: Inter-Varsity press l977l,2g.
E Donald, 164,239.

6

s Melvin V. Donald,

5 Ibid., Appendix III.



evangelistic preaching. However, verbal proclamation of the Gospel has never

become quite such a regular part of IVCF chapter life in Canada in the way it
still is in Britain. In particular, during the 1970s and 19g0s, tJ:ere was a

reaction against the preaching aspect of this partr:ership. It was said that

students did not want to be preached at; that the culture required a more

relational approach; and tJ:at traditional evangelistic missions required a

disproportionate amount of work for the benefit that resulted. probably there

were also fewer people in Canada than in Britain doihg the kind of evangelistic

preaching that was appropriate for a universit5r campus.

My own interest in evangelistic preaching began during my years as a

universitJr student and a student member of IVCF in the late 1960,s. As a young

Christian, I was thrilled to be able to listen to evangelistic preachers such as

David Watson, John Stott, and Michael Green., Not only were their lives morally

beyond reproach, but their t]leologr had depth (most were trained at either

oxford or cambridge), they refrained from emotional appeals, and their

connection to the ongoing life of the church was self-evident since all were

ordained Anglican clergrmen. I suppose I was unaware at the time that this

model was not universally followed.

After 18 years on stalr, in 1991, I was appointed National Evangelism

Consultant by IVCF. In this role, I was to be available to university chapters of

rvcF across the countqr, to teach about evangelism and to speak

evangelistically. I was also to offer training to other IVCF staJr who were

interested in learning evangelistic speaking.

e I will say more about watson, stott and Green in chapter 5.



In 1.995, I was responsible for planning and directing the IVCF

evangelism training event referred to above, the Evangelism Consultation

(referred to hereafter as EC95). Delegates to this conference could choose

whetl:er they wanted to be trained in evangelistic speaking, evangelistic Bible

studies, or apologetics, but this thesis is concerned only with those who chose

training in evangelistic speaking. The remainder of this chapter will describe

EC95 in its context in the life of IVCF, the methodolory which informed the

conference, delegates'immediate responses at the end of the conference, and

then their comments six months later.

The IVCF Evaneelism Consultation 1995

In my role as National Evangelism Consultant for IVCF, I actually

directed two conferences on evangelism for IVCF staff and students, not only

EC95, the subject of this chapter, but also an earlier one in 1992. A brief

description of the 1992 conference follows, since my experience there became a

helpful catalyst in the shaping of 8C95.

The t992 consultation was very general in focus, and, in my opinion,

lacked any serious methodological or pedagogical strategr. The content of the

five days was lectures, seminars, watching videos of evangelists like Billy

Graham at work, and discussion. Many people found parts of the conference

useful, even inspiring, but I found myself dissatisfied with the amount of theory

in the curriculum. Delegates were required to do nothing more tha:e listen and

absorb. The approach was largely what Paulo Freire called "banking education



I

[which] anesthetizes and inhibits creative power."lo When the second

consultation was suggested, therefore, I was glad for an opportunity to put into

practice some growing convictions about how training could be accomplished

more effectively--that is, more practically and with more lasting results.

The conference was planned by a Design Team of national IVCF

personnel which I chaired. The focus for this second consultation was to be

specialized, practical training in three areas: evangelistic speaking, evangelistic

Bible studies, and apologetics. I directed the evangelistic speaking track; IVCF

colleagues directed the other two. My goal was to move away from the over-

emphasis on theory by ensuring that delegates should have the experience of

gling an ev€rngelistic talk during the Consultation, and return home with the

confidence that they could be used by God in the exercise of this gift.

The pedagogical model used in the evangelistic speaking track was a

simplified form of the experiential learning paradigm developed by David Kolb.11

Kolb synthesizes the work of educational thinkers Kurt Lewin, John Dewey, and

Jean Piaget to produce a dialectical model of learning which is applicable to any

field of education. He describes the dialectic as he finds it in Lewin thus:

Immediate concrete experience is the basis for obserwation and reflection.
These observations are assimilated into a "theory" from which new
implications for action can be deduced. These implications or hypotheses
then serve as guides in acting to create new experiences.l2

He observes that Dewey, similarly:

1o Paulo Freire, Pedaeosv of the Oppressed (New York: Herder and
Herder, 1970) 68.

11 David A. Kolb, Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of
Learnine and Development (Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1984)

12 Ibid., 21
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[placed] emphasis on learning as a dialectic process integrating e>rperience
and concepts, obserwations and action. The impulse of experience gives
ideas their moving force, and ideas give direction to impulse.l3

Kolb's third authority is Piaget:

In Piaget's terms, t]:e key to learning lies in the mutual interaction of the
process of accommodation of concepts or schemas to experience in the
world and the process of assimilation of events and experiences from the
world into existing concepts and schemas.ta

In synthesizing these three, Kolb concludes that:

there are two primary dimensions to the learning process. The first
dimension represents the concrete experiencing of events at one end and
abstract conceptuelization at the other. The other dimension has active
experimentation at one extreme and reflective observation at the other.ls

on the basis of this model, the four components of Kolb's approach

were built into the structure of the conference. Theoretical instruction would be

provided by practising evangelists, who would teach "concepts" and "ideas" from

Scripture and from their own experience. Secondly, there would be a chance to

observe models of evangelistic speaking, both by experienced evangelists and by

fellow-participants. Thirdly, there would be the opportunit5r to give an

evangelistic talk in front of an audience. Finally, there would be reflection on

the experience of speaking, both one's own speaking and that of others.16 These

four components were simply refered to as theory, observation, experience, and

evaluation--though placing the four in this order was not intended to be

prescriptive. As well as following Kolb's four-fold description, a fiftJr dimension

was added to t.Le learning experience: a loving atmosphere. This is not essential

to all learning situations, but it was important for this event for at least three

L3 rbid.,22
1. Ibid.,23
1s Ibid., 31
15 Kolb says tJrat "Lewin . . . believed ttrat much individual and

otganizattonal ineffectiveness could be traced ultimately to a lack of adequate
feedback process." Ibid,., 22

lo



reasons: because tlis was training for Christian ministry, because the skills to

be developed were uniquely individual, and because learning new skills can be

an in ;midating e4perience. 1? significant time in small groups, led by a mentor,

became one of the main locuses of the caring environment. Thus the

Consultation was structured to incorporate all five of these factors.

In order to initiate the practical dimension of the training, delegates

were asked to bring with them to the conference the oufline of a short (twenty

minute) evangelistic talk. Each delegate was placed in a small group of five or

six led by a mentor--someone experienced in the field of wangelistic speaking.

During the small group meetings, each person, beginning with tJ:e mentor,

presented their twenty-minute talk, and was then evaluated by the other

members of the goup. Mentors were asked to spend one-on-one time wit]1 the

members of their small goup during the Consultation, to add more persona-l

comments of encouragement and advice.

Delegates were also asked before they came to be prepared to give an

evangelistic talk within three months of returning home from the Consultation.

wherever possible, this was to be prepared and evaluated afterwards in

consultation with the mentor. The mentor was further asked to stay in touch

with his/her small goup for at least twelve months after the Consultation to

help with integrating what had been learned into regular field ministry. The

intention was tJtat, wherever possible, people would be linked with mentors in

their geographical area to make this easier.

17 Military training includes the other four components, but, since
the skills to be learned are by nature impersonal and individuality is a
drawback rather than an asset, love is hardly a priority for a miliiar5r instructor.
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Delegates to the consultation were chosen by their local staff director.

. Directors were asked to nominate stalf who had shown special interest or
I
I Ottedness it atty of the three areas of evangelistic ministr5r covered by the

training. There were no other requirements in terms of age or length of
experience on staff.

Mentors were stalf and others who, in tJle opinion of the Design Team,

were experienced in evangelistic speaking and competent to mentor others.

They also needed to be people with the time and motivation to persevere in
follow-up for the following twelve months. We endeavored also to find mentors

representing racial and gender diversity. Once a suitable list had been drawn

up, potential mentors were sent an invitation to join the Consultation team

along with a Job Description for being a mentor. (See Appendix 1.) The results

were not entirely satisfactory. Out of a total of fourteen mentors distributed
across the three training tracks, four were people of colour (this is actually a

higher proportion than in the IVCF sta-ff team nation-wide), but only two were

women (olmost 5oolo of staff across Canada are women). In the evangelistic

I speaking track, however, all seven mentors who agreed to come were men. This

I drew some criticism, as will appear below in the evaluation comments. In f,act,
I

' six other women were invited to be mentors in evangelistic speaking but said
II no, for a variety of reasons.lE

Although the conference included plenary sessions, it was in the small

groups that delegates experienced most fully all five of the components of

1E These included sickness, busy-ness and pregnancy.
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training. Mentors modeled how to give a talk and how to receive evaluation with

humility and grace. Small goup members had practical e4perience in glvi+g "
talk, and being evaluated by their peers. As people listened to one another and

prayed together, a spirit of love certainly grew within the groups. The final

element--theoretical instruction--was provided partly in the small groups, as

they discussed their work together, but was also assisted by plenary speakers.

The evening talks were divided between Lindsay Brown, General Secretary of

the International Fellowship of Evangelical Students, and Nigel l-ee,

Universities' Secretar5r of the Universities and Colleges Christian Fellowship (tJ:e

narne by which IVCF is now known in Britain) and England's most experienced

calnpus mission speaker. These evening sessions dealt with tJle theological

basis for evangelism and discussed current strategies for university evangelism.

More directly relevant to the work of evangelistic speaking were morning talks

by a variety of speakers: Nigel Lee spoke about tJre evangelist's preparation,

Elward Ellis (one of the mentors) spoke on the evangelist's personal life, and I

demonstrated one way to give an "altar call" appropriate to a universitJr

audience.

Statistics

73 delegates attended EC95, of whom 31 chose the evangelistic

speaking track. Of the 31:

2O were men, 11 women;

17 work in universities,

1 with international students, and

3 in high schools;

3 were specially selected university students;

13



6 were stalf managers, office staff, and invited guests.

27 were Canadian;

4 were stalf from IVCF in the USA. (See Figure l.)

IVCF roles of participants

(Figure 1)
60o/o

50%
40o/o

30o/o

20o/o

10%
0o/o

Univ.staff Int. staff

Canadian females

Canadian males

US males

Other

Delegates' evaluations

At the end of the conference, delegates were invited to answer two

questions: vlhat did you specially appreciate? and what should we change

for another time? Fiffy-six evaluations were handed in. (A breakdown of how

the fifty-six were divided between the speaking, Bible study and apologetics

tracks is not available.)The following is a selection of delegate responses as

they apply to training in evangelistic speaking, taken from my 1995 Director,s

Report.

I
tr
ffi
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Thirty-seven people (74o/ol mentioned the mentoring and small goup

components of the conference as a highlight. Several added the importance of

the practical nature of the small groups. Specific comments included:

* Small groups,were a highlight for me. That part was significant learning
that I will take home with me. So much practical that I am looking forwaia
to putting into practice. [My mentor] was an excellent speaker.

* The small group/mentoring format worked supremely well. I was
fortunate enough to have a great mentor and a ierrific-group, full of
sensitivit5r and insight. A delight.

* IVe learned a lot in my small group. I will put it into practice because it
was so practical.

* Mentors were d5mamicl Very personal and a wealth of knowledge and
vrisdom. Small group dynamics were a very good idea! Allowed people to
feel comfortable in a smaller group to risk.

* The format of learning-doing-evaluating-goalsetting for the future was a
very helpful structure.

* Not talking about evangelism but doing it.

Some in fact proposed an intensification of the practicality of the conference, in

particular to move the practicum out of the safety of the conference setting onto

a university campus. I)rpical of these requests were:

* A practical component, e.g. dorm talks at UBC

* Hold a campus mission alongside [the conference] and integrate the two

In chapter 5, I will consider the nature of the reflective practicum, and tJre

recommendation of writers on this subject that an artificial ',protected

environment" (such as existed at t]'.e conference) can actually be more

conducive to learning than the kind of "real-life" setting these respondents are

asking for.

15



There were a few negative comments about specific aspects of the small

groups, particularly insensitive evaluation, which could probably have been

remedied by better briefing of mentors:

* My roommate was critiqued at midnight on the rast night. . . . she was
devastated.

* Most of tJle people in *y group felt more insecure after their evaluation
than beforet

In chapter 5, I will note the experience of seasoned evangelists as they reflect on

those who evaluated them during their formative years, and their appreciation

of those who were gentle in doing so.

Five women said they would have appreciated the presence of more

female mentors, and both men and women commented on the lack of female

upfront presence in general:

* More effort [to get women mentors/speakers] is required. What are the
criteria for invitation? Who did we forget to invite? It is important that we
model shared leadership. we need to hear these voices--all of us.

* I was saddened and angry tleat there were so few women
mentors, and more women speakers. . . . Why didn't we ceiebrate women's
evangelistic gifts?

The plenary speakers were strongly appreciated by twenty delegates,

and strongly disliked by a further twenty. Positive comments identified such

qualities as "passion and energ/," "profound and stimulating," ,'the teaching

and humor." Those who were not impressed took more time and trouble to

explain why. The seriousness of this issue is indicated by the fact that tJlis topic

attracted the longest, most thoughtful comments of the whole evaluation.

Almost all who wrote these comments also gave their names (most evaluations

were anonymous). The following comment is typical:

l6



" The implicit biases of voice, gender, etc. in tJreir presentation and their
content seems really inconsistent with the movement towards
reconciliation and mutual understanding within elements of the Canadian
IV community. Further, they seemed out of touch with current trends in
culture--they taught me about the last 30-50 years, but provided precious
little to equip me for the next 30-s0. As a listener, I felt alienated,'
frustrated and at times embarrassed by their presentations. A great
opportunit5r for vision etc. provided by this gathering was lost ii these
sessions.

Another wrote regarding another aspect of culture:

* Evangelism from other voices i.e. people of colour, women etc. IVCF
leans heavily towards the British whitJmale voice of evangelism (which is
excellent, as seen in John Stott and others). But we need to think beyond
these wonderful models towards other wonderful models.

The problem can perhaps be summari zed, by saying that the plenary speakers

were perceived as lacking in cultural insensitivity. It was unfortunate that both

plenary speakers were from Britain, and did not appear to have adapted their

material to the Canadian context. Neither did they seem aware of issues of

modernism and postmodernism which canadian stalr encounter every day.

These themes of evangelism and culture in general, and evangelism and

postmodernism in particular will be explored in greater depth in chapters three

and four.

Six-month evaluation

Six months after the 1995 Evangelism Consultation, the delegates in

the evangelistic speaking track were sutveyed to discover how the Consultation

had alfected their day-to-day ministry. What follows is a summary of the results

from the twenty out of thiqr 660/0l of these delegates who responded.
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what are the main efrects of EC'9s that you are conscious of on your
thlnLing, life aad ministty?

Ma'y spoke of a changed attitude to evangerism in generar and
evangelistic speaking in particular. For some the effect was background
encouragement rather tJlan anything they could pinpoint:

* It was a good opportunity to be encouraged and instructed in thisspeaking business.

* I have more confidence as a result of EC,95.

Many speak of encouragement. For example:

* 
[I found] encouragement to keep plugging away at the task of evangelisticspeaking and to think mission(s).

For some, the conference instilled specific convictions:

* Evangelism must be incarnationar--from fresh e4perience of God; [youneed tol find your own voice, your own take.

In every case, this change in attitude was connected to changes in
behavior. six months after the event, one delegate said he had:

* Incentive to give a few evangelistic talks [and] a desire to do more andfind new topics.

For another, the most significant aspect was having been able to watch an
expert in youth culture at work at the conference:

^lt"- 

spending time learning from Al MacKay [her mentor] . . . watching

This led to a new measure of cultural sensitivity in her own ministry by:
* using "in-roads" e.g. music kids are familiar with, expressions whichhave loaded meaning, movies they have 

"".n, "" or. of the ways to bringthem from what they know into what I want them to learn.
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one stalrmember who applied the methodolory of Ec'9s to her campus work

commented:

* EC'95 underscored for me how vitally important it is for us to be passing
on to our students the resources, training, vision, heart etc. for evangelism
which emerge from these types of events.

Another delegate who had been very acfive in evangelism after EC'QS pinpointed

the practical nature of the conference as a key to its effectiveness:

* EC took and dispelled a lot of fear and misconceptions regarding
evangelism. I've taken courses in evangelism but the practiial nature of
the program was extremely helpful.

It was encouraging too that at least one delegate had adopted in his own

ministry the posture of learning which EC'95 sought to foster. He continues to:

* Learn from the experience of others--[to] ask questions and ask for
advice.

Many of these comments resonate with the discussion in Chapter 5,

where I will set alongside one another comments of experienced evangelists on

how they learned their speaking, and writings on pedagory by Donald schon

and Lawrence Daloz.le That chapter will also comment on those inlluences

Ec'95 delegates consider to have been important, such things as

encouragement, background learning, observation, practical e4perience, and

finding one's own voice.

Every delegate was asked before coming to EC'95 to be prepared to

make an evangelistic presentation on his/her c€unpus within three months of

returning home. Hence they were asked the question:

1e Donald schon, Educating the Reflective practitioner (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass publishers, 19ss) and Lawren". oa-r, prr."1i 4Teachine and Mentorine (san Francisco: Jossey-Bass publishrr"J gg6).
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Have you been able to carry out your post-conference assignment yet? If
YEs, what encouraged you to actually do tt? If No, ls it just a matter of
rchcduling, or are there problems you (and wef did aot foresee? please

specify.

Sixteen out of twenty-two (73o/ol reported that they had carried through

with their commitment. six of these report having spoken more than once.

Several explained that they spoke because they received an invitation to speak,

and deliberately made the presentation an evangelistic one.

* I was invited to speak

* 
[A leaderJ knew I had a talk to do and asked me to speak.

* 
[Someone] encouraged me to do it.

* I had 3 opportunities and used them to give evangelistic presentations.

Frequenfly, a suitable context made the assignment seem more feasible:

* A regular youth rally

* Easy to do since a venue [a "church in the pub,' setting] was already inplace

* There was a natural context, i.e. an International Christmas potluck
In a pre-conference mailing, it had been suggested that delegates should

schedule their follow-up speaking commitment before the conference took

place. Not surprisingly, those did so found it easier to carr5l out their
assignment:

* It had already been booked prior to the conference.

* The event was set up before EC.
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conversely, the person who blames "scheduling problems on my part" and the

one who says, "our yea-r . . . was planned [already]', illustrate the problem of

failing to do such planning ahead.

Circumstances--such things as a suitable venue, a pre-arranged date,

and supportive friends--have to be positive, or fear, always lurking in the

background when something new and rislqr is required, will take over:

* It didn't happen because the [IVCF] chapter was undergoing tumultuous
changes and...I was unable to recruii students to be invotveiwith me--
and lost my nerve.

One delegate obviously understood the importance of putting in place t]le

support mechanisms she needed:

* I set up a time immediately upon returning with group of high school
students...Il"Trg p.ople around me 

"ncouraged 
me in doing"the

talk...what helped? setting up a time and plie. Making my"setf
accountable to others. Asking others to help me plan.

For those who have still not carried out ttreir assignment, there are wise

words from another delegate who had defaulted:

* It takes me usually one year to begin acting on the revolution of mind
and heart tJlat happens during a confer".r".]

Delegates were also asked: If [you did carry out your port-conference

asslgnmentl, what was the event at wbicb you spoke and how did it go?

Contexts for speaking were very varied. One delegate had spoken three

times: at a youth retreat, at an IVCF ski retreat, and"at a downtown Gospel

Mission. others spoke on such occasions as a camp follow-up meeting, a

church in the pub setting, and at cit5nrdde youth rallies.
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66%o commented (or implied) that they thought the presentation went

well. For the others, unexpected factors discouraged them:

* You need to include [in training] "Feering out your audience and
changing your talk on the fly", i.e. how to respond to an uninterested
audience who came to play basketball.

However, even this delegate added that it "went well". In fact, this delegate has

continued to give wangelistic talks, so clearly the experience was not too

disheartening.

The influence of EC'95 is evident from the fact that some delegates used

the talk they had worked on at the conference. one actuallv "borrowed"

material from another delegate:

* Borrowing from Mark Harris' talk, I spoke on Generation X and how
Jesus of Nazareth responds to the longings of this generation.

One describes clearly how she worked witJl her talk at EC'9S, incorporated what

she learned from her mentor, and then presented it on ca.mpus:

* I had kids listen to a song by Sarah Mclaughlin called Circle--it talks
about love and uses words such as jearousy, smothering, haning ,ro
identity. I then compared that with the identity-grving love Jesu-s gave the
woman at the well. I then tied it together with some personal experience.
I left them with the question of whether the love they experi"tt". girr""
them freedom or binds them.

At least one felt moved to go beyond what he had learned and formallv

prepared, with striking results:

* I spoke at street Lights [a citywide yout]r rallyl and gave a call to
commitment, rather spontaneously one night (spirit really prompted--I
was terrified). The response was great and we hid new converts and
rededications.
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The presentation did not need to be long or complex. The simple fact of

standing in public before a (spiritually) mixed audience and surviving is itself

very alfrrming:

* I spoke for five minutes explaining who we were and why we were doing
this event. It went very well. This doesn't sound very longlexcept yelling
out that you're christian in the hospital foyer is a bit forward. 

-

overall, it is encouragng that such a high proportion of delegates

carried out their assignment, not least in view of t]le low level of ongoing

support from mentors (see answers about mentors below). It probably helped

for them to know beforehand that this was a requirement of attending EC'9S.

The variet5r of contexts in which delegates chose to do their speaking is also

impressive.

In order to ascertain whether delegates had merely learned lessons from

Ec'95 for themselves, or whether the strategr of learning by modeling and

mentoring was beginning to reproduce itself, delegates were asked the question:

Have you found other people interested in learning from you the skills you
have been learning? I.E. Have you had a chance to mentor someoae?

Yes/IYo. If ycr, in what way?

Some have used material from the conference to teach others directly:

* o-u1 lchlnter'sl focus the fall/winter/spring semester... was outreach,
so I did a lot of teaching to the exec and othJr members and specifically
for training on the booktable--how to make connections, how io tell the
gospel, how to tell your story.

" I led a 4-week adult Sunday school class on evangelism and used
material which I learned while at the EC '9S.
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Some have intentionally begun to train others in the way they were themselves

trained:

" I've had a chance to mentor someone, in preparing talks and leading
Bible studies.

For others, passing on what they have learned is more informal and ad hoc:

* I wouldn't call it mentoring, but there has been some ad hoc feedback,
interest, etc.

* 
[I have not begun to] mentor someone specifically but my other students

often ask me questions on different aspects of speaking.

In the VCF chapter at the University of Toronto, the staff member was able to

incorporate the aspects of practical experience and evaluation into her training

for students:

* Three exec members put together two tarks to give in a kind of
Jg;lid_e1cel 'moveable feast'using a smashing pumpkins song and an
NFB film short cartoon Ftrg Eis sn{). Attendance [was] poor]bnt
interaction good. I had them give a sample 'dry run' at our January
retreat and the group just about demolished them. It was awesome to
behold.

Since mentoring was a major focus of EC'95, I was concerned. to know

how the mentoring relationship had continued during conference follow-up--if

at all. Delegates were asked:

Have you been in touch witb your mentor? would you have liked Eore

post-confereuce contact with your mentor? lese?(!) If you HAVE been in
touch, has that contact helped you in carrying out your assignment? how?

Mentors were asked in their job description to maintain contact with

their trainees for a period of twelve months after the conference. However, only

ten out of twenty delegates (50%) said they had had any contact at all with their
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mentor. For some even the contact they had was brief and superficial. For

instance,

I tHgl came to.[my campus] to speak in February and we chatted very
briefly about the conference and follow up.

where there was a complete lack of contact with the mentor, people felt

discouraged. Some even sound angry:

* Impossible to reach my mentor--no contact from him...Fax number
didn't even work. Received NO news. UG!!

* He was going to mail us aI so that we courd get back to him
Others are simply wistful:

* Lots more contact would be always welcomed!

Geographical distance is a significant factor. In spite of the organizers,

efforts to connect delegates with mentors from their region, this was not always

possible. Even the most conscientious mentor found it difficult to keep up

contact at long distance. For instance, a delegate in BC writes of a mentor in

Ontario:

* I sent an outline of the talk revised after the consultation. He gave me
feedback. After the talk I sent him a thank you.

once tl.e assignment was over, however, there was silence. she comments,

"He's too far away."

For one mentor, email was a help, at least for a time. T\vo of his
students mentioned it appreciatively:

* when I was gving my talks, he emailed me and prayed for me.

" He and I have had a little bit of email contact. After I sent my report to
!im' he replied with some comments and encouraged to do 

" aor* t"ttthis year (I didn't).
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This last comment highlights the fact that the mentoring relationship is the

responsibility of the student as much as it is tllat of the mentor. A few students

bleme themselves for not taking more advantage of the opportunity:

* My mentor was outstandingry helpful during the conference, and
certainly afterward as well. Unfortunately, I did not avail myself of t1.at
help, but shall in the future if it is still available.

* Have not yet been in touch with mentor. Still intend to send a copy of
talk, videos.

* I think more contact would have been good, especially in the preparation
of my talk but it was my faurt, not his. I didn't have enough time. 

-

Those who are most enthusiastic about the mentoring arrangements

are those who for various reasons managed to find an ongoing relationship with

their mentor. One, having moved to a new part of the countr5l, says cheerfully:

"My mentor is my new boss!!" Another was able to link up with her mentor at

Regent College:

" I did a course with Al [McKay] in April. It re-affrrmed what I was doing
and my desire to connect with young people where they are. I'm
challenged to be aware of culture and how people interact with it and
within it.

In some cases, where the relationship was able to continue, it was able

to broaden beyond tJre scope of the assignment alone. This increased its value

for t]le students:

* The contact has been-_encouraging and helpful (like getting me to
write...articles and stuflt). I've also appreciated the ree?uact< on when to
speak and when to shut-up and stay home (i.e. saying no). My mentor
contact has been more general (not assignment rocusia; and i've liked
that just fine.

* contact with my mentor since the conference has been good indeed.
Approximately six weeks after the gathering I met with hiir a day in his
city and we talked about my research, a -ultitrrd. of personal and
professional goals, and the general direction of mv life.
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In some instances, where the assigned mentor has not worked out for

some reason' others have taken their place. For example, one staff member was

at EC'95 with a couple of her students. That has helped follow-up even tJrough

she was not forrnally their mentor:

* Anne calls me regularly to update me and discuss how she's doing in
evangelieing a non-Christian friend. Encouraged Navin and Jen with
evangelistic speaking in Lithuania.

Another delegate, to whom I was not officially a mentor, videotaped his talk,

sent it to me for comment, and he and I then sat down and discussed it
together.

Part of my concern in contacting these delegates was to plan for t1.e

future. What guidance could they give us about planning t]lis kind of training
event from their e4perience of EC'95? The question was:

If we plan another EC, what sould make it a more positive training
experience?

The majority of delegates want the conference to be even more practical. TWelve

out of the twenty (600/ol indicate that they think the conference could be

improved by: working uith an experienced. euangelist on campus; eight (4o%)

selected the option More modeling bg experiened" euange-lists; seven (3S%) said

More pradical exerience; and six (30%) opted for More lnn6s-on experiene on

tLrc campus. one delegate added this comment about practicality:

* Do the practical tools, and the practical experience. Keep up the
modeling. I thought we could have done the conference in^Vjncouver andactually done some evangelism at t].e universities there.
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some e4plicifly say they do not want more tJreory: "[we have] had enough or

quite a bit of theory already." In similar vein, when asked if it would be helpful

to watch videos of e4perienced evangelists at work, another replied, "In the flesh

was better." One respondent reflects on the pedagogl behind this practical

emphasis:

* I cannot epnlrlsrze enough the value in individuals having practical
experience in their area of interest. It is potentially tne mosieffective way
of learning.

Maybe recalling the cultural inappropriateness of the speakers, three

respondents urge for more of any training to be devoted to questions of culture:

* Identi$ing themes of postmodernity and asking How the Gospel
addresses these themes.
* More cultural stu{I! paradigm development!

one of the three suggests ways for this also to be practical:

* Train to listen (essential for evangelism)--learn to pick out clues about a
person's background, worldviews, interests and spiritual needs etc.
before blabbing out a prepared talk.

Conclusion

overall, answers to the six-month survey are encouragrng, implyrng

that the basic components of tJle training--such things as mentoring, small
groups, practical experience, and encouragement--were helpful. Although it is
not arr infallible judge of the effectiveness of EC'95, it was neverttreless

encouraging to hear of several people becoming Christians across the country
as delegates went home and gave their prepared talks.
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However, any future training has to take into consideration t].e
recommendations of the respondents for strengthening t].e training. suggested
areas for improvement may be summarized thus:

(1) Issues of evangelism and contemporar5r curture need to be urgently
addressed and acted on, particularly around questions of gender, race, and
postmodernism' As one writer comments, '\Me need to read the culture and get
creative"' of these issues, chapter four will discuss t]le relationship between
evangelism, modernism and postmodernism.

(2) Effort also needs to go into honouring delegates' concern for practicality.
clearly, while the e4perience of addressing their smar group was helpful,
delegates appreciate the chance to speak in a genuinely evangelistic situation.
As a'other delegate simply says, "Do it, do it, do it... nothing replaces doing the
actual work of evangelism." The problem may be finding enough ,,real_rife,,

situations in which an "apprentice evangelist,,can speak. This issue will be
considered in chapter six.

(3) while mentoring is crucial to the learning process, geographical proximity
between students and mentors is essential, so that an ongoing relationship is
realistic' case studies of mentor-evangelists will be included in chapter five.

The principles of training e4pressed in EC,95 can be embodied in ways
other t].an ttre conference format. In fact, because of the frustrations pinpointed
above--lack of "real-life" e4perience, lack of ongoing contact with mentors, and.
so on--other ways may actually be better. At tl:e heart of t]-e model used at the
conference is a very simple structure: a mentor and a student. This makes



training highly portable: wherever students and mentors can be brougbt

together, one to one, or in a small group, this kind of training can happen'

Chapter six will return to this question of alternative training structures'

PrinciPal survev: Februarv 1999

In February Lggg,I sent a fuller questionnaire to the 31 delegates and

6 mentors from the evangelistic speaking track at EC95' This was not only to

suffey the long-term usefulness of EC95 (though it did that) but also to collect

data on the evangelistic speaking practices of delegates, and to determine the

influences {including Ec95) which have shaped their ministry. 22 (59o/ol

delegates responded, including 3 mentors. Three respondents were Americans,

two of them mentors. of the 22,7 (32o/ol were women, the same proportion as

were at EC95.

Gender, nationality and role

Male delegates

Female delegates

Canadian mentors

US mentors

ffi
ffi
InI1t: 1

T
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The denominational aJfiliations of these 22 are not generally surprising,

considering that IVCF is both interdenominational and evangelical: 8

denominations are represented, most of them evangelical. The largest groupings

are Baptist, Anglican and Mennonite Brethren; Christian Reformed, Christian

and Missionaly Alliance, Presbyterian, Evangelical Covenant (USA)' and

"nondenominational" have one representative each. The number of Anglicans

might seem surprisingly large, but John Stackhouse has observed that,

historically:

Evangelical Angticans and Christian Brethren held leadership positions
out of proportion to their numbers in Canadian Protestantism at large.zo

D en omination al aflil iatio n

Lrt.5::l
I:l::::l:l
t::B
II
I1

Baptist

Mennonite

Anglican

Other
ffiI

Delegates were asked how long they had served on IVCF staff. While the

range is from O (two respondents are students-both of whom have become staff

since then) to 33 years (the Canadian mentor), the median is between 5 and 7

zo John G. Stackhouse Jr. Canadian Evanselicalism in the
TWentieth Century: An Introduction to its Character. (Toronto: University of
T"r."t" Pt.""Jggg), 94. Stackhouse also cites a survey of IVCF staff in 1965,
which identified 5 United, 5 Baptist, 4 Anglican, Presb5rterian and AGC 3, other
denominations one or two (2521.
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ye€rrs. There is a similarly wide range of ages, from 23 (the youngest student) to

56 (the canadian mentor), tl.e median being between 34 an 36.

In terms of educational achievement, the range among respondents

extends from High school (3) to Ph.D. (1), with t2 (54o/ol having a Master's

degree.

Delegates were also asked a background question about their

spirituality: olf you remember a moment when you would say you became a

Christian, what age were you? If you do not, write N/A.' The answers

concentrate in ttre ages 6 to 10 (largely those from Baptist backgrounds) and

between the ages of 16 and 25. The median is between 15 and 17.

Ages of conscious faith
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0 b 5years 11 to 15 211o25

On tl.e whole, none of these factors seem to have affected respondents'

answers to any significant degree. Any exceptions to this principle will be noted

as thev occur.
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Chapter 2

BIBLICAL MODELS OF TVN{GELISM

This chapter will consider biblical data about evangelism, moving

ttrrough the Old Testament to the Gospels, particularly tJ:e Gospel of John, and

touching on the Book of Acts. I will argue that evangelism is part of God's

project to redeem a fallen world, and that God's people have consistenfly

through the centuries been invited to participate in tJ.at mission, in part by

evangelistic preaching. In particular, I want to propose a paradigm for

evangelism which stresses process more than crisis, learning more than

conversion, community more than the individual. Finally, I will examine how

the respondents from BC'95 think of and practise evangelism in light of this

material.

Evaneelism in the Old Testament

The words euaggelionand euaggelizomai are rare in the Greek Old

Testament, and even when they are used, it is frequently with a secular rather

than a spiritual meaning. Indeed, it is ironical that the first uses in the

septuagrnt concern the death of saul, which the Philistines and one

unfortunate Amalekite considered to be "good news,' but which from the point

of view of Israel or of David was anything but good.' If the word is not used

earlier, however, certainly the concept is present.

' L samuel 31:9 (euaggelizomafl,2 Samuel 4:IO (euaggelionl.
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God's promise to Adam and Eve ("your offspring . . . will strike ' ' ' [the

serpent'sl head") is often referred to as the protoanaggelion lor proteuaggelion)'2

However, while this may be the first spoken message of good news' the attitude

of concern which motivates those words is evident even sooner' In fact, as soon

as sin has entered ttre world, God comes to search for Adam and Eve and asks'

,\Mhere are you?'3 The message of good news (the protoeuoggelionl is only a

verbal expression of God's evangelistic posture, God's passionate desire to

reconcile ttre human race to himself. In fact, one could argue that now sin has

entered the world, nothing has changed except that God's love for humankind

takes on several previously unknown aspects: God calling to Adam and Eve is

love searching for the beloved; the message ofjudgment is God's love correcting

the beloved;a God's practical love gives clothing to cover their newly-discovered

nakedness;s and evangelism is love promising future victory over evil to the

beloved.6 Thus the impulse to evangelism is present from the entry of sin into

the world. There are two important principles here that undergird the rest of the

Bible's views of evangelism: that the evangelistic impulse originates with God

the creator, not with any human being, not with the early church, not even

with Jesus' so-called Great Commission;7 and that evangelism (the spoken

'e.g. 'There is good New Testament authority for seeing here the

proteuangeliuln, the first g6-m"r of the gospel." Derek Kidner, Genesis: An

introduclion and Commenta:ry (london: Tyndale Press L9671,70.
3 Genesis 3:9
a ,,It should be noted that neither the man nor the woman are cursed:

only the snake p la) and the soil (v L7l are cursed because of man"' Gordon J'
Wenham, W -15 (Vancouver:

Word Communications Ltd., L987)' 81.
5 Genesis 3:21
5 Genesis 3:15
t "Go therefore and make disciples of all nations." (Matthew 28:2Ol
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word) is only one expression among many of God's loving concern for the sinful

human race.

The story of evangelism is picked up again in the story of the calling of

Abram. God calls to Abram and says, "I will make of you a great nation, and I

will bless you . . . and in you all the famites of the earth shall be blessed.'8

David Bosch comments on the missiological significance of this story:

[Abram's] election is for senrice--more particularly: -for-the 
sake of the

nations. . . . yahweh . . . journeys with Israel into the future for the sake

of t]le nations.e

God's desire is still to reach out the human race, alienated in sin, but God's

strategr now is to reach out with human hands--the hands of a new race, the

race of Israel.

The theme of Israel's calling for the sake of the nations is reiterated at

several strategic points in Israel's history. One of the most signifrcant is in

Moses' retelling of the story of the exodus. He explains one of the effects of

Israel's obedience to the law thus:

you must observe these statutes and ordinances diligently, for this will
show your wisdom and discernment to the peoples, who, when tl-rey hear
all these statutes, will say, "Surely this great nation is a wise and
discerning people." For what other greain-ation has a god so near to it as

the LORD our 
-God 

is whenever we call to him? And what other great
nation has statutes and oqdinances as just as this entire law that I am

"ittitg 
before you todaY?lo

Moses understands that when God's people live as a community of God's people

in God's way, nations round about will be impressed and attracted by the

8 Genesis L2:2-3

" David Bosch, "Reflections on biblical Models of Mission', in James

M. phillips and Robert T. Coote, eds., Toward the 21st Centurv in Christian
Mission (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993)' 186.

10 Deuteronomv 426-8
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"wisdom and discernment" of the people. In particular, Moses calls the law a

"just" !aw, tJrat is, a law that demonstrates the just character of God' Richard

Middleton and Brian Walsh underscore this ethical dimension of Israel's

character:

Israel's distinctive practice of justice was me€utt to shine as a beacon in
the alcient Near East, attracting other nations to the distinctive God who
wills such justice.ll

This concern for God-like justice is summed up in tlle Levitical refrain, 'You

shall be holy, for I the LORD your God am holy."l'The character of God's

people is to mirror the character of their God. As Gerhard lohfink says:

The salvation which God has prepared must shine in Israel itself if it is to
entice others to life with God's people.'"

Thus, when people are attracted to the quality of life of an obedient Israel, a

nation that reflects the image of its God, they are in fact being attracted to

Israel's God as well. Raymond Brown comments:

[T]he Old Testament anticipated the time when God's community would be

a mts$onary people; here lrloses says that God's word will become his
effective ins-trumint in that missionary program by making his name
known to Israel's neighbours. It would serve to attract unbelievingSeople
to spiritual realities blcause of its authoritative, compelling and effective
teac--hing.14

In fact, it is not so much the teaching which attracts, as Brown seems to imply,

but the observing of the teaching ('You must observe"). This is confirmed by the

tt Richard Middleton and Brian Walsh, Truth Is Straneer Than It
Used to Be: biblical Faith in a Postmodern Aee (Downer's Grove: InterVarsity
Press, 1995).98.

t, Leviticus 11:44-45 , 1922,20:7 (impliedl, 20:26, 2l:8. Peter echoes

t1.is saying in tJle New Testa.rnent ( 1 Peter 1 : 1 5). Jesus substitutes "perfect"
(teleiosl for "holy" in a parallel saying (Matthew 5:48)'

13 Gerhard Lohfink, Jesus and CommuniW: the Social Dimension of
Christian Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress Press and New York: Paulist Press,

L9821, L9.
tn Ra5@ond Brown, The Messaqe of Deuteronomv (Downer's Grove:

InterVarsity Press L9931, 64.
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fact that surrounding nations will be impressed by Israel's "wisdom," which

"[l]ike all Hebrew intellectual virtues . . . is intensely practical, not theoretical."ls

Nevertheless, Brown's description of this as a "missionary program" is helpful.

At other turning points in Israel's life also, Israel's leaders understand

that God's nature and activity should and will be demonstrated through her to

the world. David, for instance, boasting of what will happen to Goliath, is

confident that "a11 the earth [willl know that there is a God in Israel."l5 Later, at

the dedication of the temple, Solomon asks God to answer the prayers prayed

there by foreigners, "in order that all the peoples of the earth may know your

n€une and fear you, as do your people Israel."17 Solomon's request is that the

nations may have access to a relationship with God similar to that which Israel

already has ("know" and "fear"). This Old Testament ttreme seems to be what

David Bosch is referring to when he comments that "Through Israel, God is

busy with the nations."l8

So far, of course, this is not what the New Testament understands by

evangelism. At most, these stories indicate an understanding that if Israel is

obedient, if God is seen to be at work in her midst, then others will be attracted

by the character and reality of her God.le There is no sense of a message to be

t" David A. Hubbard, "Wisdom," in J.D.Douglas ed., The New Bible
Dictionary (lnndon: Inter-Varsity Press, L962), 1 333- 1 334.

t" 1 Samuel 17:46
r" 2 Chronicles 6:32-33
r" Bosch, in Phillips and Coote, 184.
t" C. S. Lewis argues that the Old Testament knows little of life after

death because God wished to teach people to value relationship with him for its
own sake, rather as a means to life after death. C. S. kwis Reflections on the
Psalms (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1958; London: Collins Fontana 1961), 38-40.
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taken to the nations, nor of any obligation to do so, nor of any expectation that

nations will respond in significant numbers. Rather, Israel's door is understood

to be open to any enquiring outsider who has grasped something of who God is

and who wishes to participate in the life of God's people--isolated individuals

such as Jethro, Rahab and Ruth.'o For the most part, the furthest the prophets

foresee is that the number of such enquirers will dramatically increase. Micah

is typical:

Many nations shall come and say: "come,let us 89 up to the mountain of
Ure iORO, to the house of the C6a of Jacob; that he may teach us his
ways and that we may walk in his paths.-'

Here, the nations have understood something of who Israel's God is: tJ1at the

worship of this God involves a process of learning ("that he may teach") and a

particular way of life ("may walk in his paths").

Some of the psalms, however, suggest a more proactive form of faith-

sharing when they announce, for instance, that "I will extol you, O LORD'

among the nations" or "I will give thanks to you, O LORD, among the peoples; I

will sing praises to you among the nations."22 At the same time, H'H'Rowley

comments that:

here they are not missionaries, seeking to win the nations to the faith of
Jehovah, but rather men [sic] who are so moved with g{alitude to.God for
all His goodness to them thai they can think of no worthier way of
acknowfedging His goodness than to tell all men about it. . . . But tJlis was
born of thefr s-ense 6f what Qrey owed to God, rather than of any
compassion for the Gentiles.x

perhaps in the sarne way it was necessary to establish tl.e importance of living
a godly life before introducing the obligation to speak to others about God.

20 Exodus 18:8-12, Joshua 2:8-11, Ruth L:L6-L7

" Micah 4:2, ef. Zechafiah 8222-23,Isaac 222-4

" Psalm L8:49,5729.
* H. H. Rowley, The Missionary Messaee of the Old Testament

(London: The Carey Press, [1945]), 36.
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In the New Testament, however, "[t]hese words . . . are taken with full

seriousness . . . as a prophecy which had to be fulfilled."2a They are understood,

in other words, to indicate tl.e direction in which tl.e witness of God's people

was to grow to full expression. Deutero-Isaiah also hints at a more proactive

role for God's people, with his portrayal of Israel, the servant of Yatrweh, as "my

witnesses"s altd the promise that "I vrill give you as a light to the nations, so

that my salvation may reach to the end of the earth."25 Perhaps the closest the

Old Testament comes to the New Testament understanding of evangelism,

however, is in the exclamation of Isaiah 52:

How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of the messenger who

"t 
rro,rrr"" s leuaggelizomal peace' who brings--good:rews leuag.gelizomafl,

who announces salvation,-who says to zion, Your God reigns'!-'

Here is t1.e idea of a God-appointed messenger (an "evangelist") who travels to

tell people the good news of what God has done. Even so, in the context, the

messenger is coming over the mountains to bring the news fo Jerusalem, not

taking itfromJerusalem to the nations.

By the end of the old Testament period, therefore, according to H. H.

Rowley:

There is not5ing actively missionary yet, but there is a sense of the infinite
worth of the treasure entrusted to isiael in her faith, and the profound
conviction that her God embraces all men in His love, and wills t]lat they
shall share her treasure.T

2n Derek Kidner Psalms 1-72: An Introduction and Commentary on

Books I and II of the Psalms (london: Inter-Varsity Press, 19731,2O7.
* Isaiatr 43:LO,12
* Isaiah 49:6

'" Isaiatr 5227,
28 Rowley, 32.



The New Testament moves beyond this understanding of Israel's

responsibilities to the nations. At the sarne time, as in so much else, it builds

on the Old Testament foundations rather than repudiating them. In particular,

the message of Moses and the prophets--that the quality of community life

€rmong God's people ("wise . . . discerning . . . just") must itself be attractive to

outsiders--is incorporated into the church's understanding of its mission- And

while New Testament evangelism may know more of God's goodness than the

psalmist who wants to sing God's praises in the hearing of the nations, it will

never improve on the attitude ofjoyfully testifying to what God has done.

In approaching the New Testament data on evartgelism, I want {irst to

describe the context of evangelism by looking at Jesus' ministry as a whole, and

in particular eonsidering the recurring motif in the New Testament of Christian

faith as school. This model has been explored by Robert Brow, in his 1980 book

called Go Make Learners.2e

The School ofJesus

Brow points out that the most common self-chosen term for Christians

in the New Testament is "disciple",* that Jesus accepted the term rabbi,

inviting people to "learn from me"31, and that therefore it is appropriate to think

'" Robert Brow, "Go. Make Learners": A New Model for Discipleship in
the church (wheaton IL: Harold shaw Publishers, 1980), chapter 2.

* The term "Christian" was coined by outsiders. Luke's phrasing is
sigrrificant: "It was in Antioch that the disciples were first called Christians."
Acts 1I:26 (my italics)

"t Matthe* 11:28-30
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of the Christian movement as a school--the school of Jesus, in which people

can be with Jesus, altd learn the ways of God's kingdom as taught and

embodied by Jesus himself. T. W. Manson agrees:

Discipleship, as Jesus conceived it, was . . . a practical task to which men
[src] were called to grve themselves and all their energies. Their work was
not study but practice. Fisherrren were to become fishers of men,
peasants were to be labourers in God's vineyard or God's harvest field.
And Jesus was their Master, not so much as a teacher of right.doctrirre,
but rather as the master-craftsman they were to follow and imitate.

This was a practical school, on the model of other rabbinical schools, where a

"rabbi taught by what he did as well as by what he said"33, and where the

students learned by watching and imitating the master. In the terms of this

model, there is no need to seek for a definitive spiritual crisis or turning point:

what is important is that the disciples were just that--disciples, learners from

Jesus.s What Jesus looked for was their allegiance to him and the learning

that he offered. Baptism, Brow suggests, was the mark of entering or enrolling

in tJle school.s The students' enthusiasm for learning might wo< and wane.

Sometimes they d.id well in their assignments,s and at other times they failed.37

Some even left the school when the lessons seemed too hard'3" Then, when

Jesus'time on earth came to an end, he commissioned his disciples to "make

"'T .W. Manson, The Teachine of Jesus (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1945), 239-240, in Michael Griffiths, The Example of Jesus
(Toronto: Hodder and Stoughton, 1985), 48.

* Grifiiths,22-23.
* David Kelsey calls this the "Athens" mode of learning: "theological

education is a movement from source to personal appropriation of the source,
from revealed wisdom to the appropriation of revealed wisdom, in a way that is
identity forming and personally transforming." David Kelsey, Between Athens
and Berlin: The Theoloeical Education Debate {Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993),
19.

s Brow, 15.
* 

".g. 
Luke 10:17

"' ..g. Luke 9:38-40
* John 6:60-66
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disciples of alt nations, teaching them to observe all I have commanded you"'3e

In other words, they were to continue the process initiated by Jesus, and to

start their own schools in which to teach the ways of the kingdom ("all I have

commanded you") to more and more people.

Evangelism, according to this model, is not so much urging people to be

,,saved" as telling them the good news that God has come in the person of Jesus

to be our teacher and that God's kingdom school is accepting new students,

and encouregtng them to register by baptism. This means that people will join

the school with differing degrees of enthusiasm, differing levels of knowledge,

and differing prospects of "success." Brow explicitly connects this procedure

with the experience of the twelve:

What is striking about tJ:e early churches described in the book of Acts is
that they 

"ee-Ed 
to take in anyUoay! Since all baptisms were immediate,

there wis obviously no time to investigate the new disciples,.n_o
probationary perioi to weed out the good from the bad. Disciples were
Laptized nrJt, thentaught. This was certainly the case with Jesus'first
rwilve disciples.€

He observes the s€une principle at work on the Day of Pentecost:

Baptism was immed.iate and what counted was the instruction given by
ttre Holy Spirit to the learners after their enrollment'-^

This understalding of evangelism seems very appropriate in a post-Christian

Western culture where the preferred approach to anything new is to sample it

cautiously, not least in tJle freld of religion, where education is considered of

high value, ald where most Christians say they had to hear the Gospel ten or

"" Matthew 28:18-20
* Brow,33-34.
nt lbid., 36.
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more times before they believed it." This approach to evangelism also engages

t1'.e postmodern observation that truth is normally discovered in community

rather than by isolated individuals--or, to use different language, that people

learn best in community with other learners.€

Jesus the Primal Missionarvs

There are two ways in which John's Gospel sheds light on the subject of

evangelism. One is John's distinctive approach to it, which is indicated by the

fact tlrat he never uses the terms euaggel or euaggelizomai.$ The other is what

John seems to imply about the functioning of the school of Jesus in relation to

evangelism.

The absence of the usual terms for evangelism in John's Gospel should

not be taken to mean that he is uninterested in evangelism. When John's

Gospel omits a terrr which is common in the Synoptics, it is generally because

he has "translated" it into a different culture or transmuted it into a different

n'Arnell Motz with Donald Posterski, "Who Responds to the Gospel
and Wh/, in Reclaimine a Nation: The Challense of Re-evanselizine Canada bv
the Year 2000 (Richmond BC: The Church Leadership Library, 1990), 139.

* The postmodern view of learning truth in community will be
considered further in chapter 4.

* This phrase is from Martin Hengel, 'Ifhe Origins of the Christian
Mission," in Between Jesus and Paul: Studies in the Earliest Historv of
Christianiff (london: SCM Press, 1983), 63, quoted by Bosch in Phillips and
Coote, 182.

* G. Friedrich wonders whether this is "perhaps because the
primary concept in John is that of fulfillment." nEuangelizomai" in Gerhard
Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich, Theolosical Dictionarv of the New Testament,
abridged in one volume by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1985), 268.I believe the text gives us clues which lead in a different direction.
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theolory.6 This seems to be the case here. Rather than ignoring evangelism,

John has painted a different, broader picture of evangelism. In fact, I will show

that John's picture of wangelism provides continuity with the Old Testament

material, as well as a rich context in which to consider other aspects of

evalgelism in t]1e New Testament. In contemporar5r terms, what John does is to

set evangelism in the context of tl.e whole christian mission.

The clue to John's theologr of mission and evangelism is his use of the

verb pempo, to send, which, in its various forms, he uses as often as the other

three Gospels combined.nt T\ro-thirds of these usages are Jesus' repeated

statements "the Father sent the Son." In fact, in this Gospel, Jesus' preferred

way of referring to the Father is as "the Father who sent me.'s Clearly, Jesus'

awareness of his status as a missionary, sent by the Father, is acute. When he

final1y commissions his followers to take over the mission (2O:2IJ, it is as if he

takes the place of the Father as the sending agent ("as the Father sent . . . so I

send"). The d.isciples are now to live with that same strong consciousness that

they have been sent, that their l,ord is "the Lord who sent" them'

Jesus also has a clear sense of why he has been sent. In principle, he is

"to do . . . the will of him who sent me" (6:38). Indeed, doing the Father's will is

food and drink to him (a:3a). When one asks what exactly the Father's will

entails, part of the answer involves a combination of works and words. Works of

compassion a-re a significant part of the Father's will. When he is about to heal

* Th.r", for example, John generally substitutes "eternal life" for the
Synoptics' "kingdom of God."

n" In round numbers: Mark uses the word 10 times, Matthew 20,
Luke 30, and John 60.

* 
".g.John 

4:34,5:23,5:24,5:30, 5:37, 6:38, 6:39, etc.
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the man born blind, for instance, Jesus explains that "we must work tlte works

of him who sent me" (9:4), implying that healing is precisely tl.e sort of work

that is the Father's will. There is an element of imitation in this kind of work: in

healing the man at the pool of Bethesda, Jesus comments that "the Son can do

nottring on his own, but only what he sees the Father doing; for whatever the

Father does, the Son does likewise" (5:19). God does not simply will others to do

these good works; God is actively engaged in them already. God's people are

simply called to repeat the pattern. This principle is later applied to Jesus'

sending of the disciples. After he washes their feet, he explains:

If I, your lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to
wash one alother's feet. For I have set you an example, that you also
should do as I have done to you." (13:la-15)

Jesus' doing of the Father's will involves not only works, however, but also

words:

I have not spoken on my own, but tle Father who sent me has himself
given me a iommandment about what to say and what to speak. . . .

what I speak, therefore, I speak just as the Father has told me." (12:49-
s0)

Jesus understands his teaching and preaching as passing on the Father's

message to the world. Here it will authenticate itself to all those who are

similarly seeking to do the will of God: "Anyone who resolves to do the will of

God will know whether the teaching [I give] is from God or whether I am

speaking on my owrl." (7:L7l Just as in the Old Testament, observers would be

intrigued and attracted by the life of God they saw in God's people, so here,

tfrose who are seeking for God will be drawn to the teaching (and, by

implication, the living) of God as they see it in Jesus.
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fhs slirnaK of John's theme of sending comes in 2O:2L, after the

resurrection, where Jesus says to tJ e frightened disciples, "As the Father has

sent me, so I send you." John Stott states that, in these words of Jesus,

"deliberately and precisely he made his mission the model of ours.'4e David

Bosch too says, bluntly, "his disciples . . . have to emulate him."s Here is

where the implications of being a student in the school of Jesus become clear.

Jesus'purpose in teaching is not "to tell people something new, to impart

information they did not previously possess"sl but rather to encourage people to

Iive a life in imitation of his. Here too is continuity with the thrust of the Old

Testament material considered above. There, God's people were required to

observe the Torah, in which God's character and will were made known; now

tJrey are challenged to imitate Jesus, in whom God's character and will are

made known through a different medium. His teaching and life have "taken the

place . . . of conformit5r to the Jewish Torah. Jesus Himself--in word and deed

or fact is a New Torah."s2

What it means for the disciples to be sent as Jesus was sent--to imitate

Jesus--is clarified by John's repeated use of the word "send." Just as he did the

Father's works of compassion, and spoke the Father's message to those who

n'John R. W. Stott Christian Mission in the Modern World (Downer's
Grove: InterVarsit5r Press, 19751, 23.

$ Bosch in Phillips and Coote, 189.

"t This is how N. T. Wright caricatures one view of Jesus as the
teacher. N. T. Wright, Jesus and the Victorv of God. (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press,1996), 101.

* W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic
Elements in Pauline Theolory (l,ondon: SPCK, L948; rev.ed. New york: Harper
arrd Row, L9671, 148. Davies says this primarily of Paul, but the same may be
said of any disciple. If obeying the law made one like God ("Be holy as I am
holy"), following Jesus who is "the image of the invisible God" (Colossians 1:15)
is also the route for restoring humankind to the image of God.
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would hear, so the disciples are to act and speak, representing now the Father

and the Son whom the Father had sent. Just as the mission of Jesus was a

natural blend of deeds and words, "the words interpreting the deeds and the

deeds embodying the words,"s so the disciples' mission was to embody both.

Passing on the torch in this way has a further implication, however. Jesus

claimed that, because he acted and spoke authentically on behalf of the Father,

any response to him (either positive or negative) was in fact a response to the

Father: '\Mhoever believes in me believes not in me but in him who sent me"

$2:aal. This principle too he applies to the disciples: "whoever receives me

whom I send receives me" (13:15).* Jesus' expectation is that the disciples will

so incarnate his life and teaching, just as he incarnated the Father's life and

teaching, that a response to them will be the equivalent of a direct response to

him. To reject God's image, whether fully revealed in Jesus or partially revealed

in those who seek to imitate Jesus, is to reject God.

In the Old Testament view, outsiders would be drawn to join in the lile

of God's people to tlle extent tJ:at the nation was obedient to God and

manifested the character of God. Jesus fulfitled that dream in his own person,

obeying God fully and living out the character of God, and so becoming a

magnet for those who were seeking the kingdom. New Testament scholar N. T.

Wright comments on Jesus' sense of continuity with the Old Testament:

Jesus' aim [was] tl:e restoration, in some sense, of Israel, beginning with
the highly symbolic call of twelve disciples . . . [Jesus'] implicit, and
sometimes explicit, claim [wasl that in and t]rrough his own work Israel's

* stott, 26.
s "Receiving" Jesus and 'believing in" Jesus are equivalents in

John's Gospel, e.g, L:L2.
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god [9ic] was doilga new thing, or rather the new t]ring, that for which
Israel had longed.'

Jesus embodied in his own person the ideal community Moses described,

modeling what it means to live under God's rule. In calling and commissioning

his followers, Jesus intended his followers to take on this same role, becoming

"the new Israel." As Richard Middleton and Brian Walsh express it:

The original disciples were, in effect, the remnant of elect Israel, called by
the Messiah to complete Israel's vocation to the nations which had never
been fulJilled.

Thus tJrey were to "take their strategic clues from their Messiah leader"s? and

to live out the life of God, both in their community and in their dealings with

the world.

Yet the picture of the new community is not merely one of continuity with

the Old Testament. What is added to the Old Testament picture is two-fold. One

is that now words are e4plicitly said to be part of expressing the image of God.

It is no longer merely a matter of the Gentiles overhearing Israel's praise.

Deliberately passing on the words of God has clearly become part of the

mission. Secondly, the role of the Holy Spirit is foregrounded. Not surprisingly,

little is said in the Old Testament about the role of the Spirit of God in relation

to "the nations",s but in the Gospel of John, where mission is so central, the

importance of the Spirit is stressed by Jesus even as he hands over

responsibility for the mission to his followers. He sees the grft of the Spirit as

his own gft ("If I go, I will send him to you," 16:7) and as tlre Father's gift ("I will

o" wright, 104, 380.
* Middleton and Walsh, 139.
o" Wilbert R. Shenk, "Mission Strategies," in Phillips and Coote,222.
* The exception is the Servant Songs of Deutero-Isaiah, e.g. Isaiah

42:L, 61: 1 , which the New Testament understands to be fulfilled in Jesus, e.g.
Luke 4:18-19.
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ask the Father and he will give you another Advocate," 14:15). Just as the Spirit

empowered Jesus' ministry (John 1:32), so the Spirit will now empower the

disciples to follow in his footsteps by life and word.

The emphasis of John's missiolory on following Jesus' model in life and

words is a helpful corrective in thinking about evangelism. Discussions of

evangelism which begin with a consideration of verbal proclamation sooner or

later have to deal with questions of how evangelistic words correlate with life,

relationships, and communit5l. For example, the controversy in the 1960s and

1970s over the best way to understand the relationship of evangelism and

social action would not have arisen had the two things not become separated in

the lirst place.se Once words are considered in isolation from their life-context,

it is difficult to put them back. John's approach to evangelism--to put the

speaking of God's words firmly in the context of the whole missio der--obviates

that danger. EC'95 respondents pick up on this emphasis by including in their

definitions of evangelism such things as "living out our lives as Christians";

"evangelism is part of living . . . God's redemptive purposes"; and "evangelism is

most of my life."

Jesus c€une, then, to offer himself as a teacher to those who would be his

disciples, not just as "a teacher of subversive wisdom," but as:

"" This is documented in David O. Moberg, The Great Reversal:
Evangelism and Social Concern, (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, revised edition,
L9771, e.g. chapter 2,'-fhe Great Reversal." The words/actions distinction may
also be regarded as a fruit of the Enlightenment and modernity: see my chapter
4.
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a subset of 'Jesus the prophet'; 'Jesus the teacher of wisdom' . . .

challenged his contemporaries to a new way of being Israel, and
summoned them to follow him in this way.oo

Part of John's contribution is to filIout the picture of what it means to be Israel

in "a new way" with his description of the ministry--the mission--of Jesus,

which Jesus then explicitly turns into a model for the disciples to follow. TWo

further New Testarnent themes are important to round out this understanding

of the place and nature of evangelism: process and community.

Evangelism as Process

When Jesus spoke about the kingdom, one group of metaphors he

seems to have favoured concerns agriculture: in fact, some half-dozen parables

use themes of sowing, growth, fertilization, and fruit-bearing or barrenness to

describe t.Le work of the kingdom.6t Such images were not unfamiliar to Jesus'

hearers.62 Craig Blomberg comments that:

it is common to speak of [t]rese] parables . . . as "parables of growth."
Numerous interpreters have assumed that a major emphasis of Jesus'
teaching about tJle kingdom . . . was to describe the st-ady, sometimes

* Wright 311, 314. Wright deliberately distinguishes his picture of
Jesus the teacher from that of the Jesus Seminar.

"t Matthew 13 (sower, seed and soils; weeds in the field; mustard
seed), 24:32-35 (leaves on the figtree), Mark 4:26-29 (growing seed), Luke 13:6-
9 (the batren figtree). In three others, the vineyard is the context in which the
action of the parable takes place: Matthew 2O:L-16 (labourers in the vineyard),
2L:28-32 (two sons and work in the vineyard), 2L:33-44 (tenants of the
vineyard).

"2 '1nhe use of seeds and plant growth to refer to righteous behavior
had ample Old Testament precedent. . . . The harvest was a standard metaphor
for judgment. . . . The imagery of God as sower and the people of the world as
various kinds of soil was standard in Jewish circles." Craig L. Blomberg
Interpretine the Parables (Downer's Grove: InterVarsiry press, 1990), lgz-Lgg,
226.
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hidden, yet always relentless growth of the kingdom from its unpromising
origins to its triumphant culmination.*

Jesus also uses agricultural metaphors which are less than actual

parables. In one context, he tells his disciples that the "hanvest is plentiful but

the labourers are few."s At the city of Sychar in Samaria, where "the fields are

ripe for harvesting," he expands the metaphor to speak of the complementary

roles of sower and reaper (he quotes what appears to be a proverb: "one sows

and another reaps").* It is intriguing, though ultimately fruifless, to speculate

who Jesus might have considered the "sower" in this context. We learn from the

Book of Acts that disciples of John the Baptist had been making converts as far

away as Ephesus,G so it is within the bounds of possibility that they had also

been to Sychar, following their master's example and proclaiming "Prepare the

way of the Lord!""t Presumably Jesus means by his analogr that there would

have been no harvest for him to reap had not someone else done the earlier

work of sowing. The Apostle Paul expands on this metaphor by adding the role

of the one who waters the seed: "I planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the

growth."s The work of evangelism, it seems, requires teamwork--some to sow

* Ibid., 300. Blomberg himself rejects such a characterization since
the emphasis in the majorit5r of these parables is on sowing and hanrest, rather
than on growth. While he may be right that growth is not a major interest of
Jesus in these parables, nevertheless sowing is wasted and harvest never
comes unless there is growth, so the image, though not foregrounded, seems to
be implicit in Jesus' choice of metaphor.

s Matthew 9:37
* Johtt 4:35-38
* Acts r9:l-7
"t Mark 1:3
* I Corirrthians 3:6-9. A certain Dr. Bruce, a pioneer missionar5r in

nineteenth century lran, added further to the image: "I am not reaping the
hanrest; I scarcely claim to be sowing the seed; I am hardly ploughing the soil;
but I am gathering out the stones. That too is missionarSr work, let it be
supported by loving sympathy and fervent prayer." Quoted in Max warren, !
Believe in the Great Commission (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, l9T8J, LT8.



God's word,6e others to nurture it and yet others to reap the harvest--over a

period of time. Jesus and Paul thus seem to agree that the work of the kingdom

is a process similar to that of a farmer growing a crop. The process may take

one by surpriseTo or take years to come to maturit5r."t The results may be

overwhelrningly bountiful or disappointingly few.72It is not always clear that

there even will be a harvest.?3 And the process is certainly mysterious.?a Since

evangelism is a part of the work of the kingdom, one aspect of sowing the seed

of God's word, evangelism too may be understood as a process.

This being so, it is unfortunate that evangelism has traditionally been

understood in terms not of process but of crisis--of preaching and

instantaneous {probably dramatic) response. Talk of "decisions for Christ" and

stories of dramatic conversions heighten the expectation of a sudden response.

It may be that the prominence given to the conversion of the apostle Paul in the

Book of Acts-after all, the story is told three times"o--and his pivotal position

in the subsequent history of the church have encouraged this understanding.T5

6e Blomberg suggests that while God is the primary sower, "derivative
applications to Jesus or his disciples as sowers of the word (cf. Lk 8:11) are
entirely appropriate." Blomberg, 227 .

7o John 4:35
"t Luke 13:6-9
t" Mark 4:8,425-7. "Recent research suggests that a yield four or at

most five times the amount of seed used would be normal." Bruce J. Malina and
Richard L. Rohrbaugh Social-Science Commentarv on the Svnoptic Gospels
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 19921, LO2.

"" Matthew L3:24-29

"n Mark 4:26-28
"o Acts 9:1-19, 22:6-16,26:12-Lg
"" John Stott, while acknowledging that some of tle circumstances of

Paul's conversion were unique and unrepeatable, nevertheless believes that
"other features of Paul's conversion and commissioning are applicable to us
today. For we too can (and must) e4perience a personal encounter with Jesus
Christ, surrender to him in penitence and faith, and receive his summons to
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However, in Canada today, the mqjority of people are not coming to Christian

faith suddenly or dramatically. A survey already cited asked Christians how

often they had heard the Gospel before they decided to respond. Only 6% said

"once," that is, that their conversion was immediate; half said ten times or

more.t" The biblical model of a process over a period of time would seem to

more helpful for our culture tJlan the crisis-oriented model of Paul.?8

The first disciples of Jesus provide a paradigm for considering

evangelism as a process. Apart from an5rthing else, there is no clear turning-

point "decision" in their recorded experience. They experience different turning

points, certainly, but none is as decisive as Paul's on the road to Damascus.

A:rrong the many contenders for the "moment of decision" for the disciples, one

may include their initial contact with Jesus'7e Jesus' formal call to them to be

his disciples,"o Peter's declaration of Jesus' Messiahship'8l their acceptance of

the truth of the resurrection,"' or the coming of the Spirit at Pentecost.s3 Each

one of these seems to be a distinct spiritual turning point, but the Gospel

seffice." John R. W. Stott The Spirit. the Church and the World: the Messaee of
Acts (Downer's Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1990), 166. In spite of Stott's
disclaimers, the language of "encounter," "surrender" and "receive" still
inevitably speak of a sudden experience rather than a process.

" Motz and Posterski, 145.
t" Don Posterski, in a sermon, has characterized this contrast as

Damascus road conversion versus Emmaus road conversion.

"'John l:35-40.
* Mark L:L6-2O

"t Matthew I6:13-L7. After all, the confession tl:at "Jesus is Lord."
was later considered a test of true faith (1 Cor. 12:3).

"2 John 2O:2O. After all, Paul says a condition of salvation is to
"believe in your heart that God raised pesusl from the dead." (Romans 10:9)* Acts 2:L-4. After all, Paul warns that "Anyone who does not have
the Spirit of Christ does not belong to him." (Romans 8:9)
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writers do not seem to indicate that any one of them counts as what we would

call "becorning a Christian."

The first disciples, in other words, are a classic example of evangelism

as process. They respond to Jesus'evangelistic invitation, "Follow me," by

which they become students in the school of Jesus, and then, at the end of

their three years' apprenticeship, they are commissioned to continue the work

they have seen him do.s This does not mean that he ceases to be their teacher:

they continue under his tutelage, which is now mediated to them by the Holy

Spirit, who will "teach you ever5rthing, and remind you of all that I have said to

you."as So the learning process continues.

What does this process-oriented model of Jesus' school imply for t]le

practice of evangelistic preaching? Firsfly, it implies a close relationship

between evangelism and teaching. On three occasions Matthew's Gospel links

didaskein (to teach) and keryssern (to preach/proclaim) in describing Jesus'

preaching, as though they are virtually interchangeable.86 For example,

s It is intriguing that Donald A. schon, speaking of mentoring, uses
the phrase "Follow met" to describe a kind of mentoring "when a coach wants to
communicate a way of working, or a conception of performance, that goes
beyond anything a student presenfly knows how to describe." This is i good
summarJr of what Jesus' disciples experienced when they followed him.Schon,
2L4-2L6.

* John L4:26
* In the 1930s, C. H. Dodd attempted "to show that the early church

made a definite distinction between preaching and teaching." (Abraham 43)
Abraham comments that "[c]ritics now widely acknowledge-that Dodd's view is
an artificial division of labor that is not borne out by the Lvidence." (Abraham
s1)
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Jesus went throughout Galilee_, teaching in their sJmagogues andproclaiming the good news gJ th" kingd6m and cuing"ev?rv disease and
sickness among the people.t"

In Mark's gospel, Mark uses the term euaggelion only in his summary of Jesus,

ministry: 'uesus came into Garilee, proclaiming [kerysso] the good news

[euaggelion] of God.'s This Gospel describes Jesus as teachin gldidaskol

fourteen times (compared with /cergsso three times), and the implication seems

to be that Jesus' teaching unpacks tl.e meaning of the good news. In other

words, his teaching is evangelistic, and his evangelism is didactic."" In the Book

of Acts, the pattern continues: on four occasions, Luke links teaching with

evangelistic preaching, in contexts such as: ',They did not cease to teach

ldidaskol and preach leuag g elizomal Je su s as the Me ssiah. "s

Evangelistic preaching has the image of being "preaching for a

decision": its purpose is to call unchurched hearers to repentance and belief.

Teaching, conversely, is regarded as being for those who have already made a

Christian commitment, and is to educate them in atl the breadth and depth of
the faith. Yet if evangelistic preaching is also teaching, then there will be far
more to the content than simply inviting a decision. This is particularly

important in a culture where the faith is no longer known, and where the

necessit5l for, or nature of, a "decision" will not be immediately obvious to the

first-time listener. Evangelistic preaching will convey much more content about

"" Matthew 4:23, cf.9:35, 11:1. In the lirst two of these, Luke adds"healing" to "preaching- and teaching." The synoptics know the importance ofworks and words together as much as John.* Mark 1:14

"" Luke's gospel uses the verbs didnskolifteen times, euaggelizomai
three times, and kerysso seven times, but in this Gospel there do not seem robe significant links between did.a.sko and the others.

- Acts 4:2, cf.s:42, 15:35, 2g:37
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tlle Christian faith--about Jesus, about the kingdom, about the Bible--than has

traditionally been necessary in Western culture.

The second implication of evangelism as process, and Christian faith as

a school, is that there will not necessarily be a hard and fast distinction

between teaching which is for believers and teaching which is for "outsiders".

Every evangelist needs also to be a teacher. After all, both gifts encourage the

same process: receiving the word of God and responding to it. Every evangelistic

preacher knows that believers will be encouraged by an evangelistic talk; every

teacher knows that a sennon for Christians can have an unexpectedly

evangelistic effect. In one sense the content is the s€une: the Gospel. Both

"insiders" to the faith and "outsiders" need the Gospel, though it may be

explained differently." As a corollary, it appears that in the New Testament the

gifts of teacher and evangelist, though mentioned separately ,n are difficult to

distinguish in practice. Timothy, in particular, seems to have exercised a

ministry both as a teacheres and as an evangelist'ea since Paul exhorts him to

pay attention to both. Paul himself clearly engaged in both ministries. Fhs

parting speech to the Ephesian elders, for instance, reminds them of his

ministry to them as evangelist and also as pastor and teacher."" When we

el Paul actually suggests in Romans 1:15 that he is eager "to
proclaim the gospel leuaggelizoma! to you also who are in Rome," though
presumably he is writing to people who are already Christians. David Watson
comments on this verse, "Even the most mature in faith need to have the
gospel, with atl its simplicity yet profundity, preached to them." David C. K.
Watson, I Believe in Evanselism (london: Hodder and Stoughton, 1975), 31.

n 
".g. 

in Ephesians 4:11

"t'Th.". are the thingsyou must . . . teach. . . . Give attention . . . to
teaching. . . . Pay close attention to . . . your teaching." 1 Timothy 4:11-16.

s "Proclaim [keryxonl the message. . . Do the work of an evangelist."
2 Timothy 4:2,5.

"" Acts 2o:18-36
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consider that botll evangelism and teaching are gifts for communicating the

faith, however, this is hardly surprising. Whether one is "teaching" or

"evangelizing" may not depend so much on the gift of the speaker as on the

pedagogical need of the audience: is this the first time they are hearing the

message, or are they seasoned believers? Or, to use the school image: is this a

grade school class or a university graduate class?

The third implication of the school/process paradigm is that evangelism

will take time. Seeds take time to grow to harvest. The disciples lived close to

Jesus for three years, and were hardly spiritually mature even then. Paul

understood this principle, because whenever possible, he stayed and

taught/evangelized for a substantial period of time. For instance, he and

Barnabas stayed in Antioch for a year'* In Corinth he stayed eighteen months'

"teaching the word of God,"e? and in Ephesus two years, "arguing daily in the

lecture hall of Tyrannus."es His reason for staying was partly strategic--the

longer he stayed, the more people heard the message""--but it was also

pedagogical--his goal was, as he stated on leaving Ephesus for the last time, to

declare to them "ttre whole purpose of God."r@ It is impossible to communicate

the Gospel in all its fullness in one address, and the more it is explained, the

more persuasive it becomes.

* Acts lLz26
- Acts 18:1-18

"" Acts 19:8 Some manuscripts add "from eleven o'clock in the
morning till four in tl e afternoon."

- "So that all the residents of Asia, both Jews and Greeks, heard the
word of the Lord." 19:10

t* Acts 2o:27
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The final factor to be considered in the New Testament's picture of

evangelism is that of community, which has so far been implicit, particularly in

the images of school and mission, but which is worth consideration in its own

right.

Evanqelism and community

The image of the school implies communit5r. Jesus' school does not

operate by correspondence course with isolated individuals: it assumes

corporate learning. This theme resonates witl the emphasis of the Old

Testament material above, where the life of a community learning to obey God

will be attractive to outsiders.lol

"The evangelist," on the other hand, is generally thought of as one

person, a preacher, more or less loosely attached to a particular church, but

this image is only shallowly rooted in either Scripture or theolory. While Jesus

is proclaiming the kingdom, for instance, he lives and travels with a group of

disciples, both men and women, who learn from him, support him financially,

and assist him in his ministry.tot While he speaks about the nature of God's

kingdom, he and his followers seek to live out the principles he is teaching. In

fact, he regards them as his surrogate family, because they "hear the word of

tot The idea of a school of disciples goes back as far as the prophetic
schools of the Old Testament, e.g. 2 Kings 2, Isaiah 8:16-18.

to'Luke 6:I2-L6lists the twelve; Luke 8:1-3 names women who
traveled with them and supported them "out of their resources"; Luke 9
describes an example of their participation in Jesus' work.
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God and do it."los Jesus makes it clear that his disciples should live by the

norrns of the kingdom, not by the norms of the world.lG It is probably not

coincidence that he includes among tl:e twelve two social and politicat

opposites--Levi, a collaborator with the Roman army of occupation, and Simon

the 7*dot, perhaps a guerrilla frghter against tJ.e Romans--and expects that

they will break bread together at his table. The Pharisees question why the

disciples behave differenfly from other religious people, and the answer is

essentially that Jesus' followers are a distinct communit5z witJ: a different way of

understanding the religious 1ife.1o5 N.T.Wright considers that Jesus' immediate

goal as he traveled and ministered was:

to establish . . . what we might call cells of followers, mosfly continuing to
live in their towns and villages, who by their adoption of his praxis, hiJ
way of being Israel, would be distinctive within their local communities.106

If this is so, it would seem appropriate that Jesus and his followers model the

kind of kingdom communit5r he is commending. Thus Jesus the evangelist lives

in a community of the kind about which he is preaching.

In the early part of the Book of Acts, this motif of speaking from within

a community continues. The classic example is Peter's sennon on the Day of

Pentecost. The Spirit comes upon the gathered community, observers question

and mock, and "Peter, standing with the eleven," preaches to explain to the

crowd what it is they are seeing and hearing. The crowd's reaction is to repent,

t* Luke 8:L9-2L. "The christian group acting as a surrogate family
is for Luke the locus of the good news. It transcends the normal categories of
birth, class, race, gender, education, wealtJr and power--hence is inclusive in a
starding new way." Malina and Rohrbaugh, 335-336.t* Mark 10:35-45 "[A]mong t]re Gentiles . . . their rulers lord it over
them . . .But it is not so among you."

tot Mark 2:19'Why do . . . your disciples not fast?" cf. Mark T:L-23
'"\Mhy do your disciples not live according to the tradition of the elders?"t* wright,2T6.
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and three thousand join the communit5t by baptism.to" Luke then records a

summary description of the life of the community--miracles, having goods in

common, having table-fellowship across previous lines of division, prayer and

worship, and the teaching of the aposfles. The life of the communit5r clearly

gives credibility and attractiveness to the apostles'preaching, and the preaching

in turn strengthens and multiplies the community. Luke mentions also that the

community has "the goodwill of all the people"--a phrase which appears to fulfill

Moses' expectation that a community living in God's way will be attractive to

outsiders.ro" wi[iam Abraham comments that:

the Gospel spread and the church grew because the sovereign hand of
God was in the midst of the community that found itself surrounded.Ql'
people who were puzzled and intrigued by what tJ:ey saw happening.'"'

The same emphasis on evangelistic speaking out of the heart of the community

occurs in Luke's second summal/ description:tto in one verse he describes the

sharing of goods in the community, in the next he mentions the aposfles'

evangelistic preaching, and in the next he says "there was not a needy person

among them." The life of the communit5r and the preaching of the evangelists

thus make a seamless web. Abraham concludes:

For the early Christians, it would have been unthinkable to have
evangelism 

"without community and community without evangelism.llr

t- Acts 2
ls Deuteronomy 4:6-8.In Acts 3:22, Peter explicifly sees Jesus as

fulfilling the prophecy of Moses concerning a prophet like himself. Richard
Longnecker argues that it is important for Peter to establish this continuity with
Israel so that the church may be considered "God's righteous remnant in the
inauguration of the final eschatological days." Richard N. longnecker, The
Expositor's Bible Commentarv: Acts (Grand Rapids: Zondewan 1995), 94.

1@ Abrah"m, 37.
tto Acts 4:32-34
111Abraham, 57.
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As the gospel moves out in ever widening circles from Jerusalem, Luke's

focus appears to be more on individual preachers than on the community.

Stephen testifies alone before the Jewish council; Philip goes alone to Samaria

and to the Gaza road; Paul is left alone at Athens.tt'yet this is more

appearance than substance. In all of these cases, the solitariness is merely

circumstantial. Paul in particular, is commissioned for his missionary journeys

by a prayerful Christian community at Antioch through which the Holy Spirit

gives guidance.rls He normally travels in a group, as did Jesus, varying in size

from one or two (Barnabas, tJ:en Barnabas and John Mark, then Silas and

Timothy) to eight.lln Moreover, if there is a christian community when he

arrives in a cit5r, he quickly becomes a part of it (as he does by staying with

Priscilla and Aquila in Corinthtt"). If not, in those cities where he is able to stay

as long as he chooses, a christian communit5r grows up around him as he

preaches. These communities undoubtedly perform similar functions in relation

to his preaching as the Jerusalem community did in relation to peter's:

validating the message, supporting the messenger, and drawing outsiders in.

Thus the Christian community is always present in Acts, though when Luke's

focus is one central individual it tends to fade into the background.

William Abraham has argued strongly for the importance of community

in evangelism. He believes that although tle church communit5r should be the

natural locus of evangelism: "[s]ince the middle of the nineteenth century

evangelism has, for the most part, been cut loose from christian

tt' Acts T:2-s2, g:26-40, l7:16-31.
tt" A"t" 13:1-3
ttn Acts 20:4-6 Sopater, Aristarchus, Secundus, Gaius, Timothy,

Tlchicus, Trophimus, and (presumably) Luke.
tt" Acts 1g:l-3
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communities.'r'o Certainly in the eighteenth century, €rn evangelist like John

Wesley understood the importance of community for evangelism. Wesley

scholars agree tJrat, as J. Glenn Gould puts it:

pohn Wesleyl wisely discerned that the beginnings of faith in a man's
heart could be incubated into saving faith more effectively in the warm
Christiq4 atmosphere of the [Methodist] society t]ran in the chill of the
world.117

One writer goes so far as to say that it was in the Methodist class meeting, and

not as a result of Wesley's preaching direcfly, that "tl:e greatest majority of

conversions occurred."lrt The shift away from community appears most starkly

in the time of Charles Finney and his introduction of "New Measures" into mass

evangelism. It was Finney who introduced strong elements of modernism into

evangelism, stressing the "personal decision" of the individual, holding a high

view of human freedom (and a corespondingly weak doctrine of sin), and

offering instantaneous assurance of salvation to converts, regardless of their

incorporation into the church. Each of these strategies works against a high

view of community: the emphasis of such a Gospel is simply to connect a free,

autonomous, rational individual with God. Incorporation into the church, to be

part of God's faithful community throughout time, is simply not a part of the

story.lle

Abraham offers his own definition of evangelism as:

116 Abrah"m, 57.
tt" J. Glenn Gould, Healine the Hurt of Man: A Studv in John

Wesley's "Cure of Souls" {Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press 1971), 65.
tt" Wi[iam B. Lewis, 'The Conduct and Nature of the Methodist

Class Meeting and the Values Inherent in Personal Groups Today (Nashville:
Methodist Evangelistic Materials, 1958), 25. Both this and the previous source
are quoted with approval in Howard A. Snyder, The Radical Wesley and
Patterns for Church Renewal (Downer's Grove: InterVarsity Press 1980), 56.

tt" Finney will be considered at more length in chapter 4.
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tJ:at set of intentional activities which is governe$fV th. goal of initiating
people into the kingdom of God for tl e first time.

He deliberately uses the terrn "initiate" rather than "convert," since initiation

conveys the sense of being ushered from one communit5r into another, in the

seme way that one might be initiated into a craft guild or a secret society.

Initiation is not a single step but a series of steps, each with attendant

privileges and responsibilities, and with appropriate learning at each stage. It is

furthermore a "set of activities," rather than a single one, a "pol5rmorphous

activity . . . more like farming or education than like raising one,s arm or

blowing a kiss."121 In t]:is set of evangelistic and initiatory activities:

we need to find room for conversion, baptism, and a commitment to love
G9d and neighbo-r . . . [w]e al..o need to find room for receiving the
Christian creed, for ovrning the gifts of the Holy.Spirit, and foi embracing
the disciplines of eucharist, prayer and fasting."

What is salutary in Abraham's proposals is the emphasis on a return to

a more holistic kind of evangelism. Evangelism, he makes clear, is not simply

preaching and inviting a response, and then encouraging converts to join a

church as one secondary form of following up a christian commitmentr2s.

Evangelism, rather, is an expression of the church's life, and by its very nature

it draws people into the fellowship of the church. Such evangelism is not

complete until those who respond are fully involved in the life and work of God's

kingdom in every dimension.

12o Abraham, 9s.t" Ibid., 104.
122Ibid., 11g.
t* One popular evangelistic booklet makes joining a church seventh

in its list of instructions to new believers. Have You HJard oithe Four Spiritual
Laws? (Arrowhead Springs: Campus Crusade for Ctrriffi
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While Abraham's general direction is a healthy and biblical one, his

position does have drawbacks. One danger, for example, is that the word

"evangelism" quickly loses its usefulness. If everything the church does, from

small groups to the eucharist, from exorcism to acts of mercy, counts as

evangelism, then in effect nothing is evangelism. "The work of the church" and

"evangelism" become synonJrrnous.t'n The way the New Testament uses the

word, however, is distinct. Euaggeliz,omai, in whatever context it occurs, always

meaJrs "to announce good news." In general, the good news is announced to

those outside the community, and includes or implies an invitation to them to

join the community.t* A more helpful way to express Abraham's concern for

holistic evangelism is that this act of announcing good news never occurs in

isolation in the New Testament. David Watson, for instance, obsenres:

it is worth noting carefully that the word is frequently used in a rich
context. . . . [W]e cannot take the verb "to evangelize" out of its active and
varied context without destroying a vital part of its meaning.'-

Whenever Jesus preaches the good news of the kingdom, he also welcomes

sinners, attends parties, gtves sight to the blind, exorcises the possessed,

forgives sins, feeds the hungry, and raises tJ:e dead. In the terminologr of

John's Gospel, Jesus speaks the words of God and does the works of God. The

message is a message of God's redeeming activity: if it is true, it is accompanied

by that redeeming activity. As Gerhard Friedrich puts it, "The message ca:ries

t'n Abraham himself anticipates this objection, but in my estimation
does not adequately rebut it. Ibid., 44. A parallel problem is noted by Stephen
Neill: 'If everything is mission, ttren nothing is mission." Cited by George R.
Hunsberger "Acquiring the Posture of a Missionary Church", in George R.
Hunsberger and Craig Van Gelder, The Church Between Gospel and Culture:
The Emerginq Mission in North Arnerica (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, Lg96),29L.

t5 Romans 1:15, as noted earlier, is the one exception to this rule,
but it does not undermine the general principle.

t2" watson , 26-27.
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with it the fulfilment."l2z In this way, evangelism is still more than words, and

is still linked to the reality of God in the communit5i, yet it remains a distinct,

identifiable activity. Rodney Clapp expresses it thus:

Not ever5rthing the church does is evangelism, but ever5rthing tJ:e church
does-and is-relates to evangelism.'"

A related problem is that evangelism (of potential believers) becomes

confused with nurture (of established believers). Abraham addresses this

problem,l2e and tries to maintain a distinction between the two, but it is an

artificial one because what he sees as "fundamental initiation" is so lengthy and

ambitious in scope that it is difficult to see what would be left for the nurturing

of long-terrr believers. Abraham's purpose might have been better served by

acknowledgrng that evangelism and nurture are on the same continuum, since,

if our relationship with God is always in process, tJ e difference between a new

student who is still being evangelized (on Abraham's model) and a mature

student is simply a question of where they are in that process. To revert to

Brow's image of the school, it is as though there are elementary grades and

there are graduate-level programs, but the steps are cumulative, and the overell

goal of all tJle progrurms is the same: to enter into tJle fullness of the kingdom.

It might be deduced that Abraham has no time for traditional

evangelistic proclamation, but this is not the case. In fact, he speaks very

positively of its importance--that it be bold yet culturally sensitive, and that it

take place in genuine interaction with unbelievers:

12" Kittel and Friedrich, 268.
t* Rodney Clapp, A Peculiar People: the Church as Culture in a

Post-Christian Society. (Downer's Grove: InterVarsit5r Press, ),9981, 16T.
t'" Abratram, 108.
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What matters is that the good news of the kingdom be transmitted with
flair and in culturally fitting forms. The announcement, furthermore, is to
be heralded less in the church and more in the marketplace and in the
world at large.ls

His concern about preaching is consistent with his overall thesis, that it be

linked to a process of initiation into the church, and not an isolated event.

"Most contemporary evangelistic preaching," he warns, "is unrelated to the

intention to initiate people into the kingdom of God."r31

Practical implications for evangelism

Evangelism throughout the Bible is part of God's loving response to a

sinful world: God takes it upon himself to reconcile people to himself. As the

Old Testament unfolds, it does not offer a model for evangelism, but it does hold

out the ideal of a community created by God, obedient to God, and attractive to

outsiders. Jesus fulJills that ideal by living a life of obedience to God. He also

draws together his disciples into a new people of God, committed to learning

what it means to live by his teaching. What Jesus adds to the fulfillment of the

Old Testament picture is his explicit verbal teaching about who God is, what

God's reign means, and how people may be reconciled to God: Jesus adds

words to works. After his death and resurrection and the coming of the Holy

Spirit, Jesus' followers continue to form themselves into communities where

Christ is learned.t"' Evangelistic preachers speak on behalf of the communit5r to

outsiders, telling who Jesus is, explaining that he is the source of the new life

t* Ibid., 171.
t"t lbid., r73.
t"'The phrase "to learn Christ" is Paul's: Ephesians 4:20
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which is visible in this new community, and inviting others to come to Jesus

and join his school. Evangelism is understood to be a process of which God is

in control, by which God gradually draws people into relationship with himself,

through the influence of the community and the preaching, and establishes

people in a lifetime of discipleship.

What does evangelism look like when it incorporates words as well as

deeds, alfirrns evangelism as a process, connects to the model of a school, and

is an expression of communitSr rather than of individualism? Four examples

illustrate the possibilities:

David Watson, one of Britain's most effective evangelistic preachers,

describes the experience of speaking evangelistically in the context of a

worshipping Christian communit5r:

I have seen the immense power of worship and praise preceding the more
formal presentation of the gospel. . . . [O]ften, after twenty or thirty
minutes of songs that are specifically God-directed worship in their
content, there is a sense of God's presence which qq4derfully enables
people to hear and receive the spoken word of God.133

According to Watson, God's presence is felt by tJle unbeliever as well as by the

believer when the community of God's people is at worship. As a result, the

effectiveness of the evangelistic sennon is greatly enhanced by being in such a

context:ls the hearers have already experienced the reality which the preacher

then explains.l3s

ls watson, 31.
ls Roland Walls said in a lecture, "A praising community preaches to

answer questions raised by its praise." (Watson, 31) For "praise" one might
equally well substitute "love" or "celebration" or any other authentic expression
of the life of Jesus.

t* Watson quotes one woman who wrote after an "ordinar5/" service,
"One of the most wonderful things was to look around at the faces of the
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Social action activities are also a way by which the authenticity of the

gospel is conveyed to outsiders. Kevin Graham Ford offers a composite semi-

Iictional scenario based on a number of real-life e>geriences:

Lindsey and Grant [not Christians] had been involved with the Street
Haven Outreach team for the past several weeks . . . Once a week the
team came out to the city park and served over four hundred hot meals.
lTheyl were simply accepted into the group and made to feel that they were
a fully integrated part of the homeless ministry. Week by week, Grant and
Lindsey began to sense the reality of God in the midst of that team. . . .

They saw Christian community and Christian involvement at work. And
slowly, without sysn lgelizing it, they were changed.ls

Here is the Body of Christ, sent by God, doing the works of God. Outsiders, as

Moses foresaw of Israel, and as happened in the book of Acts, are attracted by

this lifestyle and become involved, and, as they do so, they gradually sense the

reality of God. They are being drawn into the process of learning from Jesus

even before they realise this is the case.

The Alpha program is an effective evangelistic program presently used

by thousands of churches around the world. It consists of fifteen weekly

sessions plus a weekend in which the Christian faith is systematically taught.

Evening sessions include a meal and build a sense of communit5l among the

attendees. Part of the success of the Alpha program is that it implements the

principle of evangelism as a process, gving people time to consider different

aspects of the faith. One effect of emphasizing process is, as William Abraham

would observe, tJrat evangelism and nurture blend easily in to one anotfrer.

congregation . . . If I had any doubts before your service, all that it showed us
would have quite decided me about the reality of Christ." (Watson, 50)t* Kevin Graham Ford Jesus for a New Generation: Putting the
Gospel in the Lanzuaqe of Xers (Downer's Grove: InterVarsit5r Press, 1995), 211-
2L2.
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Alpha also works through community, so tlrat people do not simply hear

lectures (or, more often, watch videos) but get to know a community in which

Christian faith is real.

My own more limited experience offers another model of evangelism

which combines communit5r ar:d teaching. In recent years, I have spoken at a

number of evangelistic dinner parties. Here the Christian communit5r will

arange a special evening, with good food and perhaps wine, the room and the

tables decorated in celebration. Priends will invite friends. Some of the

communit5r will cook, others will serve. The whole evening is surrounded with

prayer. Invariably when I get up to speak, I feel as though half of the evangelism

has already been done: guests have already tasted the reality of the kingdom of

God in friendship, welcome, celebration, laughter and servanthood. They have

already experienced a little of the quality of life that flows through a communit5r

which has Jesus as its centre, though they may not recognize its source. What I

then say about Jesus and faith is set against that backdrop, as though the

speaking is merely to e>cplain what people have just experienced. The evenings

always end with an invitation to attend other events of this kind, so that the

learning process can continue.

There is much scope for these aspects of biblical evangelism--word and

works, process, learning, and community--to be combined in other ways. It

seems a particularly appropriate blend for a culture which is moving away from

an Enlightenment emphasis on the individual and on pure rationalism and

towards a view of human nature that is more communit5r-based and holistic.

This question of contemporary culture, and what is appropriate evangelism for

different cultures, will be pursued in the following two chapters.
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Ouestionnaire re sponses

EC95 respondents demonstrate a strong grasp of this kind of theolory

of evangelism. One might argue that this is in fact part of the IVCF nethos"

which will be discussed in chapter 5. To learn from an ethos means to absorb

from casual conversation as much as from formal learning situations, from

what is assumed as much as from what is stated, from jokes and metaphors

and attitudes. It is what Schon calls nbackground learning"rs", learning which is

taking place even when we are not aware of it. As a result, respondents are to

varying degrees engaged in an evangelistic praxis which honours beliefs in

evangelism as process, the role of community in evangelism, and the

relationship of evangelism to teaching.

Evangelism as Process

The idea of evangelism as a process, and the agricultural kind of

metaphor which represents that process, is almost universally accepted by the

EC'95 respondents. When asked whether they identify with the statement, My

Job is to nurture the reeds of faith in the hearer, six (27o/o) "Strongly agree"

and twelve $aVQ "Agree"--8LYo in all. The same tendency is clear when asked

how far respondents identify with the statement, My main task ic to

encourage my hearers to make a commitment to Christ. Only three (L4o/o)

137 Schon, 38.
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"Strongly agree" that tJris is their goat and six (27o/o) "Agree"--4Io/o in all. Six

(27o/ol feel "Neutral" about the statement and stx (27o/ol actively "Disagree" that

this is their goal. This means that over half (54%l of these evangelists do not

consider commitment to Christ their goal: the goal of fostering a process seems

to have displaced the goal of bringing about a spiritual crisis. One explicitly

says that the purpose of evangelistic events is "for students to bring their

friends who are in process."

This conviction about process naturally leads several writers to share

William Abraham's concern that evangelism should be integrated with the

whole of Christian initiation. In defining evangelism, one points out that

evalgelism "lives in direct but creative tension with discipling and nurturirg;"

another understards evangelism to be "the birthing of new worshippers,' and

one adds that evangelism leads to "subsequent discipleship and Christian

communiQr development." The clearest indication of popularity of this

emphasis, however, appears when respondents are asked. wben speaking

about making a christian faith-eommitment, what terminologz do you

prefer?

TWelve (54%l indicate that they "strongly prefer" to speak about

"becoming a follower of Jesus," a phrase which suggests that conversion is the

beginning of a journey in company with Jesus, not merely a transfer from one

static state ("sin") to another ("salvation"). The next most popular is',commit

your life to Christ (or Jesus, or God)" which is selected by only five (22o/o). The

least popular expressions are "being born again," 'being saved" and 'joining

God's family," each chosen by only one person (4.s%l unfortunately, unless

explained more fully, the phrase "follower of Jesus" does not automaticallv

imply joining the communit5l of Jesus'followers, and can convey an
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The Language of Conversion

100%

80%

60%

Q%

n%

0%

Folbwer Turn Fam ily

ffi Somewhat prefer ffi Strongly prefer

individualistic approach to faith. In fact, only two (9olo) "strongly prefer" and

eight {360/ol "Somewhat prefer" to speak of conversion as 'Joining t}re Christian

communit5r."

Evangelism and Community

when asked whether one of my goals in speaking is to encourage

the hearerc to check out the christian community, just over half (5s%)

believe this is important, and two of those "strongly agree.',138 These

evangelists also note that more of their listeners join Christian groups than

actually "become Christians." only two (10%) say that people "euite often"

become Christians through their talks. Seven (32o/ol say it "sometimes"

happens. Five (23o/o) respond "Almost never" and three (l4o/o) say it "Never"

happens. Four choose not to answer. A higher rate of response is found,

t* For some reason, these are not the same people who, in speaking
about conversion, invite their hearers to ']join the Christian community.l,
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however, when asked whether members of their audience join follow-up groups.

Do people become Christians?

35o/o

30%

25%

20%

15o/o

'100/o

5%

0%

Very often Sometimes Never

TWo report that this happens'Very often"; three report "Quite often"; and nine

report "Sometimes." This indicates that while less than helf (42%) observe some

of their hearers becoming Christians, almost two-thirds (640/0l find that

audience members join follow-up groups. There is a similarly positive response

to the question of whether hearers begin attending regular fellowship meetings

{59o/ol or church (55%).

Quite often I Almost never
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Very often Sometimes

Another expression of Christian community emerges when respondents

are asked the question: what encourages you to speak eeangeli3tically?

Intemal call
Colleagues Supervbor Pastor

Eighteen (82o/ol say that IVCF stall colleagues are "Very encouregng" or

"Somewhat encouraging", while seventeen (77o/ol credit their students with

being 'Very" or "Somewhat encouradng." There is little sense here of isolated

individual evangelists at work, buoyed up only by their sense of spiritual

Do people join groups?

Quite ofien I Hardly ever

Sources of encouragement
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calling. For these evangelists, their stalf colleagues and their students are their

primary ministry communit5r, and it is not surprising to find evangelizing

communities effectively nurturing the different evangelistic gifts of their

members.

At the serrle time, it is important to note that seven (32o/ol speak of an

internal spiritual drive of some kind. These respondents say they are

encouraged by such inlluences as "the Holy Spirit," "my own desire to work on

this gift," "a passion from God," "my own encounter with God in prayer," and

"my own desire to see students reached." For four of these seven, this drive or

conviction is the only influence they find "Very" or "Somewhat encouraging."

They appear not to need or find the support of a Christian community for their

evangelism. This subject of an internal spiritual conviction causing people to

engage in evangelism, though beyond the scope of this tJ:esis, is worthy of

further research. Of more interest for this chapter is the fact that sixteen

respondents (73o/ol say nothing about an internal drive to evangelize. For them,

the motivation to evangelism comes, by their own account, entirely from other

people--colleagues, students, a supervisor, a mentor, or a pastor. Rather than

seeing this motivation as inferior to the sense of internal calling, it is more in

hannony with the New Testament's emphasis on community to see this as an

equally valid way for God to call to ministr5l.l3e

In terms of the community's support for those learning evangelistic

speaking, it is sad that those with pastoral oversight of the EC'95 delegates are

t"'In Acts 13:l-3, paul and Barnabas are called to missionanr
service not primarily through anything internal but by the work of the Holy
Spirit through the worshipping communit5r at Antioch.
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not perceived as very encouraging in this area. Only four (L8o/ol say their IVCF

ministry supenrisor is 'Very encouragrng"--and three of those four also acted as

mentors at EC'95. A further eight (soo/d) say their supervisor is "Somewhat

encouraging." Pastors are rated even less highly. Two (9o/o) say their pastor is

'Very encourag'ing" of this aspect of their ministr5r, and a further five (23o/o)

report "Somewhat encouraging." While there are obviously unknown factors

here'l€ these figures do offer at least a reminder t]lat Christians need and

appreciate encouragement from their pastoral caregivers as they seek to develop

new competencies.

Evangelism and Teaching

Most respondents would agree with the observation that there is no hard

and fast distinction between evangelism and teaching. Indeed they prefer to

connect evangelism with the gifts such as "leadership" and ',equipping." when

they were asked, Would you say evangelistic speaking is your main spirltual
gift? only one says an unqualified 'yes". seventeen (TTo/o) believe that

evangelistic speaking is one of their spiritual gifts, though not the main one.

These seventeen were then asked, What do you consider your main spiritual
gift? of these, six indicate that their gift is "teaching," six "leadership," and

three "equipping", omotivating" or "discipling." one is employed by IVCF:uSA as

an "evangelism specialist," yet he believes that his primary gift is "leadership."

ts E.G. The staJf member may well see colleagues and students more
often tl.an the IVCF supewisor; colleagues and stalf may hear the delegates
speaking more frequently than ttre supervisor; the pastor may assume the IVCF
stalf supervisor gives primary support to the stalrmember; ministry
commitments may mean that the stallperson is not often present in Sundays.



What is your main spiritual grft?

30o/o

25o/o

20o/o

15o/o

1Oo/o

5o/o

Oo/o

Two say that evangelistic speaking is one of their gifts, but do not indicate what

they feel is their primary gift. Another checks the box to say that evangelism ls

not really one of [hcrl evangelistic grfts. one simply queries the whole

question. Another does not like to consider evangelism a grft so much as a

responsibility. These are startling answers when one recalls that the

respondents are people who came to a conference to learn about evangelistic

speaking, and made a commitment to continue practising that skill.

It is difficult to account for this ambivalence about claiming to have the

"gift" of evangelism. It may simply be that culturally determined images of an

"evangelist" have caused many who are actually grfted in evangelism to shy

away from the terminologr. Judging from respondents' preference for the

language of "nurture" and "process," however, it may equatly indicate a move

away from the model of decision-oriented and proclamation-based evangelism

which has dominated the church's understanding of evangelism to a model

which encourages teaching and process. The simple fact that fifteen

respondents (68%) prefer to follow their presentations with discussion indicates

Teaching Equipping Adminbtration
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a clear move away from straightforward proclamation which tolerates no

disagreement, to a more pedagogically sensitive approach where discussion and

questions are welcomed as the nonn. The term "evangelist," apparently, has not

adapted as fast as has the nature of evangelism.

There are three individual respondents whose responses to these

questions are distinctive and instructive. The first is the only respondent who

said he did have the gift of evangelism; the other two said thev did not.

The self-styled evangelist by no means fulfills the cultural caricature of ,,an

evangelist." In fact, in most respects, his views of evangelism are shared by the

majority of respondents. He strongly alfrrms all the non-traditional, process-

oriented views of evangelism emphasized by other respondents: for instance, he

wants to nutture the seeds of faith in the hearer, to help the hearer

recognize the actlvity of God in their lives, encourages [his] hearers to
checL out the Christian eommunity, and sees [himselft as a fellow seeker

for God wlth his hearers. He is also among the 5O7o who do not agree that I
will alwayr rpeak about the cross. He is out of step with the majority only in

seeing himself as a herald for the Gospel; and in agreeing (though not

strongly) that his tasL is to encourage . . . commitment to Christ. In terms of

his practice of evangelism, this respondent has spoken evangelistically only

three times in tl.e past twelve montJrs, far less often than the majority (the

median is 7 or 8), and the visible "results" of his speaking are similar to those of

others."'. In other words, there are no outstanding features which identify why

this person calls himself aJ:. "evangelist," while others do not. Since he is an

"' People become christians "sometimes", join follow-up groups
"Quite often", and "usually" engage in discussion aftJr a talk



American, however, it is tempting to speculate that the term "evangelist" is still

more acceptable in the mqiority of American churches than it is in Canada.

The one who claims that her gift is definitely not evangelism is also in the

mainstrearn of respondents in most respects. Certainly in terms of how she

views evangelism, she differs only in that she focuses her talks on the

expodtion of Scripture and in wanting to precent the truth, not to make it
pdatable: she is the only one to indicate "Strongly agree" to both of these. She

is only one of two who "Disagree" with the proposal that an ev€rngelist should

nurture reeds of thc faith. However, this person's approach is not as

unyielding or insensitive as it might at first sound. She describes her speaking

as often revolving around her personal story. She prefers, for instance, to speak

from John a (the woman at the well) or Luke 7 (the woman with the jar of

ointment) because tJ:ey "are similar to my story." The presentations sound very

personal and powerful, and certainly constitute very authentic evangelism. It is

hardly surprising, eonsidering the personal nature of her content, that she is

one of only four who say that discussion "Always" follows their talks, and that it

is "Never" fruifless argument. However, she is one of only three who say that

people "Never" become Christians through her talks, and the only one who says

that her hearers "Never" join follow-up groups. It seems likely that this delegate

is more influenced in her self-assessment by an understanding of evangelism

based on results. She is one of a minority who attend traditional evangelical

churches, and perhaps that is the picture of evangelism she has received from

her church. It may also be that her denominational tradition does not

encourage women to think of themselves as evangelists. Certainly, from what

she says about her experiences of evangelistic speaking, she has no less reason

to think of herself as an evangelist than any other respondent.
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The third individual is surprising in that, maybe more than any other

respondent, she Iits t.l.e traditional image of an evangelist, yet she still prefers

to call herself primarily a teacher. Her background is Pentecostal and Baptist.

She has a High School diploma and a denominational Bible School diploma and

she works with high school students. More than almost any other delegate she

acknowledges the strong influence her church background has had on her

understanding and practice of evangelism. She also mentions the positive

influence of Campus Crusade for Christ and its publications, including 'The

Four Spiritual Laws." Her responses to questions are distinctive in several

respects. She is one of only two who disagree with the proposition that, if they

are faithful, rome people will be offended. when asked what passages of

Scripture she favours when speaking, she is the only one who lists individual

verses-proof texts--mainly from the epistles. She is the only respondent who

does not agree that she sees herself as a fellow-seeker for Crod; indeed., she

puts a question mark against the statement. She is one of only two who feel

"Neutral" about the need to allirm people's spiritual search. She is the only

respondent who says it is not one of her goals to eacourage [hert hearers to

check out the christian community. She is, rather, one of only four who

strongly agrees that her "goal is to encourage [her] hearers to make a

commitment to Christ."

This appears to be a ministr5r geared to a "crisis" t5rye of conversion rather

than a "process" type. She has spoken 100 times in the past year: nobody else's

response indicates more than 3o. She is also one of only two who say that

people become Christians through her work "Quite often." In spite of this, she

still regards herself as "a teacher" rather than "an evangelist."
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It has been suggested at various points in this chapter that the kind of

evangelism described here-a blend of words and works, a process more than a

crisis, with an emphasis on discipleship as learning, and taking place in

community-is p articularly appropriate for a post- Christian, po stm odern

culture. chapter 4 will expand on the question of how evangelism may be

legi':nt","ly adapted for contemporary cultures. That begs the question,

however, of whether adaptations to particular cultures should even be

considered. For some, such adaptation inevitably compromises the God-

givenness of the Gospel, and therefore blunts its power. Before turning to the

question of evangelism in contemporar5l culture, therefore, the next chapter

considers the overarching question of the relationship between the Gospel and

culture.
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Chapter 3

EVANGELISU AI{D DTISSIOLOGY

This chapter will consider evangelistic speaking as a part of the

church's missiological mandate. It will address frrstly the ideolory of those in

the Barthian tradition, particularly that of william willimon, who advocate

simply proclaiming the Gospel message without regard for cultural

considerations, and the underlying theological convictions about God,

revelation and grace which this reflects. Then it will pursue the alternative

approach, represented by Emil Brunner in his 1946 debate with Karl Barth.

Drawing on the experience of Paul at Athens (Acts 17) and of contemporar5r

overseas missionaries, the chapter will then offer reasons why this is a

preferable approach to evangelistic speaking. In spite of these criticisms, I will

nevertheless acknowledge where I consider the warnings of Barth and Willimon

to be helpful, and I will seek to demonstrate from my own work how the

evangelist may steer a course between ignoring culture on the one hand and

capitulating to the demands of culture on the other. Finally, the chapter will

consider how the respondents from EC'95 deal with this issue of Gospel and

culture in their own ev€rngelistic practice.

Willimon and Campbell

William Willimon is the chaplain and Frofessor of Theological Ethics at

Duke university. He is perhaps best known for several books written in

collaboration with his colleague at Duke, Stanley Hauerwas, professor of
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Divinity and Law. Of particular relevance to this thesis is his 1994 book, The

Intrusive Word: Preachinq to the Unbaptized,r a book on evangelistic preaching.

His premise is formulated in reaction to much contemporar5r

evangelistic preaching: preachers should not attempt to translate the Gospel

into the thought-forms of secular culture, because this will compromise the

message and prevent it doing its transforming work. Thus he challenges many

current cliches of evangelistic discourse. If speakers seek to "communicate,"

Willimon warns that "[d]esiring to communicate, at any cost, can lead us into

apostasy.'2 A speaker who seeks to address the "thinking person" "plays into

the hands of [the] tyranny of detached subjectivity."" If a speaker addresses "felt

needs", "[t]his renders the gospel into nothing more than a helpful resource to

get us what we wanted before we met the gospel,"4 and the gospel becomes just

"another technique for making nice people even nicer, successful people even

more successful.'s A speaker who seeks to establish common ground with the

audience is warned that "'[c]ommon experience' doesn't exist, and even if it did,

it should not be confused with the gospel."6 Those who argue that the miracles

of Jesus are "scientifically true", have only made the point that "science is God,

and eveqrthing must bow to it."7 We cannot in fact speak to someone who does

not share our (Christian) culture because "all language is only fully intelligible

within the context of specific ways of living and the practices of a given social

ree4l.
t William H. Willimon, The Intrusive Word (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,

2 lbid., 1g

" Ibid., 37
n lbid., 3g
o Ibid., 60

" Ibid., 23

" Ibid., 3g
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life.'€ To make the Gospel "user-friendly" means "the reduction of the gospel to

a slogan for a bumper sticker, a church billboard."e

Lest it be thought that Willimon is an isolated case (albeit an influential

one), a more recent book, Preachine Jesus by Charles Campbell (rgg7l makes

these criticisms even more focused. Campbell, working within the framework of

Hans Frei's postliberal theolory, anaryzes the homiletical strategr of four well-

known preachers and finds that each of them gives away authority for the

shape and content of the message to the secular audience, thus compromising

the distinctiveness and power of the Gospel. Charles Rice is a typical example.

For him:

[t]he preacher seeks to express t]re Christian tradition in the idiom of the
culture so that it can become meaningful to contemporary hearers.'s

Fred Craddock, by Campbell's analysis, falls into the sarne trap by arguing that

"American culture is the starting point, and tJ.e preaching of the gospel must be

made relevant to it."11 For campbell and willimon, however, trying to make the

Christian faith "meaningful" or "relevant" to outsiders is a fundamental

methodological error for the evangelist. To make it meaningful or relevant

implies that the hearer is the authority on what is meaningful and relevant,

whereas in fact only tJre Gospel gives meaning to life, and what is relevant is

measured only in relation to God. A Gospel which seeks to be meaningful or

relevant is by definition not the Gospel of God: all it will accomplish is to

confirm the hearers in their spiritual alienation, or cause them to add a litfle

" Ibid., 93

" Ibid., 60
10 charles L. campbell, preachins Jesus: New Directions for

!{gryiletics in Hans Frei's Postliberal Theolo s,IggT),
748

tt lbid., 1ss
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religion to their basically secular lives.12 The God-given Gospel is so radical, so

different from anything in an unbeliever's present life, that he or she will

inevitably find the Gospel meaningless and irrelevant when it is faithfully

preached--until tJ'ey are converted by the Holy Spirit.

A key to understanding this approach to evangelism is Willimon's

statement, "I agree with Karl Barth."l3 Barth's views, as they relate to the

question of communicating the Gospel, appear most sharply in his 1934

debate with Emil Brunner, published in L946 under the English title, Natural

Theology.ra

Brunner and Barth

The substance of the debate concerns general revelation and natural

theolory. General revelation is the self-disclosure of God which is "universally

available" and which "it is impossible for anyone not to know."r5 Natural

theologr is the human response to tJlat revelation:

t' On" of tJ:e twentieth century pioneers of this approach was Paul
Tillich. Willimon and Stanley Hauerwas say of him, "[I]t is Tillich's presumption
that he must constanfly find a way to "translate" the language of the gospel, to
map the language of the gospel, into experiences that are well understood. . . .

Thus the inherent narcissism of the high-culture bourgeoisie was not
fundo'nentally challenged by the gospel of Christ." Preachins to Stranqers
(Louiwille: Westminster/John l(nox Press, 1992), 7 -8.

t" Willimon, 40. I acknowledge that I am taking this sentence out of
context, but I do so because it does seem to me to represent the thrust of
Willirnon's approach.

tn Emil Brunner, Natural Theolory: Comprisinq "Nature and Grace"
bv Professor Emil Brunner and the replv "No!" bv Dr. Karl Barth (London:
Geoffrey Bles, 1946)

t" Clark H. Pinnock, "Revelation" in New Dictiona:rr of Theoloe-r/ ed.
Sinclair B. Ferguson, David F. Wright and J.I.Packer (Downer's Grove:
InterVarsity Press 1988), 585.



the attempt to attain an understanding of God . . ,!y means of rational
reflection, without appealing to special revelation.^o

Brunner's argument begins with an account of general revelation:

In every creation the spirit of the creator is in some way recognizable. The
artist is known by dl his works . . . Wherever God does anything, he
leaves the imprint of his nature upon what he does. Therefore the creation
of the world is at the same time a revelation, a self-communication of God.t7

For Brunner, there is a crucial connection between general revelation ("the

revelation of God . . . in the works of creation") and special revelation ("his

proclamation of Christ") without which the task of the missionary or evangelist

is impossible. For example, it is only because of tJ:is fink t]rat repentance is

possible. Human beings are aware of the reality of God, and, in general terms,

of God's law, through their gasp of general revelation, and thus they become

aware of their sin:

Only because men somehow know tJ:e will of God are tJley able to sin. A
being which knew nothing of the law of God would be unable to sin.18

Thus when the evangelist talks of repentance, the hearers already understand

something of the God against whom they have sinned, as well as the meaning of

the sin from which t]lev are to turn.

Barth, on the other hand, has no time for a discussion of general

revelation and natural theologr because he is convinced that "[the] subject . . .

[of natural theolory] differs fundamentally from the revelation in Jesus

Christ."le Sinful human beings, with their powers of reasoning distorted and

naturally inclined against God, cannot draw accurate theological deductions

from general revelation. Any theologr they construct in ignorance of Christ will

t" Ibid. Colin Brown, "Natural Theolory," 452,
t" Brunner,24-25
t" Ibid., 2s
re Brunner, 74
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be partial and misleading, and for Christians to aflirm any truthfulness in

natural theologr invites:

[the] assimilatio_n of God to nature and of r_evelation to history, and tJrus
the reduction of theolory to anthropologr.2o

He does not believe that natural theologr can have an existence subsidiary to

special revelation, finding its fuUillment only in the revelation of Jesus Christ.

Sinful human beings prefer a theologr which enables them to retain their

autonomy from their creator. Thomas Torrance confirms this:

what Barth objects to in natural theologr is not its rational structure but
its indep endcnt character. z'

At one point, the disagreement is expressed in terms of a metaphor.

Brunner distinguishes between natural and special revelation with an image

which suggests complementarity: "from nature we know the hands and feet but

not the heart of God."22 In other word.s, while we may deduce something of the

character of the Creator from the creation, it is only from Christ that we truly

know the Creator's heart. Barth counters with Calvin's version of the sarne

image: "Christ is the imago in which God makes manifest to us not only his

heart but also his hands ald feet." '" Ther. is no image of God outside of

Christ: anything we know of God we know through Christ.

To some extent, the disagreement is more apparent than real. If Jesus

is the author of creation (Colossians 1: 16), and if the God whose character is

revealed through creation is t]:e God revealed in Jesus Christ, there cannot be a

'o Thomas F. Torrance, Karl Barth, bibrical and Evaneelical
Theoloeian (Edinburgh: T.&.T.Clark, 1990), i36.

" Brunner, L4T,
22 Brunner, 38
23Ibid., l09
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contradiction between the two.2a It might be better to say that there is a single

revelation, which is God's self-revelation, but that different aspects of it are

found in creation and in Christ. If general revelation is a candle in the

darkness, then the revelation in Jesus is a floodlight.

John's Gospel links the two expressions of God by explaining tJrat "the

true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world."

Commentators as diverse as C. H. Dodd, R. H. Lightfoot, Barnabas Lindars,

Lesslie Newbigin and George R. Beasley-Murray'o dl interpret this verse to

mean that the revelation in creation and the revelation in Jesus are equally

valid and true, differentiated only by the medium of communication and the

fulbress of what is revealed. Lightfoot is typical:

RighAy understood, the Lord's midstry is, as it were, the relations, written
sslall, of the Logos with mankind.^

Dodd puts it tJris way:

The whole passage from v.4 is at once an account of the relations of the
logos to the world andart account of the ministry of Jes-us Christ, which
rn every essential particular reproduces those reiations.2T

u "Although there are differences between general and speciar
revelation, we should not draw the contrast too sharply. After all, there is only
one God, whose Logos is spreading the knowledge of the Lord everywhere. The
two species of revelation stand together in a complementar5r relationship."
Pinnock, 585.

* C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge:
Cambridge Universit5r Press, 1953), R. H. Lightfoot, St.John's Gospel: A
comm,entanr (odord: oxford university Press, 1956); Barnabas Lindars, The
Gospel of John (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, L9T2l; Lesslie Newbigin, The Lieht
Has come: An Exposition of the Fourth Gospel (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
L982), George R. Beasley-Murray, John (Milton Ke5mes: word publishing,
t9871.

6 Lightfoot, g1

"" Dodd, 284, citedin Beaslev-Murrav 12



The problem occurs when general and special revelation are separated.

Brunner seems to open himself to this criticism by contending that general and

special revelation are "two kinds of revelation.'aa The danger of allowing this

kind of wedge to divide God's revelation is clear in a writer such as Roman

Catholic Philip Rosato,2e who speaks so consistently of the Creator Spirit and

the Redeemer Spirit that they almost become two separate entities:

[I]he Redeemer Spirit so monopolizes Barth's attention that the Creator
Spirit has no power to lead man to truth which is not explicifly
christological. . . . Barth attributes to the Spjritus Redemptor a function
which is really that of the Spiritus Creator.o'

Further, Rosato wants to understand tl e Spirit's work:

in a way which is free from the Word and yet endowed with equal
ontological validity.3 1

It is not clear how anything in creation, let alone the work of the Spirit, can be

"free of the Word," who created and who sustains the universe; nor, by the

same token, how anything from a Christian perspective can have "ontological

significance" without the Word."'This would seem to open the door to a

plurality of religions, even a plurality of gods.

Brunner, of course, has no intention of going that far. Apart from

anything else, his doctrine of sin is much closer to that of Barth than to that of

someone like Rosato:

s Brunner, 26

"" This is not true of all Roman Catholic theolory. John MacQua:rie
contends that "In Aquinas, natural theolory has an auxiliary function, as
leading the reader from everyday experience to the specific experience of being
addressed by the Christian revelation." John McQuarrie, "Natural Theolory", in
The Blackwell Encvclopedia of Modern Christian Thousht, ed. Alister E.
McGrath (O>trord: Basil Blackwell, 1993), 403.

* thilip J. Rosato, The Spirit as Lord: the Pneumatolory of Karl
Barth (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1981), 149-150.

"t Ibid., ls1.
t' ..g. Colossians 1 : 15-17
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The . . . fact that human beings are not able rightly to understand the
nature and meaning of this revelation in Creation is due to the fact that
their vision has been distorted by sin.33

Because of sin, human beings cannot save themselves:

sometJring from outside of him must penetrate within him to transform his
. . . resistance into self-surrender and acceptance.s

As a result, he explicifly does not open the door for people to find salvation

apart from Christ:

[A]s concerns the heathen, God did not leave himself without a witness,
but . . . nevertheless they did not know him in such a way that he became
their salvation.s

Brunner then is relatively modest in the claims he makes for general

revelation and natural theologr. On Barth's side, it is surprising in view of the

angry tone of his rejoinder to Brunner to discover that in earlier writings, he

does not deny the existence or the importance of natural theologr. Torrance

comments tllat for Barth:

[natural t]reoloryl must . . . be taken seriously and can be respected as the
natural man's "only hope and consolation in iife and death.,€d

He is even prepared to give it a place as a subset of Christian revelation. In his

own words:

natural theolory (theologia naturalis) is included and brought into clear
Ugh! within the theolog' of revelation (theologia revelata), for in the reality
of divine grace there is included the truth of the divine creation. In this
sense it is is true that "grace does not destroy but completes [nature].'""

* Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God: Dosmatics Volume I,
trans. Olive Wyon (l,ondon: Lutterworth Press, lg49l, 134.

s Emil Brunner, The christian Doctrine of the church, paith and
t].e consummation, trans. olive wyon (london: Lutterworth presJJg6z), 11.* Brunner, Natural Theology, 27* Torrance, L42.

"" Karl Barth, Theoloev and the Church. Shorter Writines L92O-
L928, trans. Louise Pettibone Smith (London 19621,342. CiGd in Torrance 147.
Italics mine.
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The idea of bringing into "clear light" suggests tfrat natural theologr without the

light of Christ is still capable of attaining a partial or distorted truth, which the

Gospel corrects and fulfills. Thus the distance between Brunner and Barth

comes to seem quite minimal.

Why then the argument? Several writers have suggested that Barth's

vehemence in responding to Brunner's algument was the result of tJle political

situation in Germany at the time of their writing. The endorsement by the

church of "the romantic depths of German nature and culture," and the

consequent "upsurge of paganism in a Christian country"s leading to the rise of

Hitler provided a pressing example of how nature could devour grace.

Torrance's interpretation is typical:

Barth was so angry with Emil Brunner's mediating pamphlet . . . for to
those frghting their batfle of resistance in Germany it appeared to fortify
the basis on which the so-called "_Qerman Christians" were advocating
conciliation with the Nazi regime.se

A church which endorsed natural theologr could not at the same time oppose

Hifler. The only adequate theological weapon was a Gospel of a God who came

from outside to judge the arrogance of human theologies. As Brunner reflected

later:

Barth's "surgical temperament" . . . drives him not only to cut out the
malignant growth but,also I Breal deal of hgatthl tissue as well, in order
to be quite sure that the evil has been eliminated.

* Torrance, I42
"" Torrance, L42. Also Alister McGrath, Christian Theology: An

Introduction (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 19941, 162; and McQuarrie, "Natural
Theolory" in The Blacku/ell Encvclopedia of Modern Christian Thoueht, 4O4.* Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of Creation and
Redemption: Do€rnatics Volume II, trans. olive wyon (London: Lutterworth
Press, L9521,43.
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To say that Barth was influenced by his cultura-l context is not a

criticism. What authors like David Bosch have said of the Gospel is equally true

of all theolory:

The Gospel always comes to people in cultural robes. There is no such
thing as a "pure" Gospel, isolated from culture.al

There is no theolory which is not shaped by culture as well as by Scripture. In

the context of the growing threat of German Nazism, one carlnot but agree with

Torrance:

subsequent events have surely justified Barth in his uncompromillns
stand against that sort of naturalization of the Christian *.'"""g*t

The question is whether, in a different cultural situation, Barth's extreme

rejection of natural theolory is necessaqr. John MacQuarrie says cautiously:

[N]atural theolory . . . may have an important function in t]re future. In a
secularized societ5r, it provides a bridge from everyday concerns to God-
fanguage and tfre experiences which such language rtflects. . . . [pJerhapsin an age like the present one, it needs to be gven more prominence.* '

If Barth's views are set against tl.e backdrop of the need for the church to

defend the faith, Brunner's seem to presuppose a situation where the church is

active in mission in general and evangelism in particular:

The knowledge of this fact [of general revelation] . . . ought to be of decisive
|mportance,, now as ttren, for all uho proclaimthe Cospel. . . This
knowledge becomes practically effective in the "contac-t," indispensabtefor
euery missionarg, between his proclamation of Christ and the-revelation of
God (which leaves men inexcusable) in the works of creation and in the
law written in the heart.s

Perhaps this is what MacQuarrie means when he says a doctrine of natural

theologr is helpful in a secular societ5r where bridges need to be built.

nt David Bosch, 297, cf . Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist
societv (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans and Geneva: wcc pubucationsJ%9), ls6.

a2 Torrance, 143.
€ MacQuarrie, 405. I will comment on this kind of "bridge" imagery

in chapter 4.
* Brunner, Natural Theolory, 11. Italics mine.
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Barth's defensive mindsets and Brunner's missional mindset explain

other dilferences in ttreir debate. For instance, Barth is horrified at the

suggestion that God's revelation in nature and in Christ might be a seamless

robe, asking:

Is the function of the revelation of God merely that of leading us from one
step to the next within the all-embracing reality of divine revelation?6

For the missionar5r, that picture of "steps of revelation" is consistent with a

Creator who is present in every place in the world, and a Holy spirit one of

whose roles is to be a Teacher.aT It would also be consistent with the testimony

of many (like C. S. Lewis€) who have been drawn to Christian faith in stages,

moving slowly from atheism to theism (in response to general revelation) and

finally to explicit Christian faith.4e

Again, Barth realizes rightly that il Bnlnner's natural theologr is

different, then his theologr of the Holy spirit will be different as well:

I do not know what [Brunner] proposes to do next. It seems that behind
his re-introduction of natural theologr ? "new" doctrine of the Holy Spirit
wants only too logically to break forth."o

He argues this because, in his view, "[t]he Holy Ghost . . . does not stand in

need of any point of contact but that which he himself creates."5l For Brunner.

* I am not using the word "d.efensive" in a pejorative sense.* Brunner, Natural Theology, 82
n" John 14:26
* 

".g. 
"It must be understood that the conversion described in t]le

last chapter was only to Theism, pure and simple, not to Christianity. I knew
nothing yet about the Incarnation. The God to whom I sumendered was sheerly
non-human." c. s. Lewis surprised bv Jov (London: Geoffrey Bles, 195s;
Fontana Books, 1959), 184.

n" ott. friend, who was part of a sun-worshipping community in the
1960s, reflects that "It was not a bad preparation for the worship of the
Creator."

* Brunnet, g4
ot lbid., 121
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however, it is not that tle Holy Spirit stands in need of points of contact.

Brunner knew, as missionaries and evangelists learn, that it is the Holy Spirit

who creates those "points of contact," the one who brings home to people the

significance of general revelation, the one who draws fallen people on from

general revelation to special revelation. It is not that some autonomous

"natural" force operates in general revelation, leaving the Holy Spirit to take

over only for the second leg of the journey, when special revelation is needed.s2

The Holy Spirit's work is to glorify Jesus wherever Jesus is to be found, whether

in general or in special revelation. Brunner cites Calvin:

[Fallen man] has an inclination towards truth and a capacity for
recognizing tttth. Calvin is not afraid to relate this lumen nafinale directly
to the 9Pitit of God . . . Wherever a man of science investigates the divine-
laws of the starry heavens, wherever an q.rtist creates any great works,
there he is in relation with divine truth.s

Bishop John Taylor, himself a missionar5i for many years, says the same thing

in a different way:

[I]t is essential for our doctrine of the Holy Spirit to recognize that so much
can be said about him which is universal . . . [H]e works anonymously
l{trough all the processes of creation . . . The more we learn to recognize
his actions, the more we shall find him in the life of the world
ever5rwhere.'e

As Brunner realizes, such an understanding of the Spirit is "indispensable for

every missionary," and the repeated experience of missionaries has justified this

faith. Clark Pinnock expresses it thus:

[Y]h.n missionaries take testimony about Jesus to the world, they take
the gospel to places where the logos has already been active. They will

"' Brunner makes this clear in his Dosmatics: "[Aln act of God is put
in the place of unaided human activity, and this act of God is called the work of
the Holy Spirit." Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of the Church. Faith and
the Consummation: Doq'rnatics. Volume 3, trans. Olive Wyon (London:
Lutterworth Press, L9621.

* tbid., +2
* John V. Taylor The Go-Between God: the Holy spirit and the

Christian Mission (london: SCM Press, 1972),83.
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discover noble ins$lrts and actions which are the result of God working
among tJ:e people.

B;emples of the interaction of missionaries, local culture, general revelation

and the Holy Spirit will be discussed below.

The influence of Barth on Willimon, then, seems to be this: if there is no

general revelation, then there is no prior "knowledge" of God in the unbeliever's

experience to which the evangelistic preacher can appeal. Indeed, to make any

appeal or connection to the thought or experience of an unbeliever would

automatically be to compromise the message, since it would be to link God's

message with untruth. The preacher's job is not to make connections (since

there is nothing in the hearers' experience or thinking with which the message

can be legitimately connected) but simply to proclaim the message of special

revelation which is Jesus. If the preacher does this faithfully, then some will be

converted, not through skillful explanation or through an appeal to things the

hearer already knows, but simply and solely through a miracle of the Holy

spirit. As willimon logically concludes: "How does the gospel manage to work

such power among epistemologcally enslaved folk like us? I don't know. It's a

miracle.'s

If Brunner is right, however, a different approach to evangelistic

preaching is possible. A classic biblical example of this approach is the Apostle

Paul's most extensive address to a non-Jewish audience--an audience

completely lacking in any knowledge of special revelation--in Acts 17.

oo Clark H. Pinnock, A Wideness in God's Mercv: the Finalitv of Jesus
Christ in a World of Relieions (Grand Rapids: Zondertan, lgg2l, TT* wi[imon, 19.



Acts 17: Paul at Athens

Before looking in detail at what Paul does here, it is worth noting in

principle that there is a difference between the presentation of the Gospel here

and the presentation of the Gospel to a Jewish audience--for instance, peter's

sermon on the Day of Pentecost.o" Peter drew extensively on Old Testament

Scriptures for validation and illustration of his message--virtually half of the

sermon as recorded consists of quotations from the Book of Joel, Psalm 16 and

Psalm 110. Paul's audience on Mars Hill in Athens, on the other hand, had no

Jervish background. As a result, he makes no attempt to quote the Jewish

Scriptures, he does not draw attention to the way Jesus fulfilled tJre Scriptures,

and neither does he accuse his hearers of rejecting God's Messiah. Calvin is

quite clear that, for Paul in this context, this is the most appropriate approach:

[B]ecause he.is dea-ling in debate with profane men, he takes his proof
from nature itself, for he would have_rryasted his time in contending with
them by citing scriptural proof-texts.s8

How, then, does he present his message? The first remarkable thing is

that while the sermon in English Bibles is ten verses long, paul does not

introduce Jesus (even then not by name) until the last one: t]le final ten

percent. The first eight verses are an exposition of the character of God, and t11e

ninth is a call to repentance. Why is this?

In those eight verses, Paul relates to the understanding of the

Athenians in three distinct ways. Firstly, he speaks about the altar to the

o" Acts 2: L4-40.
* John calvin, The Acts of the Apostles , vol.2, ed. David w. Torrance

and rhomas F. Torr€ulce, trans. John w. Fraser (Edinburgh: oliver and Boyd,
L966; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, I9Tgl, II2.
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unknown God, and announces, '\Mhat you worship as unknown, this I proclaim

to you." On the Day of Pentecost, Peter had begun his sermon by making a

connection: in seeing (and hearing) the disciples filled with tJle Spirit, speaking

in tongues and praising God, the hearers were observing the fulfillment of Joel's

prophecy, that in the last days God's people would all experience the Spirit. In

effect, Peter said, "this is that".se In just the same way, in paul's mind there is a

corelation between the unknown god the Athenians are worshipping and the

God he has come to proclaim. The difference is that Peter relates his message to

what was revealed in the Old Testament Scriptures, while Paul relates his

message to what was revealed to the Athenians through general revelation. The

principle in both sennons is the same: both Peter and Paul began with what

God had already revealed to the hearers--a point of contact, provided by the

Holy Spirit--and simply added what God had further revealed to them in Jesus.

Secondly, Paul takes advantage of the religious understanding of his

audience. Some of his audience have been idenffied as Stoics and Epicureans

(verse 18). I.Howard Marshall comments that for the Epicureans, "either the

gods did not exist, or they were so far removed from the world as to exercise no

influence on its affairs"; the stoics, on the other hand, "had a pantheistic

conception of God as the world-soul."s Such views of God might cause one to

consider them idolaters, that is, having a distorted and human view of God.51

"'This phrase is found in the King James Version of Acts 2:16, aad.
is also the tifle of a book by F. F. Bruce: This is That: The New Testament
Development of Some Old Testament Themes (Exeter UK: The Paternoster
Press, 1968)

* I. Howard Marshall Acts, Tyndale New Testament Commentaries
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980; repr., I9g4),284.

"t Calvitt incidentally offers a definition of idolatry in commenting on
this story: "[M]en fashioned Gods for themselves according io their own opinion
. . .[M]en measure God according to their own inclination and understanding."
(Calvin, 112)
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Paul, however, far from condemning their idolatry, chooses rather to aJfirm

whatever is good in their philosophy. F. F. Bruce comments on verse 25:

Here are combined the Epicurean doctrine that God needs nothing from
men and cannot be served by them, and the Stoic belief that He is-the
source of all life . . . Paul consistently endeavours to have as much
common ground as possible with his audience.62

So closely does Paul identi$r with his hearers at this point that Henry Chadwick

can suggest that the difference in their views temporarily disappears:

Paul's genius.a-s.an apologist is his astonishing ability to reduce to an
apparent vanishing poTt the gulf betweentrimself ana nis converts, and
yet to "gain" them for the Christian gospel.u.

Willimon complains that "We preachers often try to get too close to our listeners

. . . to make it all sound too easy.'tr paul certainly gets very close to his

hearers, but this is hardly sJmonJfinous wit]r making it "all sound too easy":

indeed, one could argue that the closer he gets to his hearers, the more they are

likely to understand the dfficulty of the message. Judging from the Athenians'

response, that seems to have been the case here.

Barth asks, "Is it [Brunner's] opinion that idolatry is but a somewhat

imperfect preparatory stage of the serwice of the one true God?'65 It would

appea-r from Acts 17 that Paul's answer would be 'yes." Even Calvin seems

inclined to agree: "[The Athenians] were convinced that there was some divinity;

their perverted religion was merely requiring to be corrected."6 Missiologist

Charles Kraft cites otfrer biblical examples of how Gospel content corects and

emplifies inadequate conceptions of God. He concludes:

"' F. F. _Bruce, The Acts of the Aposfles: The Greek Text with
Introduction and Commentarv, (London: rynaa"@g), 336.* Hen 5r chadwick, quoted in Michael Green, Evanqelism in ttre
Earlv Church (Crowborough: Highland Books, 1970), 140.s Wilti-on, ibid., 62.* Brunner, Natural Theology, g2.

* calvin, 112.
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Scriptural evidence-suggests that God allows, but seeks to transfor:n, mostsubideal beliefs and praitices except those that requii. f"itfr 
"U.Siance 

toanother god.

Thirdly, Paul identifies with his hearers by quoting from their (pagan)

poets' Calvin comments that "there is no doubt that Aratus [one of the poets

cited by Paul] spoke about Jupiter." Paul could presumably have condemned

Aratus for his culpable error in attributing the works of God to a fictional deity.

What he does instead is to "adapt [Aratus'] clumsy statement about his Jupiter
to the true God."* Calvin goes on to explain that Paul is not twisting Aratus'
words and giving them a meaning the poet never intended, but rather, ,'since

men ale imbued by nature with some knowledge of God, they draw true
principles from that source." Though it is true that sin readily causes us to
distort the truth, "yet the first general knowledge of God remains in them for a
time."6e In other words, Paul is drawing out the God-given truth in what t].e
poet only dimly perceived.

It is interesting to read Willimon's own comments on this story in his
1988 commentar5l on Acts.To In this work, he appears much more toleraret of
Paul's efforts to find common ground wit]. his hearers t].an he is of
contemporary evangelists who try to do the same thins. More than other
commentators on this story, Willimon begins by expressing compassion for the
Athenians and their spiritual plight:

1979),4O1.
* calvin, 121.

"" Ibid., 121.

"o William H. Willimon.

(Maryknoll NY: Orbis Books

Teachiqe and preachine 1eu"ttt"t'.lotiEffi
these views, almost word for word in
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Lgg4l, g0_g7.

for

"" Charles H. Kraft
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Idolaters they may be, but at least _they are searching. . . . Their rerigiousyearning . . r i" the inarticulate and uninformed ye"ti.ing of u:" p"g"o ro. .. . God. . . . The church, rather t{a1.stan$in! !,ack {rqm pagan ieligiosity,

L.#S*: iJ *ff ::*:rfff;lgo 
u s in d ign 

"ti 
;;: 

"h.u 
r d, rike piuJ 

"i aln.., J,'

willirnon also acknowledges that it is important to speak to what the Athenians
already know of God, rather than simply announcing to them the Gospel they
do not know:

{nqealing to their knowledge of creation (f9r he could not simply recitescripture to pagans who wJre ignorant oislript"re) and to o.ii-"o*roo'
lllB*v, Paul asserts that hiJGod. "mad.e trri w"ria ana everytrring in

This appears to be a different approach from that recommended in The
Intrusive word (lgg4), where (for instance) rather than praising the appeal to
"our common humaniu", w€ are infor:rred that ,"[c]ommon experience, petween
believers and unbelieversl doesn't exist."?o or again, does not the approach of
Acts 17 come close to assuming the natural theologr which Barth, Willimon,s
mentor, so roundly condemns? willimon concedes that it does:

In reasoning from the natural world toward faith in God, Luke,s paul
borders upon a "natural theologr"--ou. obseruation of the natural worldand its wonders is a forerunneiof faith. . . .I" 

"iting 
t].e;;;a pag€urpoet (17:28), in drawing-ygol tl.e pagan'" ."p!.ilrrce of the world. paul

hopes to move them to faiih by way Jrtn. ,r"irrJ*lr];Je" 
vvvrrq'

This clearly suggests that the natural world and what it reveals of God is a step

towards christian conversion, a way by which unbelievers may ,,move', towards

God, and a way the evangelist may take advantage of in helping tfre hearers

towards true faith.

"t willimon, Acts, 142-143)
"2 lbid., 143

"" Willimon, The Intrusive Word, 23.
"t Wilimon, Acts, 143.
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Paul, of course, is not content merely to establish common ground wit1.

the Athenians. Affrming what they already know of God (albeit dimly) is only

the {irst step towards passing on to them information they do not have and

could not find out by light of nature alone: information about coming judgment

and the resurrection of Jesus. Here I would agree with Willimon in his repeated

statements that the Gospel complements natural revelation:

Paul cannot convert his audience through an exclusive appeal to their
observation of the world. Revelation tak6s us where obseriation alone
cannot Eo. . :. Nalyyl theologr is hardly more than preliminary
instruction. s-omething else iJneeded. . 

-. 
. eppeals to' reason 

"ria 
to

obserwation of the natural world can only be-t-aken so far in the
proclarnation of the gospel. Eventually revelation must be invoked and the
scandal of faith to reason and experience must be made plain.?s

I will describe below an evangelistic presentation which, using the model of

Paul's speech at Athens, seeks to link general and special revelation in the wav

Willimon describes.

Missionaries and qeneral revelation

The importance of general revelation for evangelism has repeatedly been

highlighted by overseas missionaries. Two illustrations will serve: Vincent

Donovan, a Roman Catholic, has written about his experience of evangelizing

the Masai tribe in Kenya in his 1978 book, Christianitv RediscoveredT6; and

Don Richardson, a conservative evangelical, has described the problem and the

joys of taking the Gospel to the Sawi people of Borneo in his popularly-written

1974 book, Peace child." rn spite of the different backgrounds of these two

'o rbid,.,142.
75 vincent J. Donovan, christianity Rediscovered (Maryknoll Ny:

Orbis Books, 1978; repr. 1985).

"" Don Richardson, peace child (Ventura cA: Regal Books, 3rd ed.
1976).
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men, their experience of finding God at work in unevangelized cultures before

their arrival is remarkably similar.

Don Richardson found that among the Sawi people, "treachery was

idealized as a virtue, a goal of 1ife."78 Thus when he told them the story of

Jesus, they were struck, not witJl the heroism of Jesus, but with the ingenuity

of Judas, betraying his master with a kiss, and with the gullibility of Jesus.

Richardson was unable to reverse this understanding until he discovered a

ritual by which the Sawi estabtshed peace with a neigbouring warring village.

The two villages would exchange newborn babies, and the gift of the children

would be the guarantee of peace between the two communities. Richardson was

tl.en able to explain the Gospel in a different way: human beings have been at

war with God, but God has given us his own son as a guarantee of his desire for

peace with us, as tfre ultimate Peace Child. This the Sawi understood. Now

Judas was understood in Sawi terms as the villain, because he had betrayed

the peace child. In characteristic melodramatic st5rle, Richardson concludes:

To the Hebrews pesus] was the Lamb of God, to the Greeks the Logos. But
to the Sawi he was the Tarop Tom Kodon, the Perfect Peace Child--the
ideal fulfillment of their own redemptive analogr! Ticking away like a time
bomb through the ages, that redemptive analory was now being detonated
by the proclamation of the gospel.''

Vincent Donovan, like Richardson, found tJ'at all he had previously

learned of the faith failed to communicate with the Masai:

[they hadl no word in their language for person or creation or grace or
freedom or spiritual or immortality . . . Every single thing I prepared to
teach them had to be revised or discarded once I-had prJ".ttt.d it to them.
Just what was the essential message of Christianity?-

'" rbid., LTz.

'" lbid.,2g4.
80 Donovan, 25.
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While he was unsure what to say, he did discover that they had their own

questions about God:

what is he really like? Does he love all Masai, alr people? Is he kind
sometimes and cruel at other times? Does he alwiys give everyone his just
rights? Does he talk with people? or can't he? Doel God live fir from
here? Does he still work among the Masai, or has he forgotten them? . . .
Does he answer any of these questions? or is he a mute-God?8r

Those who say that the Gospel is not meant to answer people's questions

because the questions are misguided, or that Gospel does not address people's

"felt needs" because the felt needs are waq)ed,82 or tJ:at the preacher should not

begrn "where people are at" because they are likely to be "in the wrong place,',83

have presumably never been in such a missionar5l situation, where an

evangelist may be reduced to such inarticulateness, hear such questions or

perceive such felt needs.ta

In his ministr5r, Donovan stressed continuit5r between Masai culture

and the Gospel. Significanfly, he refers to Acts 14, Paul's first recorded speech

to a non-Jewish audience (his speech at Athens is the second), in order to

understand his experience. He paraphrases paur, then comments:

"The loving kindness of God has appeared to all men. . . . God lets each
nation (each tribe, each culture) go its own way. . . . He is evident to them
T th" happiness he gives them." . . . [God] was there before we ever got
there. It is simply up to us to bring him oui so tl.ey recognize him.t5 "

", lbid,., T2

"2 Willimon, The Intrusive Word, 3g-39.s Paul scherer, The word God sent (New york: Harper and Row,
1965),95, quoted in CampbelT, L62.* clark Pinnock quotes a story from D.T.Niles, who, "when he heard
Karl Barth say that other lsligions were unbelief, asked him how manv Hindus
he knew personally. Barth replied that he knew not a single one. Wheir Niles
asked him how he knew that religions were merely unbeliif, Barth said he knew
it as a presupposition." Clark H. pinnock, A wideness in God's Mercv, 10g.s Donovan, 58
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Thus, for instance, he found that the Masai had their own creation and fall

myths--should he seek to replace them? Since they clearly understood about

sin and about the cost of forgiveness, he decided it was not necessary. As he

taught them, he found that tJrey were more concerned to understand the

humanit5r than the deity of Jesus: Donovan decided that since it required a

long, slow process for the first Christians to articulate the deity of Jesus, he

would not require such belief of his converts. When they became Christians, he

encouraged them to choose a name for themselves, and they chose a term

which meant "the ag€ group brotherhood of God." This was:

the most sacred notion in their culture. . . .[This] made them feel so
certain that that which ttrey have been treasuring and valuing for
generations has not been a waste, but rather a sign of God's continuing
love for them.86

Were there aspects of "church" in tJ:e New Testament which were lost to the

Masai by this identification? Probably so, but the missionary decided on

balance that there was more to be gained by accepting the indigenous concept

than by repudiating it.

The risks of translation

This question of the risk missionaries (and evangelists) take by

translating is a central theme of l,amin Sanneh's 1989 book Translatine the

Messaqe.sT Sanneh's thesis is that "translatability" is characteristic of

Christianity.* gy translatability, he means a willingness and an ability to be

* tbid., sg
tt La:nin Sanneh Translatins the Messaee: the Missionarv Impact on

Culture (Maryknoll ltlf: Orbis Books, 1992|.
* Northrop Frye agrees: "Christianity as a religion has been from the

beginning dependent on translation. . . . From the first Pentecost . . . down to
the missionar5r societies of the nineteenth century . . . the emphasis on
translation has been consistent." Northrop Frye, The Great Code: the Bible and
Literature (Toronto: Academic Press, L982), 3-4.
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translated into other languages and cultures than those in which the faith

originated."' He contrasts this with the character of Islam, which at a deep level

believes that Arabic language and culture are norrnative because the Koran was

glven in Arabic.s Christianity, Sanneh contends, has thrived when it has

welcomed the possibilities for translation, and withered when it has insisted on

conformity to a single language and culture.

Of course, there are dangers in the stratery of translation, not least that

somettring essential to the truth and power of the Gospel will be lost in the

process." Yet Sanneh would agree with David Bosch that "[t]here is no such

thing as a'pure' Gospel, isolated from culture;'"2 therefore there is no absolute

form of the Gospel which must be adhered to. The only norm is Scripture,

8e In fact, Sanneh states of Africa what is largely true for all cultures,
that "language is the intimate, articulate expression of culture, and so close are
the two that language can be said to be sJrnonymous with culture, which it
suffuses and embodies." (Sanneh, 3).* Fry. says the same thing: "The Koran . . . is so interwoven with the
special characteristics of the Arabic language that in practice Arabic has had to
go everywhere the Isla:rric religion has gone." The Great Code, 3.A university
chaplain commented recently, "Some Muslim students at my university
protested the appointment of a Muslim chaplain because he was born in
Canada and could not speak Arabic. They considered this to be second-best."

el Anthony Thiselton comments on the question of whether
translation is even possible: "Lyotard falls into the well-known trap of perceiving
wittgenstein as proposing, in effect, 'autonomous'language-games, or localized
linguistic activities, the criteria for which remain incommensurable or incapable
of 'translation.'. . . [In fact,] Wittgenstein speaks of linguistic activities-in-
context (language-games) as'overlapping and criss-crossing'already . . . Indeed,
in many cases (even if not in aU) Wittgenstein sees 'tJ:e common behaviours of
humankind' as 'the system of reference by means of which we interpret an
unknown language'." Anthony c.Thiselton, Interpretins God and the
Postmodern Self: on Meanins. Manipulation and promise (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1995), 33-34. In other words, Thiselton argues that Wittgenstein
believed translation is possible between different languages and cultures
because of the universality of the human condition. This last phrase is a
problem in postmodernity because it implies a universal metanarrative: see
chapter 4.

n Bosch,297
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which (unlike the Koran) is itself a culturally diverse document, and which

models within its pages the very kinds of translation that missionaries are

called to attempt. He gives examples of missionar5r work, particularly in

Africa,es which, because of its sensitivity to the translation issue, has produced

a vigorous indigenous church with a strong sense of ownership of the Gospel.

Apart from the tlrreat to the message itself incurred by translation,

there is a more surprising threat in the process of translation--a threat to the

missionar5l and the culture he or she represents. Sanneh describes it thus:

[T]he gospel is potentially capable of transcending the cultural inhibitions
of the translator and taking root in fresh soil, a piece of transplanting that
will in time come to challenge the presuppositions of the translator. . . .

That can be unsetfling in the extreme."

He describes this two-edged effect of the Gospel in Africa as "mission

deliberately fashioning the vernacular instrument . . . [which] Africans . . . carne

to wield against their colonial overlords.'e" In other words, those who are

evangelized may linally turn and criticize the missionaries for not conforming

more closely to the Gospel they have brought. Thus the missionaries are made

aware in a new and painful way that their own understanding of the Gospel is

not "absolute truth," but reflective of a particular culture, one that is as flawed

by sin, and as liable to God's judgment, as that to which they have brought the

message.

Both Don Richardson and Vincent Donovan took the risk of translating

the message of the gospel into a new culture and language, and were made

aware of their own cultural limitations. Richardson had to abandon (at least

es Sanneh is from the Gambia, in West Africa.
s Sanneh, 53.

"" Ibid., s
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temporarily) traditional western understandings of the atonement, and work

instead with the model of the Sawi peace child. Donovan found that he had to

abandon the theolog he had learned in seminar5r, including the biblical stories

of creation and fall, arguments for the deity of Jesus, and a traditional Catholic

understanding of priesthood and sacrament. Then, while he was still teaching

them, he in turn was challenged by (for instance) the ecclesiologr which

"naturally" emerged in their culture:

Even before baptism I could see a pattern forming, a community of faith in
the making, but not-exactly the pattern of Christian community tbg! I,
from my background, had expected, or to which I was accustomed.

As a result, he began to criticize the culture in which he originally learned tJle

Gospel:

There is much reason to for believing that the present form of the
priesthood . . . is indeed a cultural interpretation of Christianity. The
entire body of laws surrounding tJ:e present-day priesthood have grown
out of that culture, or conglomeration of cultures that make up the
Western world.e

His contact with the Masai, and the way they expressed the Gospel in their

culture, brought Donovan to a new understanding of priesthood, of leadership,

of community, of equipping for ministry, and of the functioning of the Body of

Christ.

This is not to imply that the host culture was totally innocent and the

sending culture totally cormpt. The Gospel certainly challenged aspects of the

host culture as well as of the sending culture. Donovan, for instance, tells how

the inclusive nature of the Mass challenged the patriarchal assumptions of the

tribe, where the presence of women at a meal was believed to contaminate the

* Donovan, L44,
n rbid., !42.
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food.eE He speaks elsewhere of the way people naturally began to bring their

dances to the celebration of the Mass. However:

[t]here were some dances they were ashamed to bring into t]re Eucharist. .

. . Such dances should no longer be part of their lives at all. The Eucharist
served as a judgment for them.

Thus the Gospel, whether expressed in Western Catholic terms or

Masai terms, has a dSrnamism of its own and reorders all cultures, affirming

some aspects and judging others. It is for this reason that George Hunsberger

has written of Gospel, church and culture as a triangle, with the Gospel

encountering and challenging church and culture equally.lm

Western culture as a mission field

Since the mid-1980s, Lesslie Newbigin has called the church in the

Western world to consider the West as its mission field, and to apply the

lessons learned by cross-cultural missionaries to the realities of being the

church "at home." His books have all elaborated on the question spelled out in

an early title, Foolishness to the Greeks (1986):

What would be involved in a missionary encounter between the gospel and
this whole yay o{poerrceiving, thinking, and living that we call "modern
Western culture"?

One aspect of responding to this challenge is to apply the lessons of

missiologists such as Sanneh, Donovan and Richardson, drawn from

"" Ibid., r.21.
s Ibid., 12s.
t* George R. Hunsberger, "The Newbigin Gauntlet: Developing a

Domestic Missiolory for North America," in Between Gospel and Culture: The
Emereine Mission in North America, 9.

ror Newbigin Foolishness to the Greeks, l.
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experience on non-Western mission fields, to evangelistic preaching in

contemporary Western culture.

The first step is to acknowledge that God the Holy Spirit is at work in

Western culture, just as much as among the Sawis of Borneo or the Masai of

Kenya, creating awareness of God the Creator and making people aware of

spiritual issues such as forgiveness, reconciliation and hope. Moreover, just as

there are aspects of those cultures which the Gospel allirms and others which

the Gospel judges, so we can expect the Gospel to do the same in ours.

Ruangelistic preaching will then be shaped by the awareness of these realities.

Evangelists will be on the lookout for "rumours of angels"1o2 in the culture, for

the kind of points of contact (anknupfungspunkten) of which Brunner spoke,

and which the Holy Spirit is creating in the culture. This may be in general

cultural trends (a vague concern for "spirituality", for instance) or in specific

cultural artefacts (such as movies, songs or novels). Rather than shunning such

expressions as idolatrous, the evangelist will receive them gratefully, seek to

refine them and shape them, and show how they point in the direction of Jesus.

This, of course, is completely contrary to the views of those like

\l'/illirnen, Campbell and Barth, who advocate a more "closed" view of

evangelistic preaching, in which general revelation is not worth serious

consideration, no concessions should be made to culture, and the preacher's

mandate is simply to preach the Gospel faithfully and trust that God will work

the miracle of conversion. However, the lessons of overseas missionaries

challenge this point-of-view. Just as the missionaries discovered, to their

t* Peter L. Berger A Rumor of Angels: Modern Societv and t]le
R.ediscoverv of the Supernatural (Garden City NY: Doubleday & Company 1969;
Anchor Books 19701, passim.
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dismay, that their Gospel was not absolute and culture-free, so the writing and

preaching of (say) Willimon are not as free from cultural taint as his theologr

leads one to expect. For instance, his views on preaching are formed as much

under the influence of postmodernism as that of a Christian and biblical

tradition. The influence of postmodern thinking is evidenced, for instance, by

his frequent criticisms of modernism and modernity. The following is

representative:

[O]ne of the maddening aspects of modernity is the way modern people
constantly congratulate themselves on how "universal" their values are,
how "open" they are to all points of view. . . . Modern people are deluded
into thinking that there really is such a commodity as independent, innate
"reason," universally residenl in everyone.lo"

It is hardly surprising that he acknowledges his debt to Stanley Fish, Duke

Universit5r's best-known postmodern literary critic, "who speaks of the text's

need for 'interpretive communities' in order for a text to have meaning."tG In

fact, the idea of an interpretive community lies behind Willimon's insistence

tJrat "[olur reasons make sense . . . wit]rin a particular narative tradition,"to" o,

that we "deceive people into thinking that it is possible to hear without

conversion"lc: people have to enter the interpretive community of the church

by conversion before tJrey can understand tJ:e message. Of course, this in itself

is a reasonable point-of-view and a helpful reminder to evangelistic preachers.

However, there is a certain inconsistency in arguing against speaking to the

culture when one's views have been directly shaped by the culture.lo?

t* Wi[imon, The Intrusive Word, 94-95.
t& WiUimon and Hauerwas, Preaching to Strangers , L37.
to" Willimon, The Intmsive Word, 96.
t* Ibid., 19.
tn What Alan Jacobs says of Willimon's colleague, Stanley Hauerwas

could equally well be said of Willimon: "Nowadays Hauerwas says things that
resemble the things said by [Stanley] Fish. Fish, on tJre other hand . . . never
sounds like Stanley Hauerwas. For instance, while Hauerwas now uses words
like 'interpretive communities' and 'strategies of interpretation,' Fish has not yet
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The value of Willimon's warnines

In spite of my disagreement with Willimon's theologr, his cautions are

nevertheless valid. Even when a message does "begin where people are at," in

the belief that the Holy Spirit has already been at work in bringing them to that

point, it is important that the message do more than simply create "correlation"

(Tillich's term) between the Gospel and the culture, to confirm the hearers in

their position. Like Paul at Athens, the evangelist's job is to encourage the

hearers to move forward from "where they are at," and to show from the Bible

why and how that is important and desirable.

This may be illustrated by a presentation of mine entitled, "Three Kinds

of Freedom: The Gospel According to Groundhog Dav." Groundhog Dav is a

movie from 1993, starring Bill Murray and Andy McDowell. The premise is that

a TV weatherman, Phil Connors (Murray), is sent with a producer (McDowell)

and a cameraman, to report on the Groundhog Day ceremony at Punxsatawney

PA. An unexpected snowstorm, which Connors did not forecast (perhaps a hint

of supernatural powers at work) prevents their leaving the town till the following

morning, but, when Connors wakes up the following morning, he discovers that

it is still Groundhog Day, with all the same circumstances, opportunities and

problems that he has already encountered. In fact, every succeeding day is also

Groundhog Day.The only thing that changes is connor's response to the

happenings of the day.

been heard to talk about God or the church." Alan Jacobs "A Tale of TWo
Stanleys," First Thines 44, (June/July 1994): 18.
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I argue in my presentation that, as the movie proceeds, Connors

discovers, in sequence, three kinds of freedom. He soon realizes that if there is

no tomorrow, then there are no consequences to his actions, and, predictably,

he begins to live in a thoroughly irresponsible manner. This illustrates a

commonly held understanding of freedom: that freedom is "doing whatever I

want." Paul Scherer's caution about "not starting where people are at because

tJ:ey are likely to be in the wrong place"lo8 has some validity, since this

conception of freedom and the New Testament's understanding of freedom are

radically different--indeed, they are fundamentally opposed to one another.

However, the movie continues. When Connors tires of the experience of

this totally self-centred "freedom," he comes to realise that on each successive

Groundhog Day, he is actually encountering people in need, and he determines

to do whatever he can to help each of them. On his last Groundhog Day, no

longer concerned for personal autonomy, he simply moves from one good deed

to another. Morally, this is an improvement: he uses his freedom now not to do

whatever he wants but to help others, and, as a result, he appears a much

more humane person. However, this use of freedom is still not Gospel freedom,

and for the preacher merely to endorse this picture of responsible citizenship

would not be to proclaim Gospel freedom. Rather, in terms of Jesus'parables, it

would be to affirm the Pharisee praying in the temple rather than the tax-

collector, the older brother rather than the prodigal son.t* This is not what the

kingdom is about.

Yet the movie is not over. Phil Connors is still trapped in the same day.

At the Groundhog Day celebration that night, however, he becomes the subject

t* S.. note 83t- Luke 18:9-14, 15:11-32
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of a "bachelor auction," and the TV producer, who has (inevitably) fallen in love

with him, empties her wallet of every cent she has--$339.88--in order to "buy"

him. Like Jesus, she gives everything she has to "redeem" the one she loves.

When Connors wakes up the following morning, the calendar has finally moved

on: it is February 3rd: the endless repetition of Groundhog Day is over. As in

the divine comedy, he experiences the paradox that it is only when he belongs

to someone else, someone who loves him, that he is he truly free.

Clearly, one could not claim tJ at this is a full explanation of tl:e

Christian Gospel. It says notJring, for instance, about the fact that Christian

freedom comes from learning to live according to the Creator's model for human

life. It says nothing about the cost to human autonomy of choosing to live that

way. It says nothing about the Spirit's enabling to follow Jesus, nor of the

communit5l into which we are brought. The analogr between McDowell's

sacrilice and Jesus' death is one-dimensional. Nevertheless, no single

presentation of the Gospel can ever e><plain everything. Pedagogically, if a non-

Christian audience has understood tJ'e few points tJ:at are made, they have

taken a significant spiritual step in the direction of Christian faith. What are

those few points? The presentation argues that sin does not fulfill the promise

of life which is offers; that self-righteousness is equally unable to deliver on its

promises; and that freedom comes only when we are redeemed with love and at

great cost.

Methodologcally, it is important to point out that these points are made

inductively from the movie itself, without an appeal to the outside authority of

Scripture. It is not that a secular artist has by natural insight stumbled onto

truths about the Kingdom: rather, ttrat the Holy Spirit seeks to draw people
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towards the truth of Jesus as they seek to explore a subject like freedom. We

should no more be surprised to find such truth in a secular movie than Paul

was to find trrth in the Greek poets. what then is the place of Jesus? In

making ttris presentation, I introduce tJre person of Jesus towards the endlro as

the One of whom the Andy McDowell character is only a pale reflection, whose

love drove him to redeem us with far greater cost than the contents of his

wallet, and in relation to whom the only true freedom is found. As always, the

truth of Jesus refines, focuses and completes the truth that is only seen

"through a glass darkly" apart from his revelation.

tto This is the model of paul at Athens. See page 1O above.
111 Newbigin 5-6
112 Jn fact, Paul uses the imagery of slavery in a positive way, e.g.

Philippians 1:1.
"' Newbigin, Foolishness, 6

Lesslie Newbigin suggests that:

communication of the gospel across a cultural frontier . . . has to be such
ttrat it accepts, at least provisionally, the way of understanding things that
is embodied in the language. . . . However, if it is truly the conimunication
of the .gospel, it will call radically into question that way of understanding
embodied in tJle language it usCs.rl1

one might cite as an example the fact that, while early christians had no

alternative but to accept the reality of slavery,tt' in time the Gospel undermined

slavery as an anti-Christian institution. Newbigin himself gives an example from

John's Gospel:

Much of pohn's languagel is suggestive of the sort of world-view that . . .
has obvious allinities with Indian thought. . . . In my own experience I
have found that Hindus who begin by welcoming thl Foufthbospel as the
one that uses th-eir language and speaks to theii hearts-e{rd by bbing
horrifred when they understand what it is really saying.ll3

In the same way, in contemporar5r western societ5r, the evangelist is wise to

alnrm ("at least provisionally") the desire of the culture for "freedom," all the

while knowing how different current use of the word is from biblical usage. Over
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time (and the time may be as short as a thirty-minute address), the evangelist

will point out the difference between the first and the second, and encourage

them to seek the latter. At the risk of over-simplification, this approach has

three stages: recognize the question as it is formulated by the culture; rework

the question in biblical categories; show how the Gospel responds to the new

question.ltn Rodney clapp describes a similar process when he says:

The aim of . . . contextualized, full-orbed evangelism . . . is not to answer
"felt needs' as they already exist, but to present christian concepts,
language and practices in such a way that we might alter tJle meaning of
people's e4perience as they have understood it and introduce a new set of
felt needs into their already existing felt needs."'

This model of evangelistic preaching seeks to avoid, on the one hand.,

the pitfalls of a Barthian approach, where the desire to be faithful to the Gospel

obviates the need for sensitivity to the audience, and, on the other hand, a

Tillichian approach, where the desire to connect with the audience robs the

Gospel of its transformative power.116

Ouestionnaire responses

ttn Tillich's approach is superficiatly similar: "[S]ystematic theologr . .
. makes an analysis of the human situation out of whictr-existential questions
arise, and it demonstrates that tlle symbols used in the Christian m."""g" "t.the answers to these questions." Paul Tillich, Svstematic Theoloplr I, 70. Quoted
by Anthony Thiselton, "Tillich, Paul," in A New Dictionarv of Theolosy. Tillich's
two-step approach omits the crucial middle step from the strategr outlinea
above: reworking the question in biblical categories.

lls Clapp, 168.
1r5 Jean-Jacques von Almen comperes these two extremes,

respectively, to the_ Docetic heresy and the Arian heresy. cited by John R. w.
Stott, I Believe in Preachine, L4g.
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Almost every EC'95 respondent identifies with statements that suggest

a traditional cross-culturat missionarSr orientation. In other words, tJrey have an

awareness that in speaking evangelistically they are not speaking to people who

necessarily share their worldview, whose attention cannot be taken for granted,

and whose language has to be learned. In this respect, they would not share the

views of willimon. For example, almost all (95%) either "strongly agree,, or

"Agxee" that I try to talk in the language of the culture. This suggests a high

degree of sensitivity to the thought-forms of the hearers. A similar proportion

(9Lo/ol "Agree" or "Strongly agree" that It ls important to build bridges to the

secular world. This too recognizes the difficulty of communicating Christian

faith to people who are not familiar with biblical concepts and the need to

establish "points of contact" between the Christian message and the culture's

world-views. In order to build such bridges, fourteen respondents (63%)

consider "explaining theological terms in non-technical language', to be 'very

important," and almost the same proportion (5go/o) consider it "Very important',

to work at "finding culturally intelligible ways to explain doctrines such as sin.,,

Like missionaries in a foreign culture, these speakers are concerned to translate

the ideas of the Gospel, into the host language. In terms of the Barth/Brunner

debate, nearly all respondents would side with Brunner, who, after all,

understood the importance of his view for anyone wishing to be a

missionar5l. 117

rr7 nHe who thinks as c missi onara understands without further adothe central signfficance of this contact. . . with the two-fold revelation increation; and he knows also tllat far from prejudicing the sola gratia,italone
makes possible the preaching ofjustificati-on.i' (Italicf mine.) g;rrrrr"r, N"t"r"rTheology, 11.
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Like Brunner, too, EC'95 delegates would strongly aflirm the existence

of general revelation--or, more significanfly, behind general revelation, the

activity of God the Holy Spirit prevenienfly at work in the lives of unbelievers.

Thus every one (100%) agrees that "pointing out signs of God's activity and/or
truth in the culture" is important for their evangelism . Ten (47o/o) say this
principle is 'Very important" in preparing an evangelistic talk. Exactly the same

proportion of respondents "agree" {55%o) or "agree strongly" (4so/o)with the

proposition, I try to help the hearers secognlze the activity of Crod in their
liver. one explains the role of evangelistic speaking in these terms:

An evangelistic talk is a naming process in a person's life. This assumes
God is working in people's lives.

In other words, the evangelist's task is to help the hearer identify and name

what is (and is not) the activity of God in their lives, and to encourage them to

see Jesus as the fullest expression of that activity. A similar philosophy is

expressed by the respondent who says:

9n9 9f 3Y hopes is to encourage hearers to consider the possibility that
God is involved more deeply inlheir lives than they may have exficted.

This is consistent with Paul's sennon at Athens, where he too narnes the God

who is already at work unrecognized, in their lives.

By tlle safne token, respondents affirm rather than condemn such

features of the culture as the current interest in 'spirituality., Almost all (36%)

agree, ten (45o/o) of them "strongly,' that I rce Ey.elf as an aflirmer of
people's rplritual scarch. It is true that a non-Christian understanding of

"spiritualitJ/ will not normally be that of the Bible, as Willimon might remind

us, but when given a choice between dismissing an interest in spirituality as

idolatrous or allirming it and seeking to redirect it towards christ, Ecgs
participants overwhelmingly vote for the latter.
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In similar vein, respondents armost unanimously allirm the use of
"appropriate video, song or other current material,, in explaining the Gospel.
Eleven (50%) consider such use "very important,,and a further eight (36,,/0)

"somewhat important." when asked what topics they have spoken on in the
past year, out of the fifty tifles given, twelve (24o/o) begin with a cultural artefact
such as a song or a video. Movies include ,,Contact,,, ,,The Shawshank
Redemption," "supermanr" "pulp Fiction," and ,,stan Trek.,,TV shows also
provided "points of contact," includ.ing ''The simpsons,,and ,,The X-Files.,, other
talks were built around popular songs such as 'what if God was one of us?,,

and 'The Things We Do For Love." A further ten (2oo/ol began with a,,felt need,,

in the audience, such as intimacy, loneriness, hope, freedom, spirituality and
anger' This choice of topic illustrates the stated convictions of respondents that
they "tr;r to identi& the questions and needs in [their] hearers, lives and show
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how christ answers them" (g2o/oidentify themselves as agreeing or strongly
agreeing).

since delegates are clearry concerned. to practise cross_curtural

communication, it is interesting that they simultaneously rally to some

traditional conservative principles. For instance, when asked how far they agree
rvith the statement Tbe heart of my evangelistic talk is generally the
expositlon of scrlpture, twelve (s4o/ol either ,'strongly 

agree,, or ,,Agree,,. Eight
(360/0l are neutral. only one respondent disagrees with the proposition.rrs
However, when the aposfle Paul was confronted at Athens with a biblically
illiterate audience, as western ones increasingly are, he did not quote
scripture. It seems strange that speakers who in many ways seek to be in tune
with the culture would apparently be out of step in this respect.

similarly, the image of the "herald" for an evangerist, while a biblical
one, is somewhat impersonal, declamatory and potentialy confrontative.
Therefore it seems strange tJlat youth workers, who are in other ways sensitive
to tl1e mood of the times--relational, informal and dialogical--when asked about
the statement, I see Eyself as a herald for the Gosper, agree with this self_

identification in a proportion of almost two to one (S9%).

ttt Thi" is a delegate who says that she holds ,,weekry dinner partiesduring which I do an amplified and updated version r.o',, trr.-c'o"o.i" 
"rmeets Jesus." It may be that she undirstands the term ,,e4position,,to 
meanformal gramm atico-historical e:cpo sition, where"" t .i p r. sentations arepredominantly imaginative and iramatic.
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"I see myself as a herald"

4Oo/o

30o/o

20%

10%

0%

Sfongly agree Neutral

On otleer questions, respondents are divided over whether they endorse
traditional priorities in evangelism. For example, to ,,preach the cross,,has
traditionally been a sine qua non of evangelistic speaking, because of pauls
protestation, "I decided to know nothing among you except Jesus christ and
him crucifled."lle yet respondents from EC'95, when asked to respond to the
statement, whatever else may be in a talk, I wilr atways speak about the
cross, divide between ten (43o/ol who "Agree" or ,,strongry agree,,with the
proposition and stx (260/o) who actually "Disagree,,with it. From a traditional
perspective, it is equally surprising tl.at four (lr%) feel neutral about it.

tt" I corinthians 2:2. w.fid famsay in st.paul the Traveler andRpman Cjtizen (1896) believed that paul rejectld UrE.r.rrgelistic style he hadpioneered at Athens because of the lack ofiesp;"";, and, when he moved on tocorintJr, concentrated instead on the message of the cross. Eighteen years later,hgwev-er, Ramsey modified this verdict, 
""k 

r"J.J;;; t].at his theory ,,did notallowJor adaptation to different classes of hearers.i Di"".,""ed in Acts: anIntroduction and cgmmentarv, by E. M. Blaiklo"r. gr"J"Jil;frffi,
1959), 142-143' subsequent 

"ommentators on Acts have generally agreed withRarnsey's later conclusion, that paul's sennon at ethens, though it did notcentre on the cross, was not a "mistake" but was, ,"tha., appropriate for thataudience.
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However, if evangelism is in fact a process involving learning, as delegates seem

to believe, the cross cannot be tre e4plicit content of every ,,lesson,,, even

tJrough, theologically speaking, it is central.

"I will always speak about

the cross"
40%

35o/o

30%

25%

20%
15o/o

10%

5o/o

0%

Sfongly agree Neutral

when these three "conservative" statements (concerning exposition of
scripture, the image of the herald and the non-negotiability of the cross) are
correlated, there are only Iive who allirm all three. These five are also more
likely to resonate with the statements If I am faithfur, I expect that soae
people will be offended by what I say, and My job is to present the truth,
not to make it palatable. on the other hand, they vote with tl.e majority in
arlirming less traditional statements about evangelism, such as r see oycelf as
a fellow rccker for God with ny hearers, and r see myserf as a,, aftirmer of
people'r rpirltual rcarch. In fact, differences between this group of
respondents and tl.e majoriw are few, though they tend to be somewhat order
and more e:cperienced in ministry. Their average age is 42, compared to the
overall averAge of 36. They have been on stalf an average of 9.g years, compared
to the overall average of 8 years. Denominational afliliations are broad, ranging
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from Baptist, via christian Reformed, to Anglican. They have the average

amount of theological education. If there is a possible commonality, it may lie
in the fact that all but one "became christians,, between the ages of 7 and,2g:
none say they cannot recall a conversion experience; only one says it happened
under the age of sixteen (five out of the whole sample give ages between 4 and
8)' Is it possible that a more "adult" conversion experience inclines people to be
more conservative in their approach to evangelism?

Conclusion

It is impossible to avoid being shaped by one's culture. Those who claim
to preach a oculture-free" 

Gosper cannot avoid being influenced by secular
culture, even in claimitt* that such a thing is either desirable or possible. what
then is a suitable response to being an enculturated christian? Firstly,
evangelistic preachers (like other Christians) must humbly acknowledge that
they are children not only of God but also of their culture, and seek to identify
the cultural inlluences on their understanding and proclamation of the Gospel.
Secondly, they need the wisdom of the Spirit and of scripture to discern which
cultural influences resonate with God,s truth as they understand it, and are
thus points of contact for the Gospel, and which run counter to the direction of
Scripture. As Newbigin puts it:

we have to say both 'God accepts human cultureo and arso "God judges
human culture."l2o

Participants in ECSS seem to understand the ambivalence of the missionar5r
towards culture, arrd are committed to working at the interface between Gospel
and culture.

12o Newbigin, 195.



The next chapter will consider some of the characteristics of

contemporary Western societ5r, a-nd, in particular, the shift from modernity to

postmodernity, and how evangelistic speakers who are committed to being

discerning about culture may respond.
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Chapter 4

EVANGELISM AI{D THE POSTMODERN WORLD

This chapter seeks to set the work of evangelism and of evangelistic

speaking in the context of the contemporary world. It will examine the shift

from modernity to postmodernity and explore the implications of this shift for

the church's mission. Finally, the chapter will consider how respondents from

EC'95 have been alfected by this cultural paradigm shift in their approach to

evangelistic speaking.

The modernist worldviewl

What is modernism? It is difficult to define modernism with any

precision, not least because:

[a]ny characterization opens us up to charges of reducing the numerous
intellectual and cultural movements during that period to one monolithic
e"sence.'

Nevertheless, Nancey Murphy believes that:

[w]e are at a point in history where we can see the emphasis on certitude
and universality as a particular, historically conditioned episode in
Western thought.'

t It is helpful to distinguish between "modernism" and "modernit5l",
between "postmodernism" and "postmodernity", all four of which will be used in
this chapter. Though it is diflicult in practice to keep the two categories totally
discrete, broadly speaking, "-ism" refers to the more theoretical or philosophical
aspects of the phenomenon, while "-it5/" refers to concrete, cultural or
sociological expressions of the "-ism".

2 Middleton and walsh, 14.

" Nancey Murphy. Anelo-American Postmodernitv: Philosophical
Perspectives on Science. Relision. and Ethics. (Boulder CO: Westview Press,
L9971,7. Murphy argues that even where there have been disagreements in the
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Modernism, then, is the name given to the worldview which was

dominant in Western Europe and North America from the time of the

Renaissance until (roughly) the mid-twentieth century.a Wilbert Shenk explains

its origins thus:

Modernity is the result of intellectual developments in European culture
over a period of several centuries on the basis of the influence of thinkers
such as Bacon, Newton, Kepler, Galileo, and Descartes, who established
"the scientific method". . . . The Enlightenment emphasized the potential
of rational human reason to solve problems, unaided by the supernatural,
and radical skepticism as the hallmark of all authentic intellectual
pursuits. Enlightenment culture put a premium on "facts," defined as that
which can be tested in the laboratory--what is rational, objective, and
verifiable. . . . Faith and knowledge were held to be irreconcilable.'

David Harvey quotes a description of modernism from the architectural journal

PRECIS, which adds several characteristics of modernity which have resulted

from this milieu:

"Generally perceived as positivistic, technocentric, and rationalistic,
universal modernism has been identified with the belief in linear progress,
absolute truths, the rational planning of ideal social orders, and the
standardization of knowledge and production. "o

There are several ways of analyzing a worldview such as modernism.

James Sire, for instance, has suggested seven questions which may be asked of

modern era, both sides "share certain underlying assumptions about the nature
ofjustification, meaning, and the relation between parts and whole." (18)

n There is an overlap between modernism and the Enlightenment,
though the ter:n modernism is more generally used to describe broad cultural
trends, while Enlightenment tends to be used for the more strictly philosophical
aspects of tle movement.

" Wilbert R. Shenk, 'The Culture of Modernity as a Missionary
Challenge," in Hunsberger and van Gelder, 70.

6 pRBCtS 6 (1987), 7-24, quoted in David Harvey The Condition of
Postmodernity: An Enquirv into the Orieins of Cultural Chanee (O>dord:
Blackwell, 1990),8-9
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any worldview in order to ascertain its distinctiveness.T Brian Walsh and

Richard Middleton offer a similar but more concise approach, asking four

questions which elucidate the character of a worldview: Who are we? (What is

the nature of human beings?) Where are we? (What kind of a universe is this?)

What is the problem? What is the solution?8 I will apply these questions to

modernism and highlight its implications for Christian faith:

Who are we?

One of the cornerstones of modernist thinking concerns the nature of

human beings. In this worldview, human beings are autonomous, rational

beings--"independent, seH-reliant, self-centering and self-integrating subjects."e

Indeed, Immanuel Kant coined as the slogan of the Enlightenment, "Have the

courage to use your own reason!"lo Human beings, particularly in their capacity

for rational thought, are thus accorded great dignity and importance.

" James W. Sire The Universe Next Door: A Basic World View Catalos
(Downer's Grove: InterVarsit5/ Press, 1976;2nd edn., 1988), 18.

" Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton, The Transformins Vision:
Shapins a Christian World View (Downer's Grove: InterVarsit5r Press, 1984), 35.
This approach is also endorsed by N. T. Wright, The New Testament and the
People of God (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992|, 123. In this context, Wright
also draws attention to a comparable series of nine questions which Vatican II
"suggested were common to all humans."

'Middleton and Walsh, Truth is Stranser, 47
to Immanuel Kant, 'What is Enlightenment?" Foundations of the

Metaphvsics of Morals and What is Enliehtenment? trans. Lewis Beck White
(Indianopolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1959), 85, quoted in Colin Brown, Christianiw and
Western Thoueht: A Historv of Philosophers. Ideas and Movements, vol.1
(Downer's Grove: InterVarsit5r Press 1990) 285-286.
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The image which has come to epitomize this aspect of modernism is

that of the solitary Descartes, deep in thought:

I shall now close my eyes, stop up my ears, turn away all my senses, even
efface from my thoughts all images of corporeal things . . . and thus
communing only with myself, and examining my inner self, I shall try.tp
make myself, litfle by litfle, better known and more familiar to myself.^'

One product of Descartes' meditation was his famous "Cogito ergo sum," which

has come to sSmrbolize the power of self-initiated, individual, abstract

rationality. William Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury, once mused whether

Descartes' moment of revelation was not the most disastrous moment in

European history.l2 Temple suggested this at least in part because of what it

meant for the significance of the Christian God in the world. Descartes himself

appears to have understood the theological implications of his philosophy:

Freewill is in itself the noblest thing we can have because it makes us in a
certain manner equal to God and eiempts us from being his subjects.ls

If people are autonomous (literally, setting their own rules) and free, what place

is there for a traditional conception of God as Ruler and Law-giver? God,

according to Kant, is reduced to "a concept which completes and crowns the

whole of human knowledge."l4 God thus becomes merely a cipher: a useful

r1 Ren€ Descartes, Discourse on Method and The Meditation
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1988), 113.

12 Brown, 184.
13 Ren6 Descartes, Descartes: Philosophical Letters, trans. Anttrony

Kenny (Odord: Odord University Press, L97O1,228, quoted in Charles Taylor
Sources of the Self: The Makins of the Modern IdentiW (Cambridge MA: Harvard
Universit5r Press, L9891, t47.

tt Immanuel Kant, Critique of hrre Reason, trans. Norman Kemp
Smith (London: Macmillan, 1933), 531;quoted in Colin E. Gunton The One. the
Three and ttre Manv: God. Creation and the Culture of Modernitv: the 1992
Bampton Lectures (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993),23.
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concept in an anthropocentric worldview. Martin Marty dubs this figure "the

departed God."rs

Where are we?

According to modernism, we live in a world which, when measured by

human standards, is full of potential usefulness. We "assume that the real

world is both knowable and manageable by human beings".l6 Thus there is a

correlation between what modernity believes about human nature (who we are)

and what modernit5r believes about the world (where we are): the mind is a

supremely eflicient tool for understanding the world, and human power and

ingenuity are highly effective instruments for managing the world. The world

meanwhile is an object ripe for study, for manipulation and for exploitation.

Bertrand Russell's explanation is typical of this view:

To respect physical nature is foolish; physical nature should be studied
with aviewto making it serve human-ends as a far as possible.lT

It should be noted that this philosophy assumes a disjuncture between

people and their world. Descartes, as quoted above, had already assumed this

dichotomy by separating himself from "corporeal things" in order to meditate,

and this separation between human beings and the world becomes an

important cornerstone of modernist science: the world is now an "object" for

human use, and "objective" study the necessary goal of science. Fritjof Capra,

t" Martin E. Marty A Short Historv of Christianitv (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 19591, 297.

t" Middleton and Walsh, 28.
t" Bertrand Russell, "What I Believe," in Whv I Not a Christian and

Other Essavs on Relieion and Related Subiects (London: Unwin Books, L957;
2nd edition 19671,71.
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contrasting the understanding of science in modernism and in postmodernism,

obsenres:

The "Cartesian" division allowed scientists to treat matter as dead and
completely separate from themselves, and to see the material world as a
muliitude of different objects assembled into a huge machine.lt

This contrasts ominously with traditional Christian faith. Firstly, tJre

creation stories of Genesis include humankind as part of the world created by

God. Human beings are not as different--nor as godlike--as the Enlightenment

posited. Secondly, the cultural mandate of Genesis 1 gave humankind only a

delegated authority over the world. Human beings were responsible to God for

their stewardship of the world. But if human beings are now "exempt . . . from

being [God'sl subjects", there is no longer any external restraint on the human

use of creation.

What is the problem?

In modernist thought, the problems of the world are those things which

limit or reduce human fullillment. Some of these problems--disease, for

s>(ample--exist in the natural world. Others are caused by human beings

themselves. After all, if instrumental rationality is the highest human quality,

and its exercise the key to human existence, then anything which militates

against reason is an enemy of progress. In particular, ignorance, superstition

t" FritSof Capra The Tao of Phvsics: An Exploration of the Parallels
Between Modern Phvsics and Eastern Mvsticism (Berkeley: Shambhala 1975),
22.
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and religion oppose rationality.t' Bertr"nd Russell clearly demonstrates the

antithesis:

God and immortaliff, the central dogmas of the Christian religion, find no
support in science. . . . Fear is the basis of religious dogma . . . . I believe
that when I die I shall rot, and nothing of my ego will survive. . . . It is
evident that a man with a scientific ouflook on life cannot let himself be
intimidated by texts of Scripture or by the teaching of the Church.2o

For Russell, God, fear, intimidation, dogma, Scripture, and the church

represent reactionary forces standing in the way of science, courage, reason

and fact. Without such enemies:

There is probably no limit to what science can do in the way of increasing
positive excellence. . . . There seems scarcely any limit to what couldbe
done in the way of producing a good world if only men would use science
wisely.2l

What is the solution?

Fortunately, destiny is on the side of humankind. 'You can't stand in

the way of progress" is a classic modernist proverb. With human ingenuity and

enerry, things will get better, and the problems of the world will be solved. H. G.

Wells wrote with characteristic modernist optimism:

Can we doubt that presently our race . . . will achieve unity and peace,
that it will live . . . in a world made more splendid and lovely than any
palace or garden that we know, going on from strenglh to strength in an
ever-widening circle of adventure and achievementTn

t" The title of Immanuel Kant's book, Relieion within the Bounds of
Reason Alone (1793), is indicative of modernism's limited tolerance of religion.
"The claims of religion are narrowed in their essential content and made to rest
on an autonomous practical reason." Peter Byrne, "Kantianism," in &
Blackwell Encvclopedia of Modern Christian Thoueht, 294-299.

20 Russell, 46,49, 57.

"t Ibid.,69
tt H. G. Wells A Short Historv of the World. Quoted in Kenneth J.

Gergen, The Saturated Self: Dilemmas of ldentitv in Contemporarv Life" (New
York: Basic Books, 1991), 3O The First World War is commonlv characterized as
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Wtrere there are people who stand in the way of progress, they must be

educated (into our way of ttrinking, as autonomous, rational individuals) or

converted (to the God who underwrites our projects--for there is a religious form

of modernism), or be coerced (through slavery, war or colonization).

C. S. Lewis parodies this belief in progress in his science fiction novel,

Out of the Silent Planet.'" The scientist Weston (significantly named) leads an

expedition to Mars (here called Malacandra) to prepare the way for human

takeover of other planets. He declaims:

I am prepared without flinching to plant the flag of man on the soil of
Malacandra: to march on, step by step, superseding, where necessar5l, the
lower for:ns of life that we Iind, claiming planet after planet, system after
system, till our posterity . . . dwell in the universe wherever the universe is
habitable. (l,ewis 159)

In fact, this speech contains the modernist answers to all for world-view

questions: human beings are the natural rulers of the world; tJ:e world (and

indeed other worlds) exists for our benefit; the problem is that our planet may

prove inadequate for our needs; the solution is to use our technologr to colonize

the rest of the universe.

The Influence of Modernism on Mission and Evanselism

How has the church responded to the growth and challenge of

modernity? It is probably true to say that in many instances the church in

destroying such humanistic confidence, yet Wells' book was written in 1922. By
L945, however, he appears much more pessimistic in Mind at the End of its
Tether.

* C. S. Lewis Out of the Silent Planet (London: The Bodley Head,
1938; Pan Books, 1952), 159.
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Western societies, rather than acting as a counter-culture, demonstrating

dominant cultural features different from those of the culture around, has

merely been a sub-culture, accepting the dominant values of the society

around, and differing only in cultural details, such as church attendance. In

terms of evangelism, it is worth noting that the word "evangelism" is not itself a

biblical one.* The first recorded use of the term, ironically, is in the writings of

Francis Bacon, a pioneer of modern science, and hence of the modernist world-

view, in 1650.5 Just as David Bosch warns us that "the term 'mission' . . . is of

fairly recent origin" and is "intimately bound up with tJ e colonial expansion of

tJre West," so Bacon's coinage of the word "evangelism" should alert us to the

association of evangelism with modernity.""

One outstanding example of modernity in mission and evangelism is the

church's overseas missions in the nineteenth century, and its complicity in the

colonialism which was a natural expression of modernist thinking. Both David

Bosch and Lamin Sanneh have signilicantly nuanced the popular picture of the

church working hand in glove with colonizing powers,27 yet both admit tJ at

there is significant truth in it. Bosch acknowledges that:

2n The Bible prefers tfre concrere tenns euaggelizomai (to announce
good newsl, euaggelion (Gospel) and euaggelistes (evangelist), rather than the
abstract "evangelism. "

s The Oxford Enelish Dictiona{v, 1933, vol.3, 329.
* I h"rr" observed on two occasions that churches where people are

becoming Christians do not use the word "evamgelism" to describe their
ministry: it simply happens as a natural expression of their spiritual vitality. It
is sobering to reflect that perhaps the church's coinage of the word nevangelism"

is itself a sign of unhealth.

'" Typical is Bosch's comment: "I am convinced that the missionaries
were, by and large, a breed fundamentally different from their colonizing
compatriots." David J. Bosch, "Reflections on biblical Models of Mission", in
Phillips and Coote , I76-L77.
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the entire modern missionary enterprise is, to a very real extent, a child of
the Enlightenment. . . . [T]he very term . . . "mission" was conceived as a
concomitant of Western imperial outreach. (Bosch 274)

Sanneh discusses one of the most famous of nineteenth century missionaries,

David Livingstone, who:

gave popular expression to the notion that commerce, civilization, and
Christianity must go hand in hand. . . . It is of course true that
Livingstone did encourage tJle spread of what he called "civilization," and
that many people . . . qnderstood the term as an extension of tJle
instrument of impire.z

While nineteenth century overseas missions betray the influence of

modernist thinking, the same tendencies are also obvious as the church sought

to defend and further the faith in the West. TWo examoles will illustrate this

weakness.

One is the apologetics movement. From Bishop Joseph Butler (L692-

L752) to Josh McDowell (1941-), one response of the church to modernism has

been to seek to e>rplain Christian faith in light of the new questions thrown up

by the modern worldview, and to defend the faith against intellectual attack. As

David Bosch explains:

How can God reign sovereignly if people understand themselves to be free?
Is God still active in a world in which it is believed that people take the
initiative to create whatever they need?^.^. . A new theological discipline
began to emerge: Christian apoiogetics.2e

To engage the enemy that closely, however, involves dangers, in particular what

Martin Marty calls "the timeless error of Christian apologists: they granted so

much to the presuppositions of the antagonist that they could not really win the

case.'&

2 Sanneh, 105, 108.
2e Bosch, 268.
* Marty, 298.
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While it is debatable whether all apologists fall into this trap3l, it is true

that the language of apologetics often sounds suspiciously modernist. The

introduction to one popular apologetics textbook, for instance, claims that:

[it] presents with great convicting power hundreds of historical evidences
which validate the teachings of the Christian faith. I make bold to say that
no intelligent person can read this with Eur open mind withqut coming to
the conclusiori that Jesus Christ is tJle unique Son of God.32

The writer of ttris introduction uses quasi-scientific language ("hundreds of . . .

evidences"), believes that external data can validate Christian faith (somehow

these data are more significant than the Gospel's own self-validation) appeals to

the "intelligent person" (a modernist conceit), and accepts the Enlightenment

fiction of "an open mind." The problem is that this approach to apologetics

merely conlirms people in their modernist assumptions, whereas the Gospel

challenges those assumptions as idolatrous, and calls us to repent of them.

This is what William Willimon calls:

the great lie behind most apologetics, the deceit that it is possible to hear
tlle gospel while we are still trapped in outmoded or culturally conditioned
patterns of thought and hearing.*

The other example of modernist influence on the church concerns

evangelism and specifically evangelistic preaching. Charles Finney (I792-L875)

introduced changes to the evangelistic style of his predecessors, preachers like

John Wesley and Jonathan Edwards. One commentator alerts us to the

significance of the change by observing that "[tlhe difference between Edwards

"t Colin Brown, for instance, believes that Bishop Bufler argued from
distinctively Christian presuppositions. Brown, 2 1 O.

"'Dr. Harold Fickett, foreword to More Evidence that Demands a
Verdict by Josh McDowell (Arrowhead Springs CA: Campus Crusade for Christ,
197s) i.

* Willimon, The Intrusive Word, 19.
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and Finney is essentially the difference between the mediaeval and the modern

temper."s Mark Noll says that Finney "created powerful yet controlled

evangelistic 'methods"'.$ Already Finney's evangelism is expressed in terms of

power, control, and method: distinctively modernist language. Finney in fact

uses such language himself. He criticized Presbyterianism as "a theologr

unappreciative of native human ability". He made regular use of the "anxious

bench" for those who came forward after his sennon, out of the conviction that

"if God had commanded individuals to repent, he had also given them the

means to do so at once." When Calvinists criticized his emphasis on human

action in salvation, his "best defense of tJle practice was that it worked." Noll

contends that "Finney was yet more Arminian than John Wesley": Wesley

beheved that God had to prepa-re an individual in order for them to choose God,

but "Finney rejected this requirement." Lastly, "he tended towards a belief that

emotions are the culprit that keep reason and will from following God's

purposes.'e These emphases on method, rationality, human freedom, activism,

and pragmatism are characteristic Enlightenment concepts.

Finney's methodolog. was continued (with some variations) by D. L.

Moody, Billy Sunday and Billy Graham. Indeed, it is probably true to say that

most evangelistic preaching in the West has been influenced, consciously or

unconsciously, by the model provided by these men, so that we should not be

surprised to find, in varying degrees, strong modernist influences in

* W. G. Mclaughlin Jr. Modern Revivalism: From Charles G. Finnev
to Billv Graham (New York: Ronald Press, 1959), 11, quoted in wayne Kirkland,
"The Roots of Modern Evangelism", Stimulus, Vol.1 No.1 (February 1993),30.* Mark A. Noll, A Historv of Christianitv in the United States and
Canada (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, L992\, L74.* Ibid. trs-L76.
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contemporarJr evangelism. The popular metaphors of evangelism are revealing.

Terminolog like "campaign," "crusade," "target," "tool," and "stratery" is

common in thinking about evangelism, as though evangelism were warfare

(with unbeliwers as the "enemy," or, at best, "prisoners of war"), a marketing

campaign (with unbelievers as the consumer) or an industrial process (with

unbelievers as the raw materi"l)."" A term like "friendship evangelism" makes

friendship appear a me€rns to an end, rather than a God-given end in itself.

"Lifest5rle evangelism" similarly smacks of technique and manipulation, as if

Christian discipleship were a lifestyle adopted not out of obedience to Christ but

in order to impress and attract the unevangelized. Coming to faith is often

characterized as a "decision"--the objective choice of a free, rational individual--

again, a thoroughly modernist construct.

In terms of the content of evangelistic preaching, modernity has

dictated that it be dominated by propositions, thus privileging the intellect over

the imagination, the emotions or tJ e heart."" Cert"inly there are stories, or

illustrations, but, as Thomas Long has pointed out, tJle popular use of the term

"serrlon illustration," which became widespread in the nineteenth century, was

"neither neutral nor innocent." Illustrations had "one and only one

"" Wilbert Shenk points out that "the term 'stratery' derives from the
Greek strategos or 'general"', and therefore suggests the metaphor of a military
campaign, where "the 'otJ:er'is an enemy who is to be forcibly subdued. . . .

Neither the goal nor the means employed in a military operation are appropriate
to Christian mission." The metaphor also suggests calculation, "searching for
the most eflicient means based on empirical data." Wilbert R. Shenk, "Mission
Strategies", in Phillips and Coote, 218-219. Gary Davis, an American evangelist,
highlighted the incongruity of this when he said in a speech recently, "I don't
need a stratery for kissing my wife!"

* Ott. evangelist said to me recently, "surely our job is to
communicate propositional truth?"
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communicative task: the clarilication of concepts.'ae Concepts were primary,

story or illustration was secondary. The emphasis on the mind was also

underlined by a popular mnemonic such as the sequence, "Facts-Faith-

Feelings": a response to the Gospel begins with "facts," public, neutral facts,

heard in isolation from a community; "faith" then is a logical response of trust

to t]le facts, quite separate from my perception of the facts; and "feelings,"

whether ofjoy or doubt, should not be regarded at all since they have nothing

to do with the essential business of faith, which is a rational decision.

Historically, tJre period the Enlightenment coincided with the

dominance of Christendom in the West, so evangelists could also presuppose a

certain level of biblical literacy and even respect for the Bible. Evangelistic

sertnons could therefore begin with Scripture and work deductively: preacher

and hearers both accepted that as appropriate common ground for discussing

faith issues.

The Decline of Modernitv

In the past two hundred years, there have been various challenges to

the hegemony of modernism. One was the Romantic movement of the late

eighteenth and the nineteenth century:

Rejecting the ordered rationality of the Enlightenment as mechanical,
impersonal, and artificial, the Romantics turned to tl.e emotional
directness of personal experience and to the boundlessness of individual
imagrnation and aspiration. . . . The restrained balance valued in 18th
century culture was abandoned in favour of emotional intensitv. . . .

"" Thomas G. Long, The Witness of preachine (L,ouisville:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989), 161
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[A]lmost all [Romantics] showed a new interest in t]re irrational realms of
dream and delirium or of folk superstition and legend.e

The Romantics believed that the Enlightenment's emphasis on rationalism

neglected significant aspects of human nature and experience. They sought, by

their living and their art, to redress the balance in the direction of a more

holistic view of human nature, embracing emotion, imagination and experience.

Rousseau even suggested an alternative to Descartes'famous dictum: "I feel

therefore I exist.'al

Another challenge was the Existentialist movement of the 1960s. D. M.

McKinnon explains that existentialism displayed "hostilit5r to abstract theory for

obscuring the roughness and untidiness of actual life."a2 As with Romanticism,

Existentialism found that rationalism does not do justice to the fullness of

human existence. One expression of tJlis is the conviction that, as McKinnon

puts it, "[t]he task of the moral philosopher is seen as continuous with that of

the novelist or dramatist." In strict modernist thought, philosophy would be

separate from, and superior to, creative writing, which stresses imagination,

experience and story. Existentialists like Sartre or Camus, however, challenge

what they perceive to be this false dichotomy: as a result, their novels deal with

philosophical or ethical concerns just as seriously as their purely philosophical

writings.

* chris Baldick,
(Oxford: Odord University press, 193.

ar Harvey, 19.
n'J. o. urmson a'd Jonathan Ree, The concise Encvcropedia of

LVBslern Philosophv .aqd Philosophers 1N.* yo.@d.
1989), s.v. "Existentialism," by D. M. McKinnon.
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Postmodernism is the most recent in this series of reactions against the

restrictions of the Enlightenment. There is a perception that the Enlightenment

"project"€ has failed to fulfill its promise, substantial evidence that it has

caused as much harm as it has done good,s and, as a result, a lack of

confidence in its premises and procedures. Alister McGrath summarises the

problem thus:

There has been a general collapse of confidence in tJle Enlightenment
trust in the power of reason to provide foundations for a universally-valid
knowledge of the world, includihg God. R-e_ason fails to deliver a morality
suited to the real world in which we live. €

Whether postmodernism will finally topple the long reign of modernity remains

to be seen, but it appears to be a movement more broadly and popularly based

(and consequenfly more diflicult to define) than either Romanticism or

Existentialism.

What is Postmodernism?

The problem with defining postmodernism is that, even more than

modernism, it is not a cohesive, rational whole. As Stanley Grenz explains:

[n]o clear shared focus unites the diversg and divergent elements of
postmodern societ5l into a single whole.6

* The image of the modern "project" is from Jurgen Habermas,
"Modernit5l: an Incomplete Project" in H. Foster, Recodines: Art. Spectacle and
Cultural Politics (Port Townsend, washington: [?l 198s), quoted in Ha:vey, 9.* R. Detweiler points, for example, to the "negativit5r generated by
two shattering world wars, the threat of destruction from nuclear power and the
persisting memories of Holocaust horrors." "Postmodernism" in The Blackwell
Encvlopedia of Modern Christian Thousht, 456.* Alister E. McGrath, Bridse-Buildine: Effective Christian
Apoloeetics (Leicester UK: Inter-Varsity press, Lgg2l, 223.* st"trl.y J. Grenz A Primer on postmodernism (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1996), 19
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In fact, ncohesive, rational wholes" are one of the things postmodernism most

vehemenfly rejects. As Grenz says, "The postmodern ethos resists unified, all-

encompassing, and universally valid explanations." such e>cplanations, or

metanarratives, are perceived to have been historically oppressive and

destructive of alternative world-views and ways of being. In place of such

overarching explanations, postmodernism offers instead, "a respect for

difference and a celebration of the local and particular.,a?

Having said that, it is possible to identi$ some distinguishing marks,

particularly in the ways postmodernism reacts against modernism. Anthony

Thiselton, for instance, suggests that postmodernism has rejected each of the

basic tenets of modernist optimism:

Postmodernism implies a shatteing of innocent confidence inthe capacitg
of the s.elf to_control its oun desting. Ii signals a losS of trusi ir g"b"t
strategies of social planning, and in univlrsal criteria of rationjity.*

we will consider Thiselton's three indicators in reverse order.

Universal Criteria of Rationalitv

There is no longer a firm belief that rationality is the same the world

over. What seems rational is frequenfly culturally-determined. For instance, if
one asks whether it is rational to pray, tl:e answer will be different according to

one's world-view. To complicate matters further, no world-view--even

modernism--is embraced on wholly rational grounds. "Facts" play a central part

in t]le modernist understanding of the world: yet what counts as a fact will also

n' rbid., L2.
€ Thiselton, 11.
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differ according to one's culture and world-view. The problem is illustrated by

Bertrand Russell, a classic modern rationalist, who suggested that what makes

a belief true "is a fact, and this fact does not . . . in any way involve the mind of

the person who has the belief." Karl popper, in the sarne tradition, suggests

that "knowledge in the objective sense is knowledge without a knower.,,4e The

problem brought to light by postmodernism is that human beings do not have

access to "facts" which do not involve ttre mind of a human being, just as we do

not have access to knowledge "without a knower." Postmodernism foregrounds

the importance of t]le human knower, just as modernism minimized the

importance of the humaa knower.

A crucial expression of this modernist understanding of rationality is
modern science. Here too the absoluteness of modernism's claims have been

challenged. Thomas Kuhns is regarded as the first to question the "objectivit5r,,

of science, and to suggest that scientific "progress" was not as rational and

linear as the mythologr of modernity had suggested. He proposed instead that

science works by means of "paradigms", imaginative models of realiw, which

change from time to time under pressure as the old paradigms fail to account

for new data. He pointed to the human factors in science: to the role of

nonrational intuition in new discoveries and advances; to scientists'reluctance

to abandon an old paradigm, simply because it had become familiar; to the

signifrcance of vested interests, professional jealousies, and economic and

political pressures which sway the supposed neutrality of science; and to the

power of the scientific communit5r with its own internal language-games. To

n" Bertrand Russell, The B_oblem of Evil, 75; Karl popper, obiective
Knowledee, 109; quoted in Bosch, 266. '

* Thomas Kuhn, fle Structure of Scien (Chicago:
Universit5r of Chicago press, tgOZ;@
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challenge the objectivity of science in the way that Kuhn did was to cut at the

very roots of the ideologr of modernity. The conclusion of this line of thinking

was, as William Willimon declares, that:

Descartes was wrong. There is no firmly established starting point for
thgught, some freestanding knowledge, independent of the background or
coloration of a system of thought. All experience is value-laden. We see
what we have been previously.taught to see. Our analysis is not as
empirical as we first claimed."'

Global strategies of social planning

Secondly, Thiselton says, it is hard to trust "global strategies". Usually

"global strategies" has meant the export of western technolory and values--

whetlter literacy, democracy, nuclear power, or Coca-Cola--to other countries.

In modernist times, this made sense, since Western rational values were seen

as universally valid, and, indeed, superior. Now, there is a move to reject a

monolithic universal culture and to aflirm different cultures in all their

diversity--not least in view of the negative impact Western civilization has had

on other cultures.s2

The movie Schindler's List, for instance, illustrates how events like the

Second world war have shaken confidence in what was once considered

superior European civilization. In one scene of the movie, while the SS are

clearing the Warsaw ghetto of its Jewish population, one oflicer comes across a

piano in one of the apartments they have evacuated. He sits down and plays

sr Willimon, The Intrusive Word, 92.
"'Changes in contemporary culture are often indicated by bumper

stickers. Postmodern bumper stickers include: "one world--No More!"
"Celebrate diversit5rt'and even "Subvert the dominant paradigm."
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Bach, while the devastating work of the SS goes on all around. In the mythologr

of modernit5r, "civilization"--the ultimate fruit of rational thought and scientilic

advance--was an absolute good. In fact, in t],e book on which the movie is

based, author Thomas Keneally comments on the hope near the beginning of

the Nazi occupation of Poland, that the violence would not last: "After all, Oskar

[Schindler] and the Jews told themselves, the Germans were a ciuilized.

nation."s Philosophically, pogroms and Bach are worlds apart; historically,

barbarity and "civili?:ftiott" were never very far apart. As a result, global

strategies based on the supposed superiority of the West now lack credibiliw.

The capacity of the self

The third characteristic of postmodernism Thiselton identifies is a

change in the view of the self. If the modern self sought to be self-sufficient, t1.e

postmodern self is seen to be fragmented, limited, and dependent. psychologist

Kenneth Gergen summarises the postmodern mood by suggesting that ,'[u]nder

postmodern conditions, persons exist in a state of continuous construction and

reconstruction." He notes as one indicator of human brokenness that "[t]he

vocabular5r of human deficit has undergone enonnous expansion within the

present century."s

* Thomas-Keneally, Schindler's List (Hemisphere publishers, l9g2;Toronto: Simon and Schuster, Touchstone Books, 1993), 57.
G.erqen, 7, 13. As exampres of this terminologr, Gergen offers overtwenty terms, including: low self-esteem, externally contrJiled, dJpressed,

stressed, obsessive-compulsive, sadomasochistic, identity crisis and anti-socialpersonality.
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Once again a movie documents this shift in culture. The movie

Bladerunner is seen by many as "the acme of postmodern movies".55 It is set in

Los Angeles in the yeat 20L9, where the "modern" world of oflices and stores is

falling apart. Harrison Ford, the main character, has the task of tracking down

aliens who are indistinguishable from real people. Already puzzled as to

whether the woman he is falling in love with is in fact human, Ford is confused

by seeing a photograph of her family. Traditionally, "the camera never lies" (one

of modernism's absolutes), therefore a family photograph should confirm a

person's reality and history.* Yet the camera celn and does lie--in fact, some

would say the camera cannot do other than liesT--so how can Ford know

whether this woman is human or an enemy alien? What, after all, constitutes a

true human being? In a modernist culture, the answer was clear; now the lines

are blurred. In a sense, the whole of the modernist world-view depended on its

theory of the self: confidence in the power of human rationality, faith in the

inevitable upward path of progress, trust in the efficacy of science and the

goodness of technolos, & vision of a utopian future--all these were predicated

on a high view of human competence. Once that becomes untenable, the rest of

* David Lyon Postmodernity (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 19941,2.

* Susan Sontag and Roland Barthes have both written significant
treatises discussing how and why in fact the camera does lie. Roland Barthes,
Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photosraphv (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981),
and Susan Sontag, On Photoeraphv (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
L973).

"" Commenting on one of the most influential photographs of the
Vietnam war, of a Vietnamese general summarily executing a Viet Cong
prisoner, the photojournalist who took the photograph, Eddie Adams,
attempted to explain that, in the historical context, the act he had recorded was
not as outrageous as it seemed to Western viewers: "Still photographs are the
most powerful weapon in the world. People believe them, but photographs do
lie, even without marripulation. They are only half-truths." TIME Magazine,
July 27, 1998.
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tJ:e project inevitably unravels, and Western culture is left without a uni$dng

metanarrative.

The lack of a metanarrative

From a postmodern standpoint, the loss of the modernist metanarrative

is cause for rejoicing. For almost three hundred yea-rs, modernity told a loud,

authoritative, masculine kind of metanarrative. It is a story which has put

certain people centre-stage--generally, white heterosexual males--and caused

grief and hardship for others, particularly for minorities. In the postmodern

world, that story and its story-tellers are being de-centred: tJle story did not live

up to its promises of freedom and a new world, and has lost credibility. Indeed,

postmodernism has introduced a fearfulness of metanarratives in general,

since, it is contended, their tendency is invariably to become oppressive of

others who do not share it. One of the most-repeated sayings of postmodernism

is Jean-Francois Lyotard's: "I define postmodern as incredulity towards

metanarratives.'s

The need for story, however, has not gone away. As Alisdair Mclntyre

has argued:

I can gnly an^sqer the question, 'What am I to do?' if I can answer the prior
qrrestion, "ofwhat stpry or stories do I find myself a part?". . . It is
through hearing stories . . . that children learn or mislearn . . . what the
cast of characters may be in the drama into which they have been born
and what the ways of the world are. . . . Mytholory, inits original sense, is
at the heart of things."'

s Jean-Francois Lyotard, The postmodern condition: A Repon on
Knowledee, trans. GeoffBennington and Bri;@
universit5r of Minnesota Press, 1984), quoted in Middleton and walsh, 70.

"" Alasdair_Maclnt5rre After Virtue: A Studv in Moral Theoloev (Notre
Dame: University of Notre Dame press, 199
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Thus postmodernism seeks to hear and to validate local narratives, that is,

stories of individuals and communities, stories without universal pretensions,

stories which empower those who tell them but do not threaten the freedom of

others. In particular, there is a welcoming of the stories of people and

communities which were formerly marginahzed and silenced by modernity--

voices of womens, of non-whites, and of homosexuals.

The transition from a world ruled by metanarrative to a world of local

na:ratives has been dramatized by Stephen Sondheim's musical Into the

Woods. At first, the story is told by a narrator (maybe it is only coincidence that

he is a white male), but then the characters agree to sacrifice the narrator to a

marauding glant. It is significant that nobody particularly cares for t]le

narrator. After all, he is not a part of their lives: his role is to be "objective" and

it is easy to "objectify" him. Then, however, the individual characters are forced

to make up the rest of their own story--or stories.6l

The problems of replacing metanarratives with local narratives,

however, are two-fold: firstly that people still have a yearning to be part of a

metanarrative (though not an oppressive one); and, secondly, that local

narratives can be just as dehumanizing as metanarratives--for instance, the

"local narratives" of Catholics and Protestants in Northern lreland.62 For the

* My wife has suggested that the script prescribed for women under
modernity was, "I do not think, therefore I am not." 

-

"t I am indebted to Les casson, IVCF stalf at eueen,s university in
Kingston, for this illustration.

62 Michael Ignatieff offers a further example of how local narratives
are not always benign: "In the summer of L992, when serbian militias were
viciously 'cleansing' the Muslim villages of southeastern Bosnia, journalists
asked the serbs of Foca and Goradze why people they had lived ivith for
centuries deserved such treatment. The Serbs seemed surprised by the
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Christian, of course, there is a further complication, since the Christian flaith

inescapably centres around a metanarrative--one which has often been seen

(and indeed experienced) as oppressive. The evangelist has to decide how, if at

all, that metanarrative can be told in a way which is liberating and which

enhances human dignity.

What the shift from modern to postmodern means for eveurqelism

As the tide of modernity retreats, the forms of evangelism which it
produced are increasingly left stranded as cultural anachronisms. How then

should Christians respond to postmodernism, and what would evangelism look

like which was appropriate for the postmodern world?

Following Lesslie Newbigin's call to regard the western world as a

mission field, it is helpful to consider tJle insights of missionaries like Vincent

Donovana and Don Richardson about relating to an alien culture. For those

who grew up surrounded by the medium of modernit5r, postmodernism certainly

feels at first as alien as the culture of a different continent. Missionar5r thinkers,

however, remind us that this is to be expected, and teach us that we must first
listen humbly to the host culture. We seek to und.erstand it, not least to learn

from it and be corrected by it, but also, for our evangelism, to perceive where

God is at work creating "points of contact" (Brunner's term) for the Gospel. This

question. Didn't everybody know that Muslims killed Serbian children and
floated their crucified bodies down the river Drina? Several old women, doing
their washing by the riverbank, swore they had seen them with their own eyes.,,
"MJrttr and Malevolence", TIME, July 17, tggS, ZZ.s'vincent Donovan's attempt to reach the Masai . . . points us in
the right direction." Shenk, "Mission Strategies", 223.
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principle does not change simply because, through an accident of birth, we

have grown up in what has become our mission field. Then also we can learn

from missiologists like l,amin Sanneh, who points to the intrinsic translatability

of the Christian faith. The Gospel can and must be translated into the language

and culture of postmodernit5r, tJrough, as Sanneh also reminds us, there are

risks involved in the act of translation.s

The rebuke of postmodernism

Just as Vincent Donovan found that his involvement with Masai culture

caused him to view his own culture critically, so exposure to postmodernism

has caused some in the Christian community to become aware of and to repent

for the unthinking way destructive modernist assumptions have influenced

Christian thinking and acting. As long ago as 1975, for example, a strong note

of repentance was incorporated into a mainstre€rm evangelical document on

mission and evangelism, The Lausanne Declaration.6s Indeed, John Stott, in

writing about tJ:e Declaration, commented that "the spirit of Lausanne was a

spirit of humility and a spirit of penitence.'66 The Declaration itself includes

these comments:

the dominant role of western missions is fast disappearing . . . Thus a
growing partnership of churches will develop . . . Missionaries should flow
ever more freely from and to all six continents in a spirit of humble
service. . . . The Gospel does not presuppose the superiority of any culture
to another, but evaluates all cultures according to its own criteria of truth
and righteousness. . . . Missions have all too frequently exported with the

* Set my chapter 3, section entitled 'The Risks of Translation."* John R. W. Stott, The Lausanne Declaration: An Exposition and
Commentary (Minneapolis: Worldwide Publications, 1 925)* Ibid.. +.
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Gospel an alien culture, and chu,rphes have sometimes been in bondage to
culture rather than to Scripture.6T

It is doubtful whether any conscious postmodern influence is present here.

Nevertheless the concern for western cultural dominance to cease, the

emphasis on service rather than power, the stress on the equality (in beauty

and in sin) of all cultures, the welcoming of mutualit5r rather than

unidirectional patronage, the desire to be self-critical, and the determination to

true to one's own story (Scripture)--all these are a Christian mirror of central

postmodern concerns.

The work of repentance needs to go deeper, however, and to include a

turning away from all the modernist distortions of evangelism. For example,

those concerned for evangelism need to renounce the depersonalizing language

of "strategies" and "tools" which is so antithetical to the Gospel's concern for

human dignity, and to shape new language more appropriate to the nature of

the Gospel.

The benefits of postmodernism for evangelism

There is much in postmodernism that Christians can rejoice about.

Modernism was at worst a fierce enemy of the faith, and at best a treacherous

friend, often leading us to be unfaithful to the Gospel. The postmodern critique

u" Ibid., s6.
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of modernity helps liberate Christians from the tyranny of modernism, whether

as friend or as foe, and thus to grow in fidelity to the Gospel.

In the area of evangelism, the insights of postmodernism have been

many. For example, postmodernism's emphasis on story as the primary source

of truth has helped Christians remember that the Bible is primarily story, and

that the story is not just a disposable setting for propositional jewels. The story

is God's story, and evangelism, rather than being an attempt to convince people

to subscribe to certain abstract propositions, may be understood as inviting

people to be a part of God's story. Eugene peterson is typical of Christian

writers who approve this shift from proposition to story:

9_to-ry_is the qlmary way in which the revelation of God is given to us. The
Holy Spirit's l.ite-ra4r Blnre of choice is story. Story isn't a slmple or naive
form of speech-from wtrich we graduate to-the more sophisticated., "higher"
languages of p-hilosophy or mathematics, leaving t]:e siories behind for
children and the less well educated. . . . To get tlis revelation right, we
ente-r the story. . . . Story isn't imposed on our lives; it invites ujinto it"
life.s

How is evangelism which stresses story different? This kind of evangelism

appeals to the whole person, including the ima$nation and the emotions and

not only the mind; it speaks to all kinds of people, not only the intellectual; and

it invites involvement, not only intellectual assent.

Postmodernism's emphasis on community has helped christians

rethink the corporate aspect of their faith.6e The traditional protestant

- : Eugene H. Peterson l,eap over a wall: Earthv spirituality for
Evervdav Christians (San Francis

"'It is worth noting t]'.at this was being discussed as long ago as
L975. TJrpical of evangelical writers is Michael Crifntns who, writin{in""
popular book about the church, says: ''The concept of a soliiary sai-nt is foreign
to the New Testament writers. . . . There would app"ar to be little biblicaljustification for our becoming spiritual Robinsor-iru"o."." Cinderella with
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emphasis on the individual, as in phrases such as "my personal Saviour," has

begun to give way to a fresh awareness of "the body of Christ." Not least, the

idea of "truth in communit5r" has helped Christians understand why their

message makes perfect sense to themselves but can seem incoherent to

outsiders. N. T. Wright is typical of how Christians have taken advantage of this

insight. Speaking of the Virgrn Birth, Wright says:

We cannot "prove" the virginal conception of Jesus to tJ:e satisfaction of
post-Enlightenment scepticism. But in the light of the resurrection we are
called to be sceptical about scepticism itself.rc

Wright assumes that rationality is relative to tJle communit5r in which one finds

oneself. If, for instance, one is part of a post-Enlightenment sceptical

community of thought, then naturally the virginal conception of Jesus appears

to be nonsense. But if one is part of a community formed around the belief t1lat

Jesus rose from the dead, then the virgin birth makes perfect sense. From a

christian point-of-view, it is the modernist, Enlightenment way of thinking

which is unconvincing.

It is good to have others say what Christians had sometimes suspected

but seldom verbalized, that battles between secular rationality and Christianity

were on an unfair playrng field, and under rules, of secularism,s choosing."t

Amnesia: A Practical Discussion of the Relevance of t]le Church (London: Inter-
Varsity Press, 1975), 24. (lt is significant that Robinson Crusoe is often seen by
literary scholars as a t5rye of the independent, rational, self-suflicient,
technologically minded, white European male of the Enlightenment. See, for
instance, J. D. Crowley's introduction to the World's Classics edition of Daniel
Defoe's Robinson crusoe (oxford: oxford university press, L972.)l

"o N. T. WrigArt,.Who Was Jesus? (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans , Lgg2)
85. Consistent with this view, wright points out that Bishop John Spong,
whose book on the Virgin Birth--Born of a Woman: a Bishop Rethinks tfie Birth
of Jesus (HarperSanFrancisco L9921--he critiques, is aefrnitety a moaerniat'not
a'post-modernist."' 78

- "t "1_O1ne can see way many Christians have been rather pleased to
discover that the Enlightenment's standards of rationality and evidence . . . are
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It has been a relief to have others challenge the powerful hegemony of

Western rationality, and speak up on behalf of minorities who see the world

differently, not least because Christians felt themselves to be a minority long

before it was widely acknowledged that they were.

The realization that rationality is not the only nor even the most

significant feature of human beings has made it easier for Christians to feel

confidence about such deeply human characteristics as faith and feelings,

intuition and spirituality.

In fact, the whole postmodern enterprise has in many ways brought a

much-needed sense of freedom to the church in the West, even to those who

have never heard the word "postmodern." For these things we should be

grateful.

Problems of postmodernism for evangelism

The problem of an audience

While allirming the relief that postmodernism has brought from the

stranglehold of modernity, the change has not been entirely beneficent. Alan

Jacobs, in an article in First Thines,"' highlights two of the problems for

unworkable. This is why you hear so mErny Christians today claim, with the
relief of a just-pardoned Sisyphus, that postmodernism . . . at long last'levels
the playing field'." Alan Jacobs, "A Tale of TWo Stanleys," First Things: A
Monthlv Journal of Relieion and Life, Number 44 (JunelJuly 19941, 20.

72 Jacobs, 20.
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evangelism which postmodernism, for all its benefits, has brought in its wake.

Commenting on the popular image of the level playing field, Jacobs asks:

[W]hat good is a level playrng field if there is now no agreement on the
rules of the game, or even on what game is to be played? . . . Our
postmodern "level playrng field" . . . can provide no-one a compelling
reason to listen or to respond to the Christian case. Richard Rorty was
once heard to say, in answer to a question about just this issue, tJ:at the
theists are certainly free to talk, but "we don't have to listen."

In one sense, of course, no-one had to listen to the claims of Christians in

modernity, either--though the fact that the Christian faith appeared to be

challenging the ruling presuppositions of the age might prompt a reflex defence

or counter-attack. Yet it is true that in a postmodern age, the evangelist has

first to win an audience. After all, if truth is found in communit5r, each

community is free to pursue its own truth without bothering or offending or

attracting anyone else. A title for a talk such as "Did Jesus Really Rise from the

Dead?" might in a different age have attracted modernists who understood the

question as trespassing into secular rationalistic territory, and who were

therefore curious or sceptical. In a postmodern world, however, such a question

is understood not as a question in the public arena but as an in-house

problem, of interest only to the Christian community. Once again, a point of

contact with the culture is needed.

To take the example of speaking about the resurrection, I have found it

fruitful to speak on the topic, "Jesus is Alive, Elvis is Alive: What's the

Difference?" Whereas the question of Jesus'resurrection might be considered

by an outsider to be an in-house belief for the Christian community, the

question of Elvis' continued existence is part of secular culture (and mytholory).

The unlikely juxtaposition of the narnes Jesus and Elvis, tJrerefore, connects
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two worlds which might be thought to be totally discrete, in a way which creates

intrigue and invariably draws a curious audience.

The problem of metanarrative

If the heart of postmodernism is the rejection of metanarratives,

Christianity in general and evangelism in particular have a problem, since the

Bible is inescapably a metanarrative, beginning with creation and ending with

new creation, and, particularly in the New Testament, making universal claims

about "the world." Middleton and Walsh attempt to resolve this tension by

suggesting that while the Christian message is indeed a metanarrative, it is not

in essence an oppressive one."" Christianit5r has, of course, been used as a

controlling, oppressive metanarrative, parlicularly during the reign of

modernit5r, but Middleton and Walsh argue that there are three features of the

story in particular which undermine any tendency to use it in a totalizing way.

The first feature is the centralit5r the Bible accords to suffering. The

exodus experience of the people of Israel should have had the effect of

sensitizing them to tJ:e pain of others. Because they were slaves in Erypt, they

should appreciate and empathize with the pain of aliens and other sufferers.

Thus:

[blecause of t]re distinctive ongoing story it told, remembered and
participated in, this was to be a community which refused to cause
oppression and instead was committed to fostering justice and
compassion toward the marginal.1a

The second theme Middleton and Walsh draw attention to is tJlat this story

claims to be the story of the Creator. This prevents "any merely nationalistic,

"" Middleton and Walsh, chapter 5
" rbid,., 94
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partisan interpretation of the story."7s Certainly the nation of Israel plays a

central part in the Old Testament, but this is no cause for nationalistic or

triumphalistic interpretation of the story:

Israel is called to be the particular, historically conditioned means of
mediating a universal story of the healing of the world. As the servant of
Yatrweh, Israel exists for the sake of othei nations.T6

The third clue is what the authors call "counterideological resources . .

for inner-biblical correction ."" By this, the authors refer in part to Scripture's

own checking of the temptation to make its metanarrative oppressive. For

example, Psalm 78 celebrates God's choice of Judah over Israel in a way that

might encourage arrogance on Judah's part. Jeremiah's temple sermon"",

however, with its strong warnings against complacency, stands as a corrective

to any such impulse. A second form of "counter-ideological resource" is the

inclusion of "texts of terror"" in Scripture--stories of the suffering of the

marginalized, such as Hagar and Tamar-which offer a different kind of

corrective. Such stories have the effect of:

evoking a prima-l biblical memory of suffering and oppression, and in so
doing they have thepotential to call into question violent and abusive uses
of thE biblical storv.s

This careful treatment of the question of metanarrative--aflirming its

legitimacy for ttre Gospel yet being sensitive to postmodern ethical concerns--

"" Ibid.. 9g

"" lbid., loo
"" Ibid., 1go
78 Jeremiah chapter 7

"" Th" phrase is from the tifle of Phyllis Trible's book, Texts of
Terror: Literanr-Feminist Readines of biblical Narratives (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1984).

* Middl"ton and Walsh, LgO
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leaves tJre evangelist free to preach the good news of the christian

metanarrative, as long as it is done with gentleness and without arrogance. The

good news of the Gospel is in part that God invites hurting people to be a part

of his ongoing plan for the healing of the nations. Those who have no story are

invited to be part of God's story. Those who feel their identity is fragmentar5r

and unstable are given a role in the drama of the world. Those who have no

hope are gtven a glorious glimpse of how the story will end. In evangelistic

speaking, I have sometimes suggested that in God's great drama, Jesus is the

casting director, and we must come to him to find our place in that story, to be

cast in a role which is just right for us.

Middleton and Walsh point out, however, that it is not enough to tell

the story well. The story must also be lived in a way that incarnates red.emption

and not oppression:

[T]he charge of totalization . . . can only be answered by t]re concrete,
nontotalizing life of actual Christians, the body of Christ who as living
epistles . . . !+" up and continue the ministry of Jesus to a suffering and
broken world. That is ultimately the only answer that counts.8l

Thus, once more, the community which embodies the truth of the Gospel is the

validation of tJ:e spoken message of Good News. The preacher is a part of the

communit5r, and speaks on behalf of tJ:e communigr.82

The problem of truth

How can a Christian evangelist convey the universal truth of the Gospel

in a culture which does not acknowledge that such a thing can even exist? Alan

Jacobs focuses this question in critiquing Stanley Hauerwas'book, Unleashins

"t Ibid., lo7
"'S.. my chapter 2, section "Evangelism and Communit5/."
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the Scripture: Freeine the Bible from CaptiviW to America.Es Jacobs cites

Hauerwas as saying that:

Stanley Fish and Pope John Paul II are on the same side when it comes to
tfre politics of interpretation. . . . Both men assume that the text, and in
this case the text of Scriptgre, can be interpreted only in the context of an
'interpretive community'.'o

However, as Jacobs points out, the Pope and Fish are more different than they

are similar. While Fish believes that "truth" cern never be more than "truth-for-

my-community", the Pope believes that:

faced with the competing claims of many rival traditions and communities
. . . it is not only possible but rationally defensible to claim that one of
these traditions can be essentially right, the others (if not in every respect)
wrong.*

The question for the evangelist, then, is how can non-Christian hearers, who

are more likely to understand truth with Fish than with the Pope, be persuaded

that Jesus is "the truth" and that no-one comes to the Father except by him?

And if Christians acknowledge the truth of the postmodern insight that truth

has something to do with community, how can they simultaneously claim that

christian truth is truth for everyone, whatever their community?

Once again, Newbigin's idea ttrat missionaries should "provisionally

accept" the host culture in which they witness is helpful.86 Even if one

acknowledges that Jesus is God's truth for all people, it is not necessar5r to

foreground that conviction in proclaiming the Gospel. The Gospel must be

preached in a way which connects with the points of contact the Holy Spirit is

establishing in the culture. The concept of "one truth for all" is not one of those

* Stanley Hauerwas, Unleashing the Scripture: Freeine the Bible
from Captivitv to America (Nashville: AUinga

eJacobs,19.
* Ibid., 19.
s Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks, 5-6.
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points of contact. There are many other ways in which the truth of Jesus

connects with unchurched people in western societ5i: for instance, as the One

who offers meaning, freedom, belonging, forgiveness, identit5r, signilicance, and

healing.tT Is this a betrayal of a fundamental principle of the Gospel? If "truth,,

is not discussed, can this be an authentic Gospel? I would argue t11at this is no

more irresponsible than Don Richardson's deciding that he could not e>rplain

the Gospel to the Sawi people in terms of Judas'rejection of Jesus. Newbigin

himself describes how he discovered that the Tamil people of India had no word

for "hope."$ How could he then explain what christians mean by hope? was

his Gospel compromised because he could not explain the concept of hope?

Here, once again, the postmodern emphasis on truth-in-community and

an understanding of the church as learning community are helpful. New

Christians do not understand (nor do they have to understand) all aspects of

the Christian faith in order to become followers of Jesus--to join his school.

Obviously there has to be something that motivates them to come to Jesus, but

it may well be inarticulate and even self-centred.te What is important is that,

once in the Christian community, the new believer begins to learn a new world-

view, a new way of life, and a whole new-language game. The Holy spirit
teaches him or her about the new life in Christ through the Scriptures in the

context of the Christian family. Thus the person who comes to Christ wit1. no

"" It is true, as Willimon would point out, that secular definitions of
these terms may be significantly different irom Christian ones, yet I would
argue that there is often sufficient area of overlap in meaning for the concepts
to provide at least a starting point for explaining the Gospel.lhe discussion of
the term "freedom" in the context of the movie Groundhoe Dav described in the
previous chapter is an example of this pro"eduE-s Newbigin, The Gospel in a pluralist Society, 1O1.

"'Even the prodigal son came home primarily because he was
hungry and had no money.
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idea of hope will in time learn hope under the tutelage of the Holy Spirit, in the

fellowship of Christian communitSi. In just the same way, the person who does

not believe that there can be anything more than truth-for-me or even truth-for-

us will in time discover the implications of who Jesus is through the process of

learning in the Christian communit5r.

With the benefit of hindsight, it is possible to see how this same

progression--from the starting point of faith to an authentic Christian world-

view--operated under a modernist paradigm of evangelism. For example, it was

not uncommon earlier this century to initiate a conversation about the Gospel

with a question such as "Have you ever considered the historical evidence for

the resurrection of Jesus?" Willimon would say that this invites the hearer to

use his or her sinful, autonomous reason to sit in judgment on God's central

act in history and decide its truthfulness or otherwise--a procedure little short

of blasphemous. ungodly thinking cannot find its way to God; right thinking

must begtn with God, and for tJrat, the revolution called repentance is

necessary. While this is true theologically, it is not true pastorally. It seeks to

credit conversion witJl what is normally the effect of sanctification. Thus, many

have come to Christian faith because (in rationalistic, mod.ernist fashion) they

considered the evidence for the resurrection and found it convincirg,- but, far

from going on to live their christian lives with this same attitude of

unregenerate, autonomous intellectualism, in the school of Jesus they have

gradually come to learn what intellectual repentance mea.ns, and t]le Holy Spirit

$ A classic example is who Moved the stone? by Frank Morison
(London: Faber and Faber, 1930; reprinted Grand napias, 

-z-ond,eruarr 
19go).

The book's cover announces in classic modernist language, "A journalist's
incisive investigation into the truthfulness of Christ'Jresurr"etion. . . . [H]isprobings led him to discover the validity of the biblical record . . . fascinating in
its lucid appeal to reason."
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has formed in them "the mind of Christ" which begins with submission to God

and the reality of the resurrection.

If the Holy Spirit can work in a person's life in spite of their arrogant,

modernist understanding of rational autonomy, surely tJle same Spirit can work

in spite of an inadequate postmodern understanding of truth and reason. The

Holy Spirit works with all who come to the school, for whatever reason they

come and with whatever unredeemed preconceptions. To believe otherwise is to

abandon the doctrine ofjustification by faith.

Ouestionnaire responses

The respondents from EC'95 on the whole reflect the fact that societ5l is

in transition. Some are more aware of the issues of postmodernism than others;

some continue to work in a fairly modernist framework; most oscillate,

consciously or unconsciously, between the two.

At least one delegate feels sufliciently familiar with the postmodern

world that she no longer feel it to be an alien culture: it is her culture, and its

language her language: to this person it is modernism that feels alien. This

respondent finds the questionnaire itself problematic, frequently indicating

"Unable to respond" to its categories. The reason for her uneasiness is best

expressed in her statement when asked for a definition of evangelism:

I find tJ:e term/ideolory of "evangelism" too freighted, too objectiffing, toomodernist.
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"Freighted" refers to all the modernist baggage, both cultural and philosophical,

that accompanies the terrr "evangelism." The term "objectifying" represents the

post-modern concern that modernity has a tendency to treat people as objects.

Far from seeing those outside the church as objects, this writer has identified

sufliciently closely with the post-modern world that while every other

respondent identifies (86% say "very strongly") with the statement, It is
important to build bridges to tbe secular world, she notes, "unable to

respond." After all, it is not necessary to build bridges to a place where you

already live. Only outsiders need to build bridges. l^amin Sanneh describes

how, in a manner reminiscent of this respondent, Robert de Nobili, a sixteenth-

century Jesuit missionaqr to India, determined "to put on India like a natural

hue, rather tlran as a temporary cloak."er one could argue that, while such

missionaries run unusual risks,e2 they also have uniquely powerful credibility

as they share the Gospel in their adopted culture.

More typical of responses in general, however, is one who describes

evangelism as participation in the "great work of bringing humans back into a

relationship with [God]." This is modernist language: evangelism is "work" (a

project), and people are to be "brought back," an objectifyrng term which

er Sanneh, 98- 100.
% According to Sanneh, Hindu concepts "all left their mark on the

Christianity of de Nobit." Sanneh, 99-100. l,lewbigin comments that for later
generations of Indian Christians, de Nobili's acceptance of the caste structure
P-."n_s that "[a] daring effort at contextualization has . . . betrayed the gospel."
(Tne cospet in a nurall la3) This seems an unnecessarily harsh
judgment. After all, every missionary's cultural judgments are fallible, and to
avoid all possible compromise by not being involved in the host culture is a far
worse betrayal of the Gospel. stephen Neill is more tolerant: '-The Indian
Church is far from having solved the problem of caste, and de Nobili cannot be
!l*."a for having held one particular view of it." A Historv of Christian
Missions (Harrnondsworth: penguin Books, 1964), 1g6
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suggests that people are like sheep, or prisoners, or perhaps the "target" of

advertising. He also sees a clear dichotomy between the Gospel and the

unbeliever. There is apparently no awareness of God already at work in t].e

world:

evangelistic p.reachinq b-1ngs the truth of the gospel to bear on the mind,heart and will of non-believers, persuading thJm iowards faith in Jesus.
The language of "bring to bear," "exposing" and even "persuad.ing" sounds

suspiciously like a project in which something is done to someone who does not

necessarily want it to be done to them. From a post-modern point-of-view, it is
obj ectifying, oppressive, and paternalistic.

Yet in other ways the same respond.ent sounds sensitive to the post-

modern world. For example, he seems to abdicate a position of spiritual

superiority by indicating strong agreement that he is a fellow-seeker for Crod

with [hisl hearers. When asked the most significant influence in helping him

relate to an audience, his answer more than anyone else's is strongly relational:

lfe.key for me in this area is knowing and having relationships with non-christians. Relate to individuals, theri tl.e audience.

When he speaks evangelistically, his preference is to speak from the Gospels,

with their emphasis on narrative more than proposition, and he is flexible in
tenns of the imagery he uses, choosing a "term that is consistent with the

evening's theme." Thus, whereas this respondent's language and theolory may

sound modernist and depersonalizing, his practice sounds relational, modest

and sensitive, appropriate to the post-modern world. others are similarly

attuned to the culture in their practice of evangelistic speaking, even when ttreir

theologl sounds more appropriate to a previous generation.
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on the positive side, when delegates are asked, what scriptures do

you flnd you u3e mort often in cvangelistic tatLs? all twenty-two single out

the Gospels, or some part of the Gospels. Nine (4L%l mention parables of Jesus,

seven (32%) say they use narratives, and ten (45o/o) pick out stories of Jesus'

encounters with individuals. Four (L8o/ol specifically mention John 4 (the

woman at the well), three choose Luke 15 (t}re prodigal son), two (9%) prefer

Luke 5 and two (9%)John 5.

Use
100%

80o/o

60o/o

40%

20%

0%

Gospels Parables John 4

when asked why these passages of scripture seem particularly

appropriate, eleven (50%) use words which indicate that they "connect" well:

words like "understand," "identiS," "access,,' "listener-friendly,', "d.ialogue,,,

"relate," "remember," "fit." Eleven (s0%) explicitly refer to the nature of

contemporar5l culture, where story is valued more than proposition. They use

phrases like: "easy to remember," "a story-telling culture," "stories more than

concepts," "drama," "people can relate," "$ves easy access," and ,'similar to my

story." Finally, eight (360/o) make the obvious but important point that by

encountering the Gospels, hearers are enabled to encounter Jesus. They talk
about "meeting Jesus," 'Uesus the model,', "\tr/ho Jesus is," "Jesus as a real

t64
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person," "the heart of Jesus," and "Jesus surprises people.', The christianity
these evangelists are communicating is clearly built around the person of

50%

40%

30o/o

20o/o

10%

0o/o

"Connect" Meet Jesus

Jesus, rather than a set of ideas. This is consistent with their

talking about conversion, to describe it in terms of "becoming

Jesus" (82o/o either somewhat or strongly prefer this phrase).

preference, when

a follower of

Delegates have not adjusted fully to the changes in ttre culture,

however, and their ambivalence is indicated by their answers to the question,

Tlhat is the cssence of the christian Gospel? stx (27yo), for instance,

respond in the language of sin and forgiveness.'" while this may an adequate

summary for those already inside the christian communit5r, among those

outside the term "sin" is easily misunderstood, and the concept of "forgiveness,,

"" These six seem to have little in common apart from this answer,
except that four are Baptists. They are very varied in age (from 2s to over 50),educational background (from Master's to High Schoolj, length of time on stalf
{f"- newly appointed to sixteen years), and lhe age at whiJh ilrey came to faith(between 6 and 21). Their arrswer" to other questiJns are also varied andunpredictable.

Culturally appropriate
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is not highly va-lued'% Even when people do understand something of what is

meant by forgiveness of sins, however, that is only one piece of the whole

Christian metanarrative. Increasingly, our hearers do not know that story, and

an important part of evangelism is simply to tell the Bible story and invite the

listeners to become a part of the story God is telling about the world. In that

context, "sin" might be explained as trying to be the author of my own story,

"forgiveness" as God's willingness to have me back as part of God's own

universal story, and repentance as agreeing to give up on my story and

submitLing my will to God's.
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Jesus' death Creation I Resunection
Exphin sin Forgiveness

In fact, 13 other respondents (59%) go to some lengths to avoid

technical language such as "sin." They paraphrase this aspect of the Gospel

with some imagination:

* 
[we have] intentionally strayed from God,s purposes

* while TSo/o of teenagers who attend church weekly consider
forgiveness 'very important," their view is shared by onry 4g%o"ofthose who
1ev9r attend. Reginald w. Bibby and Donald c. poslerslii, Teen Trends: ANation in Motion (Toronto: Stoddart Lgg2l, LTS.

What is the Gospel?
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* we rejected [God] and chose destructive relationships* we have wreaked havoc on God,s intentions* human belngs chose to go the opposite way from God* we abused the freedom he wrapped that gtit or love in and went our
own way

* we blew it
* men asserted their independence from God,o

The language of sin and forgiveness, of renunciation and submission,

needs to be carefully expressed, as tJrese respondents seek to do, in a
postmodern culture. Indeed, the doctrines of sin and forgiveness illustrate
precisely why postmodernism is opposed to metanarratives. Metanarratives are

understood to be intrinsically oppressive of those who do not share them. The

message of sin and forgiveness can easily be understood to mea.n, owe are

right, you a-re wrong, you need to change and embrace our worrdview.,,. From
tlle evangelist's point-of-view, this creates a problem, since individual stories of
Jesus only find their full significance as the centre-piece of the whole christian
metananrative. Here the telling of the Gospel story conflicts direcfly with the
emphases of postmodern culture. It is for this reason that Richard Middleton
and Brian Walsh endeavour to vindicate the Christian metanarrative by
showing how and why it is in fact not oppressive. They state ilrat:

"" Th.. use of mare ranguage here is unusuar in these responses.This comment is by a w-oman. nesponaents'attitude to the use of inclusivelanguage, both for people and for God, would be a worthwhile study.* Itr a !9ok gcneraily s5rmpathetic to christianit5r, BamberGascoigne records tlre kind of slory popurarly .e"orrrriea to illustrate t1.eoppressive nature of tJle christian message. A 16th century law implemented byspanish soldiers in Mexico "required the Spaniards not to open fire on a'yhostile tribe of Indians until thiy read them an official document [in Spanish]. Itexplained that God was of the christian variet5r and-Gat the pope . . . has giventhis part of the world to-Spain: it was the dutyof tJle Indians to'obey trre churctrand the spanish king. tf this document had no effect, t].e spaniards were
lflowed to open fire." Bamber Gascoigne, the christians (London: JonathanCape, 19771,183-184.
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[i]t is our contention that the Bible, as the normative,rcanonical, foundingchristian story, works ultimately ag ainst totarizatiorr. rt.-'-' ^^"*'''

It is interesting, therefore, to note that a number of EC'95 delegates

choose to explain the esscnce of the christian Gospel by telling the whole

story, the metanarrative. Thus, for example, nine respondents (41%) begin their
account of tl.e Gospel with the story of creation. Most of these also go on to
explain that the goal of salvation is more than just "my relationship with God.,,

As Middleton and Walsh advocate, these speakers justify the metanarrative in
that it expresses God's creational purposes. Thus respondents express the goal

of salvation as "enabling us to become who we were created to be,,, .restoring

our full humanity," arrd "the restoration of creation.,' In this way, they set

salvation in the broad context of the whole Christian metanarrative, but by
explaining it in terrns of creation lost and regained, they endeavour to avoid the
postmodern charge of oppression.

In speaking aboutJesus, 13 respondents (sgo/o) speak of the death of
Christ' Here there appears to be less effort to "translateo the message of the
cross for a postmodern audience. The language is generally conventional:

* Jesus gave his life for me
* Jesus'death for us made our forgiveness real* the sacrificial death of Jesus christ on the cross* Jesus and his work on the cross* christ took all the sin of t].e world upon himself at the cross* his shed blood makes a way for sinnlrs to repent* he died a death that we deserved

There are many metaphors here which are unfamiliar to the unchurched

imagination' The meaning of the word "fo/ (gave his life for me) is not clear, nor

- Middleton and walsh, g7. see my summary of their argument,155-156.
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is the connection between death and sacrifice. Whole theologies are implied in

concepts such as blood making a way; our deserving of death; or Christ taking

sin on himself. This obscurity is particularly unfortunate in evangelistic

speakers who are other.trrise concerned to be sensitive to audiences which have

no theological background. In fact, theological e4planations more accessible to

postmodern people are available, such as t]:at of Clark Pinnock and Robert

Brow:

Suffering love is the way of salvation for sinners. Jesus takes the pain
of divine love on himself in solidarity with all of us. . . . God elects to
defeat his enemies by turning the other cheek. . . . on the cross God
absorbs all the hurt our sins have caused. . . . Not lashing out, not
retaliating, not holding out for satisfaction, God simply loves. The pain
of the cross is the cost to God of restoring the broken relationshipJ"

This language of relationship, love, rejection and pain resonates with

postmodern people far more than that of ritual sacrifice or the lawcourt. It also

heeds the caution of Middleton and Walsh tJat the Gospel message is not an

oppressive one but one which foregrounds suffering and weakness."

If respondents are traditional in their understanding of the atonement,

in posture they are f,ar more willing to depart from traditional evangelistic

orthodoxy in order to connect with postmodern culture. For example, when

asked how far they agree with the statement, I see nyself as a fellow seeker

for God with my hearers, almost all respondents (9Io/ol agree, ten "Somewhat"

"" clark H. Pinnock and Robert c. Brow, unbounded Love: A Good
News Theolosv for the 21"t Century (Downer,s Grove: Inter@
103.

e Having said that 13 respondents mention the death of Christ, only
four (18%o) mention tl:e resurrection. This is very different from the Book of
Acts, for instance, where tfie resurrection is a more common theme than the
death of Christ.
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and ten "Strongly." Traditionally the evangelist's posture might be caricatured

as'\Me've found it, you haven't,"r@ which would confirm a postmodern's worst

fears. The attitude of the EC'95 respondents, on the other hand, has become

much less confrontational, a modest posture which seems to imply "Like you,

we are looking for God and for truth: we think Jesus is where the answers lie."

This posture of being a fellow-seeker tends to disarm the criticism that truth-

claims conceal a bid for power.lol

Such modesty is also appropriate in a culture where most people claim

to believe in God already. Reginald Bibby and Donald Posterski, for instance,

discovered that among Canadian teenagers, Slo/o say they believe that God

exists, while 34% said they have experienced God.lo2 Debates about the

existence of God are still well attended in Canadian universities, but it is
probably more for their entertainment value than to settle an unresolved issue.

One sign of the shift to postmodernity is that, with the decline of confidence in

secular rationalism, it has become "cool" to believe in God. EC'9S delegates

show sensitivity to this trend in the culture when nineteen (86%l say that they

ree [themsclvesl as an aflirmer of people's spiritual search. They reco gnize

the importance of tapping into that spiritual awareness and then suggesting

t]lat its source and fulfillment is in Jesus.

t* There was a popular evangelistic campaign in the 1980s entitled
"I found it." Among other responses, tJris prompted Jewish people to display
bumper stickers proclaiming, '\Me never lost it."

t@ Bibby and posterski, 55. The figures they give for adults are
slightly higher: 83% believe in God, and 46o/o-claim to 

-h"'ue 
.*p.rienced God.

tot This connection is often traced to "Nietzsche's claim that every
proclamation of a truth is the expression of a will to power." Stephen D. Moore,

New the Foot
the Cross (Minneapolis: Fortress press, 1994);99.
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The emSlvslence of the respondents' views of evangelism may be

summarized thus: over 50%o approve of traditional principles of evangelism such

as: not compromising the Gospel, expounding scripture, we must expect

opposition if we are faittrful, and the image of the herald. Yet a high proportion-

-often the same individuals--also reject some traditional evangelistic concerns:

ten (4lo/ol either feel neutral about or disagree with the principle that one

should always preach the cross; not one agrees with the principle that one

should always include the "central facts of the Gospel" in an evangelistic

presentation; twelve (54o/ol believe that one should not always encourage

commitment to Christ, or feel neutral on the question. At the same time, they

confidently espouse less traditional approaches, seeing themselves as fellow

seekers with their audience (9Lo/ol, allirming people's spiritual search (860/ol,

pointing out signs of God's activity or truth in the culture (100%), nurturing

seeds of faith (82o/ol, and encouragrng participation in the Christian community

{54%1. This is a kinder, gentler evangelism, one which some would see as a sell-

out to contemporarJi culture and others would see as simply appropriate

adjustments in view of tJle culture.

So far, these chapters have considered the contexts, bibtcal, theological

and cultural, which frame the work of evangelistic speaking. What remains to

be discussed is how evangelistic speaking can be taught within that framework.

This will be the concern of chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

LEARITING EVANGELISTIC SPEN{II{G

The first half of this chapter will consider two things: how

professionals in general learn their skills, and then, specifically, how

evangelistic speakers learn to speak. The study is based on two things. Firstly, I

will consider two books. Donald Schon's 1.987 work on the education of

professionals, Educatine the Reflective Practitioner: Towards a New Desim for

Teachine and Learnine in the Professions (1987), provides a theoretical base for

considering how evangelistic preachers learn their craft. The second book,

Lawrence Daloz's Effective Teaching and Mentorine (1986), complements

Schon's work by expanding on the role of the mentor in professional formation.

Secondly, in the light of Schon's and Daloz's writings, I wiU analyze interviews

with a number of practising evangelists which I undertook between November

1995 and September 1996. The central question in each interview was how the

evangelist had learned tJle skills of his or her ministry. I will highlight recurrent

themes in the interviews and compare them with the findings of Schon and

Daloz, adding, for further illustration, extracts from the biographies of

evangelistic preachers. From time to time, I will add accounts of my own

experience of being mentored and being a mentor in evangetstic speaking.

Then, in the second half of the chapter, I will consider in the light of the

foregoing material what the delegates to EC'95 said about their own learning of

evangelistic speaking.
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How Professionals Learn

Donald Schon's book,

begins with

observations about how people learn and know in everyday life. Schon notes

that many of the skills we learn in life--riding a bicycle, for example--are known

in practice but, t5rpically, cannot be expressed verbally. In fact:

if we are asked to say how we do such things, we tend to give the wrong
answers which, if we were to act according to them, would get us into
trouble.r

This experience of knowing how to do something schon calls "knowing-in-

action." However, while "our spontaneous knowing-in-action usually gets us

through the day"z, from time to time we come across new situations or

problems where what we know-in-action is not enough to find a way forward. At

this point, suggests schon, one of two things may happen. one is that we may

withdraw from the task we are involved in and "reflect on action" until we

discover a possible solution, then return to the task and experiment. The other

is that we do not stop the task at hand but, rather, we continue with it and

"reflect-in-action" "to reshape what we are doing tahile u)e are doing it',s The

degree to which we are successful at reflecting-in-action is a measure of our

competence in the particular skills involved in the task.

r Schon, 25
2lbid,.,26
3 Ibid., 26. Italics mine.
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Schon argues that these patterns of learning, which appear to be

universal, exist just as much among professionals as in the population at

large.+ The difference is that:

[a] professional's knowing-in-action is embedded in the socially and
institutionally structured context shared by a community of practitionerss

--in a way that riding a bicycle, for example, is not. Like the practitioners of

otfrer skills, however, professionals frequently demonstrate reflection-in-action,

that is, they make decisions in the course of their practice which bear little

relation to what they learned during their professional training. Working in this

way is not an optional extra, however. Indeed, the ability to respond

competenfly yet intuitively to new or puzzLing situations may in some instances

be a life-or-death issue--for example, a physician responding promptly to a

patient's unique array of symptoms.e

Since this skill of reflection-in-action is so important, and yet is not

learned in professional schools, Schon asks where it is learned. His observation

is that the ability to reflect-in-action is normally learned through a reflective

practicum--tJre experience of working with and observing a more seasoned

+ He defines a professional as "one who makes a claim to
extraordinary knowledge in matters of great human importance." Ibid., 32,
citing Everett Hughes, 'The Study of Occupations," in R. K. Merton, L. Broom
and L. S. Cottrell Jr. (eds.), SocioloEr Todav (New York: Basic Books, 1959). For
tJle purposes of this paper, I find it generative to assume that evangelists are
professionals since, in terms of the Christian community, they are often
regarded as having "extraordinaql knowledge in matters of great human
importance." Yet they do not fulfrll generally-recognized criteria for
professionals, such as "a license to determine who shall enter his profession"
(Schon 32), and, obviously, it is diffrcult to compare them with generally-
acknowledged professionals in society at large such as lawyers, doctors or
educators.

5lbid., 33
6lbid., 33
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professional. This tradition of practical learning is not found so much in

"universit5r-based professional schools" as in:

such deviant traditions of education for practice as studios of art and
design, conservatories of music and dance, athletics coaching, and
apprenticeship in the crafts, all of which emphasize coaching and learning
bY doingz.

This chapter will suggest that evangelistic preaching is just such a

"deviant tradition" within the Christian world. Most Canadian seminaries and

Bible colleges do not offer courses on evangelistic preachings, so it would be

surprising if practising evangelists had learned their skills in such professional

theological schools. The recurrent emphases of tJre evangelists I interviewed

coincide with those observed by Schon in other professionals: their formation

was not so much through formal professional training as through a blend of

"coaching and learning by doing." By observing tJ e process of formation in t;1e

professions of architecture, music and psychiatry, Schon is able to analyze tJre

details of how reflection-in-action is learned, and, in particular, the mechanics

of the mentor-student relationship. This chapter cites his observations as they

are mirrored in the experiences of evangelists. In the next chapter, I will also

suggest that, just as Schon applies his conclusions to the shape of professional

training schools, so the experience of evangelistic preachers has implications for

seminar5r curricula.

Lawrence Daloz's book, Effective Teachine and Mentorins, is an

examination of the role and nature of mentoring in professional and other

7lbid., xii
8 while this was true when I conducted a telephone survey of

canadian serninaries in 1996, in the spring of 199g I taught 
" "o,..J" 

on
evangelistic preaching at Wycliffe College in the University of Toronto, with 23
students. See my description of this course in chapter 6.
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education . Daloz defines mentors as those who "lead. us along the journey of

our lives. We trlst them because they have been there before."e Mentors are

teachers, leaders, role-models and encouragers. They are very varied: Daloz's

g>(amples include Virgil, Dante's mentor in The Divine Comedv; the Skin Horse,

mentor to the velveteen Rabbit in the book of the saJne n€rme; and Henry

Higgins, mentor to Etza Dolitfle in Bernard shaw's hsmalion.ro

Daloz dissects the role of tJ:e mentor into support functions, challenge

functions, and vision functions. In the first of these, the support role, mentors

carry out such functions as listening, providing learning structures, and. gving

encouragement. As the student begins to learn new lessons from a mentor:

Mentors give us the magic that allows us to enter the darkness. . . .

[Allways the mentor appears near the outset of the journey as a helper,
equipping us in some way for what is to come, a midwife t-o our dreams.rr

Because the mentor accompErnies the student into new and challenglng

experiences, a good mentor will be a source of strength and encouragement:

Under stress, we tend to slip back; we tighten our grip on what feels most
secure. When we feel safe, on tJle other hand, we can-relax and reach out.
That's why a supportive tone to the relationship is so important.r2

As sources of challenge, Daloz suggests that mentors set tasks,

encourage discussion and reflection, and set high standards for the novice.

Mentors will discern what a student is capable of and where a student needs to

Brow, and will suggest the means by which the student mav do so:

e Da7oz, 17
10 Ibid., 16
11 Ibid., 17
l'2Ibid.,2Lg
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They call forth the best we have. They invite us to transcend ourselves. . . .

{Mlentors will . . . reinforce that growing fringe of a student's thought by
listening for it and naming it.1s

The relationship is thus one which causes the student to be stretched and to

grow.

Daloz's third category is the mentors'visioning role. Mentors "cast light

on the way ahead"r+, giving the novice a view of where he or she might be able

to go. Part of this function is that mentors provide a connection with the "higher

tradition"ls the student is entering, not least as those traditions are embodied

in the mentors themselves. Thus they offer a model of "the person whom the

prot€gd wants to become"l6:

[M]entors are specially important at the beginning of people's careers or at
crucial turning points in their professional lives. The mentor seems to
manifest for prot6g6s someone who has accomplished the goais to which
they now aspire.l7

All three characteristics of mentors thus highlighted by Daloz are

exemplified in the autobiographical accounts which follow. For this reason, I

will continue to draw on Daloz's observations as they serve to explain and

illustrate tJ:e experiences of practising evangelists.

Interviewine Evaneelists

A brief biography of each of the evangerists interuiewed follows.

13 lbid., 213,2I9
14 lbid., 17
ls Ibid., 32
16 lbid., 213
17lbid., 20
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Lindsay Brown is General Secretar5r of the International Fellowship of

Evangelical Students, the umbreLla organization which links evangelical student

organizations like Canada's Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship around the

world. In t]le past five years, Brown has sought to encourage evangelistic

preaching in l.F.E.S.-related movements worldwide. He is also a popular

evangelistic speaker in British universities. Brown has an MA in Modern

History from Odord University (1976) and studied theologr at Vaux-sur-Seine

seminar5r, outside Paris, France, from 1981 tiu 1982. He was born in wales in

1953.

Elward Ellis is the President of Dynasty Movement Inc., a ministry to

mobilize African-American churches to mission. Ellis was formerly on the staJl

of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF) in the United States, and helped

pioneer IVCF's ministry arnong African-American students. Most of his

evangelistic preaching is either in local churches or in street meetings. Ellis has

a B.A. in History from Shaw University and an M.Div. from Gordon-Conwell

Theological Seminar5r. He was born in 1948.

Leighton Ford was for many years associated with the Billy Graham

Bvangelistic Association, then began Leighton Ford Ministries, and, more

recently, ttre Arrow Program for developing young leaders. He is the author of

several books, including sandv: A Heart for God, Transforming Leadership and

The Power of Storv (L9941. Ford has a B.A. from Wheaton College (1952) and an

M.Div. from columbia Theological seminary in North carolina (19ss).

Bernice Gerard was for many years an itinerant Pentecostal evangelist,

and was then a pastor in Vancouver. She is currently President of Sunday Line
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Radio and Television Ministries in Vancouver. Her television show, "Bernice

Gerard Today and for Life," is seen across Canada. As well as interviewing

Gerard, I read her autobiography, Bernice Gerard: Todav and for Life.re She has

a B.A. in literature and religious studies from the Universitv of British

Columbia.

Canon Michael Green, a New Testament scholar, has been principal of

st.John's Theological college, Nottingham (England) and professor of

Evangelism at Regent College, Vancouver. He is currently Special Advisor on

Evangelism to the Archbishop of canterbury. of his many books, perhaps the

best-known are Evangelism in the Early Church and Evanselism through the

Local church .rc Although now based in England, he is a canadian citizen.

Green has M.A's in classics and rheologr, and a B.D., from cambridge, an

honorar5r D.D. from the university of Toronto, and a Lambeth D.D.2o

Michael Horner is traveling evangelist and apologetics speaker wit1.

Qampus Crusade for Christ. He received his B.Sc. and a teaching certilicate

from the universit5r of calgary. He received a Diploma in Theolory from the

Institute of biblical Studies at the International School of Theolory (Campus

crusade's staff training college) in san Bernadino (cA) in rg74, and an M.A. in
philosophy from the University of Toronto in 19g6.

rs Bernice Gerard, Bernicg Ge{ard: Todav and for Life (n.p. lggg)rg Michael G1een, Evaneelism in the Earlv churctl (crowLorough,
uK: Highland Books, L97o), -Evaneelism Thmhurch (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1990)

zo A British B.D. is the equivalent of a North American M.Div. A"Lambeth D.D." is the gift of the nrchbishop of Canterbury. It i" th; .q"ivalentol"tt Oxfiord D.D., and is considered the equivalent of an earned doctorate. Seealso John Stott.
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Nigel Lee is Head of Student Ministries for the Universities and College

Christian Fellowship--the British sister movement of IVCF canada--and a

popular evangelistic speaker on university campuses in Britain. He was born in

1948 and has an M.A. in English Literature from cambridge University.

John Stott is an internationally known Bible teacher and author of

many books, and has led over fifty evangelistic missions in universities in

canada and around the world. He was born in lg2r, and has M.A.'s in Modern

Languages and rheolory, and a B.D. from cambridge university, as well as

several honorar5r D.D.'s and a Lambeth D.D.

T. v. Thomas is Director of the centre for Evangelism and world

Mission, a ministry of Every Home International. He is an accredited evangelist

with the Christian Missionar5r Alliance and founding President of the Fellowship

of Canadian Evangelists. Most of his evangelistic preaching is done in the

context of local churches. He has a B.A. and a B.Sc. from Nagrur University in

India, an M.Div. from the Canadian Theological Seminar5r in Regina, Canada, a

D.Min. from Luther Rice Seminary (Florida), and is engaged in ph.D. studies in

missiologi at Fuller Seminar5r in California. He was born in Malacca, Malaysia,

in 1948.

Terry Winter (L942-1998) was an independent evangelist of Plymouth

Brethren baclqground, based in British Columbia. He had his own television

show which was seen across Canada on Vision TV. Winter had a B.A. from ttre

university of British columbia and a Doctorate in pastoral Theologr (a

predecessor of the D.Min.) from Fuller Seminarv.
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As well as interviewing the above-mentioned evangelists, I also read

biographies of two other evangelists--Billy Graham and David watson. Billy
Graham (b.1913) is an internationally known evangelist. He has preached to

more people than anyone else in history.

David Watson (1933-1984) was best known as pastor of St. Michael-le-

Belfrey Church in York (England), as the author of books such as I Believe in
Evanselism (L9761, and as a popular evangelistic speaker in universities and

city communities around the world. He had an M.A. in Morar sciences and a

B.D. from Cambridge.zr

Despite the diversity of these interview subjects in ethnicity, nationalit,r,

denomination and gender, there was a high degree of uniformity in their
recollections of how they learned the evangelistic preacher's craft. The five

elements outlined in chapter 1--theoretical instruction, observation of

experienced practitioners at work, practical experience and experimentation,

evaluation of one's progress, and the love of mentors and colleagues--all played

a part, though in different proportions and not necessarily in that order.

Just doing it

Some but not all of those interviewed recalled that their first forays into
evangelistic speaking were completely spontaneous. They began with the

2r "This was basically a humanist course, which . . . involved thestudy of, among og"l things, philosophy, psycholory, logic, ethics animetaphysics." Teddy Saunders and flgh S"rr"o*,
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1992),20.
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"practical e4perience" component of training. Their preaching was not part of an

organized program, nor undertaken at the invitation of a mentor or trainer.

There seems to have been an internal spiritual drive which simply made tSis

seem an important thing to do. Leighton Ford is typical of these:

without any real tutelage or training, I began to speak. . . . Then when I
went to Wheaton College . . . we started . . . what they called gospel teams
at that time. TWo or three of us would go out on weekends, and ireach
wherever we could . . . And this was not . . . an official function,lt was
something two or three of us felt we wanted to do.zz

Michael Horner's story is similar:

I looked for opportunities, as a student, to speak evangelisti"dy, and I
took them. . . . I recall standing up at the end of one 

"L"" and iaying,
"Tomorrow for those of you who would like to stay after class o'o..iun"h,
I'm going to be presenting a message on the difference between
churchianiw and christianity." And half the class came.2s

A third example is T. V. Thomas, who began preaching as a young man simply

because:

[I felt] forced to,.because of [spiritual] need--on street corners, in d.orms, at
university junctions, in small universit5r groupings. That's where I
started.z+

Training may create preaching experiences, but it cannot by defrnition

organize spontaneity such as this. There is something mysterious here which is

humbling to the theological educator. There are practical lessons which

seminaries and trainers can learn from the interwiews described below, but it is
helpful to be reminded that, ultimately, creating ministry will never be the sole

2 Leighton Ford, telephone interwiew with author, Tape recording,
May L7,1996. In citing this and other Tape recorded intervi.w", th. source will
be footnoted the first time; in subsequent citations, the speaker;s name will
simply be given in the text.

za Michael Horner, telephone interview with author, Tape recording,
May 16, 1996.

24 T. v. Thomas, interview with author, Tape recording, pioneer
Chehalis, Harrison Mills, BC, October 2g,19gS.
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preserve of seminaries or training programs, though they may nurture and

hone it. Thus the theological trainer will always be on the lookout for those who

are already enqaged in ministry, and seek to co-operate with the Spirit of God

by offering to train and shape those gifts.

Findine a Mentor

whether or not the interviewees began their evangelistic ministry
spontaneously, almost all speak of the importance of mentors. The beginning of
the process is the connection of mentor with student. This happens in different
ways: some mentors choose their student, in other cases the student chooses

the mentor; and in at least one case the relationship happened naturally,
without choice on either side.

This last category is illustrated by Bernice Gerard, who became a

christian at the age of thirteen through the preaching of an itinerant evangelist
natned Frances l,ayden. Almost at once, Layden became Gerard,s role_model.

Gerard writes in her autobiography that:

[s]hining like a bright star in my dreams was the thought of going outpreaching some day, just like Flances Layden was doiig. r w"ould'go
through the countrJr districts preaching in school housJs, telling oihr."the same good news she had tota me.a"

As a young evangelist, T.V.Thomas did not have a role-model readily to hand in
the way that Gerard did. Instead, he set about searching out the mentors whom
he knew he needed. He comments that:

zs Gerard, 14
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I got training because I forced [seasoned evangelists] to [give it]! No-one
said, "come on, T.V., let me take you." They didn't. whe;it came to
practical training, you almost had to pull [ideas and skills] out of them.

with this same pro-active approach to finding mentors, John Anderson, a

fourth year student at Queen's universit5l, approached me in 199s, and said:

For three years now I've been mentored by Doug Caldwell [senior Inter-
varsity christian Fellowship staff member at eueen's university in
ontariol, and he says I have sucked him dry. Now I am wondering if you
would be willing to mentor me for ayear 6

I was happy to agree, and to be "sucked dry" for a vear.

This practice of choosing a mentor has ancient origins. Seneca advised

people to "choose a master whose life, conversation and soul-expressing face

have satisli€d you."zz Not only Greek but also Jewish students:

had to absorb all the traditional wisdom with 'eyes, ears and every
member' by seeking the company of a rabbi.za

In other cases, rather than the student seeking out the mentor, it is the

mentor, perhaps seeing special potential in the student, who takes the initiative

to begin the learning relationship.ze Terry winter, for example, recalls that:

the preacher who was preaching when I was converted, a businessma.n,
Ed Turner, a pop bottler from Vancouver Island, took me under his wing,
and, when I would speak, he would criticize me.so

A more structured approach to this kind of intentional mentoring is

found in a camp for boys from private schools in England--the varsity and

% John Anderson, personal conversation with author, Spring 1996.
zz Michael Grifliths, The Example of Jesus (London: uodderfud

Stoughton, 1985), 17.
2r Ibid., 17.
2e Jesus' disciples were chosen by him; they did not seek him out to

be their rabbi, e.g. Mark I:L6-2O. Grifliths, 16.
Terry winter, telephone interview with author, Tape recording,

May 15, 1996.
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Pubfic schools (v.P.s.) camps, known affectionately as',Bash camps,,after the

nickname of their founder, the Rev. E. J. H. Nash. This camp has had a

disproportionate influence on evangelistic preaching in Britain. Nash had a
capacit5r for spotting and cultivating a teenage schoolboy's potential for
leadership, teaching and evangelism, and, as a result of his initiative, such

leading Anglican evangelists as John Stott, David watson, and Michael Green

all received the personal mentoring that was the backbone of the camp. More

details of the kind of mentoring this camp provided will emerge in the

interviews.

Although all of the evangelists I interviewed recalled individual mentors

they had had, each one also reflected that, during the course of their
professional formation, they in fact had more than one mentor, and that each

one fulfrlled a different role. For instance, d.rawing on his own experience of
taking the initiative in seeking a variety of mentors, including Billy Graham, T.

v. Thomas recommends to potential evangelists that they:

{avoid beingl stuck with one mentor. That may not be all you need. . . .You can spend shorter times with more people. I like the idea of having
several people.

Lindsay Brown, of the International Fellowship of Evangelical students,

illustrates why this is helpful by listing three of his mentors and speci$ring the

different things they were able to offer him. He recalls that:

there was a group of at least three people...[David] watson, [Michael]Green_and [Marb/n] Lloyd-Jones, all ofwhom had very airrerenf stytes. rthink Lloyd-Jones taught me tfre real importance of p-ressing a point homeand getting it through to the conscience-, as being somethint of th. punch
of preaching. Michael Green--I learned from himihe value oTreally
reading, trying to understand where people are coming from, starting withtheir questions, as it were, and working on to biblicat iontent, which iswhat I think Paul did to some extent at Mars Hill. David Watson--brilliant
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use of illustration, lightness of touch, gentleness, sensitivit5l, more genfle
than the other two, softer touch.sr

Leighton Ford speaks in similar terms of what he learned from different models:

I think I learned from Billy GraJram the power of simplicity and clarity,
and certainly the urgency that he had. . . . With.loe 

-g[nc-o, 
I learned tlrepower of story: he was a wonderful story-teller. . . . From people likeClyck Templeton and tJ:e writings of Peter Marshall, tne de"criptive [useofl language. . . . James Stewart of Bainburgh was not an evangelist but

he was a master of the craft of using words.-

Mentors in evangelistic speaking are thus sometimes chosen by the

leamer, and on other occasions they themselves choose whom they wish to

mentor. Normally, more than one mentor is involved in the formation of a

professional evangelist. The question then arises: once t]lis mentoring

relationship exists, how does the formation actually take place?

The Love of a Mentor

Lawrence DaToz observes that the formation a mentor undertakes is not
simply a matter of carrying out certain activities and teaching techniques.

Rather:

the evidence is strong that emotional engagement must be a part of thelearning process. The recognition that pi"Jiotr is central to learning andthe capacity to provide emotional 
",rppbrt 

when it is needed are hallmarksthat distinguish the good mentor from the mediocre teacher.g2

The strongest statement of this kind of bond of support between mentor and

student comes from Bernice Gerard's autobiography. Gerard had grown up with
no mother and an abusive father, and she found that her spiritual mother and

3r Lindsay Brown, interview with author, Tape recording, pioneer
Chehalis, Ha:rison Mills BC, October 2g, lgg1.

sz Daloz,33
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first mentor, Frances Layden, met her emotional needs in a powerful way. At

the heart of the relationship was the fact that:

I loved Frances Layden most because she had loved me when no-one elsedid' Since the hour of my conversion she had been mother, father, brother
and sisters to m^e, sustaining me with her letters. Her interest helped me
believe in myself.ae

Elward Ellis, President of Dynasty Movement Inc., revea]s a similar depth of
emotion in describing his relationship with one of his mentors, Dr. Edward

O'Neill, a professor at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminar5r. Ellis told me how:

I preached at Andover-Newton about two years ago, and Dr. Eddie o,Neill
was in the audience, and he came up to me and ir, 

" 
rr.ry sober way said,'You have made me so proud." I said to him, ',I was so afraid to preach inyour presence, because I know I haven't employed everything yo.r'rrc

taught me.34

other evangelists also speak of the importance of the emotional

strength and support they received from tfreir mentors. English evangelist

David watson says that Rev. John collins, his first senior pastor, ,,was a great

encourager all the time."35 T. V. Thomas makes comment about his growth as

an evangeust (though not of a specilic mentor) that "everyone encouraged me.

There was a lot of encouragement." Thus there seems a special quality of care

which empowers the mentor-student relationship and which undergirds the

learning process. In some ways, it has almost a familial quality. Gerard says it
is like the love of "mother, father, brothers and sisters,,, and Dr. o,Neill,s

comment to Elward Ellis--'You have made me so proud"--sounds like a parental

comment. In trying to pin down the uniqueness of this emotional bond, Daloz

oa Gerard,43
sa Elward Enis, interwiew with author, Tape recording, pioneer

Chehalis, Harrison Mills BC, October 2g, IggS.
s5 David watson, you Are Mv God ((London: Hodder and stoughton,1983),46
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suggests that mentors "fill a psychic space somewhere between lover and

Parent."36

This kind of bond between an admirer and the admired naturally leads

to close observation and then to imitation--both important means of learning. I
will consider observation first and then imitation.

Obserring a Mentor

observation of a role-model is sometimes undertaken consciouslv and
deliberately, but some of my subjects comment that it arso happened

unconsciously. Bnglish evangelist David watson, for instance, is typical. He

reflects on what he learned from a more experienced colleague in ministry, Rev.

David Maclnnes, now pastor of st. Aldate's, a large student church in oxford,
with whom he shared a ministry to young people in a rough dockland area near
London in the early 1960s. Watson realised that:

{Mclnnes'l fifteen minute tarks during the club epilogues were quitebrilliant. . . . Through David's undou"bted 
"r.fli 

ih"oually learned a fewtricks of the trade.az

watson watched, listened and learned. Mclnnes probably did not realise that he
was providing a model; quite possibly Watson did not appreciate at the time all
he was absorbing from the older man's example. schon refers to this process
as:

[].eTning by exposure, background learning [whichJ often proceeds
rvithout conscious awarenesJ.""

u DaJoz, L7
az Watson, 43-44.
s8 Schon, 38
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Sometimes, however, tltere rrs an awareness t]:at learning is happening
through observation. There are ancient precedents for this manner of learning.
Michael Griffiths finds in Birger Gerhardsson's 1979 book, e_-arsins of the
Gospel Tradition, a description of first-century rabbinic teaching style.

Gerhardsson writes that:

[s]tudents learn much of the Torah tradition by listening; by listening totheir teacher and his more advanced students as well 
""" 

oi d"Gquestions and making contributions of their own within the boundsprescribed by modesty and etiquette. But they also learn a great deal bysimple obseruing: with attentive eyes they observe all that the teacher doesand then proceed to imitate him.sg

In this tradition, T. V. Thomas says: "I have to say I watched people.,,

Sometimes Thomas would ask a mentor:

"could I see the stages of your preparation?,' It was encouraging to me,before the sermon emerged, ,o s9 with [former Billy Graham?sociate]John wesley white and see how he pr.p"r." h[ sermon on that morning__with alt the newspapers cut out andspiead out on the floor.
The kind of sermon preparation Thomas observes in John wesley white is an
example of what schon cails "knowing-in-action",ro--the skills a seasoned.

professional like white knows, but does not necessarily stop to reflect on,
because it is so obvious to him. In this kind of situation, Thomas learns by
observation the sort of skill he would almost certainly never learn from a text-
book or a classroom lecture.

observation does not have to take place at close quarters, as it did in
the above examples, however. Several evangelists give credit to mentors whose
in{luence took place at a distance, and who were never aware that they were
serving as mentors. A number, for instance, say that they have been influenced

sg Birger Gerhardsson, The
SCM Press, l9Z9), LT, in Grifliths]3.

lo Schon, 25
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by the sertnons of a previous generation of evangelists. These are still at least
partially mentors in the sense of Daloz's definition, cited earlier, t1.at mentors
are ttrose who "lead us along the journey of our lives. we trust them because
they have been there before."ar rhese models, through their printed sermons.
provide examples of subject and approach, of the use of scripture and
contemporary illustration, and not least of passion, for the emulation of
apprentice evangelists. The example of John stott is typical when he reflects
that:

I'd read, I think, everything tR:4.1 Tgrrey [the rgth century AmericanevangelistJ had written--Real. saliation, niaroiAddresses, all those books.I loved them..I.was an eighteen year-old convert but I loved ar thosebooks. Now this was [thJinJru_ence of camp directorJ ,,Bash,, 
[stott,s firstmentorl: he loved Moody and Torrey.cz

clearly, difference in background was no obstacle to t].e influence on the
reader: Moody was an American congr"egationarist, while stott is an English
Anglican. similarly, Michael Green, although Anglican, was very influenced by
reading the sermons of c. H. spurgeon, the nineteenth century Baptist:

somebody gave me The works of spurgeon, the serrnons of spurgeon,when I was still.at theological co[.ge. -wt.r, 
t was preachingevangelisti"{I i" Tr cyracy, I would look to see if spurgeon had spokenon that text- Now, if he had, I read it. I did not use spurgeon but I learnedfrom Spurgeon...So I modeled myself, I suppose, on that.+s

Terry Winter read the sa'ne authors, acknowledging ttrat:

I read ever5rthing I could get my hands on by D. L. Moody. And t1.en I likedspurgeon, and I read everything I could get;t hands on by spurgeon.

u DaJoz, IT
+z John R. w. stott, interview with author, Tape recording, McMasterDivinity College, Hamilton ON, peUruar5r 19, 1996.
cs Michael Green, interview with author, Tape recording, HamiltonoN, August 18, L996. Green adds this anecdote: ,,i rorr.rrrber once when I wasvery poor. I was only earning four hundred pounds ayear. A man came up tome after I had preached in Hoty Trinit Ea;ti."..,ird he gave me ten

if*l$l,ye 
said, Young man' yo.r pr.""h like spr.g*rr.'wonderful ten quid
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Leighton Ford too read:

books by Billy Graham and then people like Moody; and the writings ofsam Shoemaker were also herpfui to -.. .-. .-i ,."a a lot of sermons bygifted preachers across the centuries.

In the case of living mentors, as has been illustrated, a bond of love is normally
present between mentor and student. ,,Love,,hardly 

seems to be the appropriate
word for the relationship between a living, aspiring evangelist and the books of
a dead author, yet there is at least a uni-directional respect and even alrection
which is the counter-part of the love between living mentor and student.

A further expression of mentoring-at-a-distance happens when a
student is able to observe an admired role-model at work. Terry winter, for
instance, describes how:

I went down t9 los Angeles in 1963 to the Billy Graham crusade. Iwent...every night for ten days...I just was teairing how he ail.'
Billy Graham never knew that winter was there, nor for what purpose, neither
was Graham's intention to be a mentor, so the mentoring is no more than
partial, yet it has had a significant and lasting effect. Leighton Ford had a
similar e4perience with Billy Graham:

I can recall being in Toronto for six weeks in the Fall of 1955, and almostevery night, I'd be there on the platform, 
"rra 

i *orrrd risten to BillyGraha:rr preach. I would take copious notes, 
"rra 

r would learn from him.That greatly inlluenced me.

In my own ercperience, I listened for ten years, as a student and later as a young
rvcF staffworker, to evangelistic speakers like David watson and Michael
Green as they spoke in university settings. At the time, it never occurred to me
that one day I would do the kind of preaching they modeled. It was ,,learning by
exposure," which, as schon points out, ,,a student may become aware of...rater
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on, as he moves into a difterent S€tting.,'a+ That was precisely true for me: it was
many years later, when people asked me how I learned to give evangelistic
talks' that I realized I had based my style on those models I had observed yea.rs
previously.

Besinnine to practise

In learning any kind of skill, observation alone is not enough. At some
point, there has to be a step from observing to doing. where students have
mentors, this generally happens through a transition from observing the mentor
to imitating the mentor, a transition which may be initiated by the student but
which is more often proposed by the mentor. This transition from observation to
imitation is not always easy, and is frequently mentioned in the interviews as a
significant stage in the acquisition of preaching skills.

There is a universar human instinct to observe those we love and
respect--whether family members, rovers or teachers__and to want to become
like them, so that the praiseworthy qualities we observe in them can be
incorporated into our own lives. Early in the relationship of student and
mentor, the degree of imitation may be very specific and unsophisticated.
Gerard, for instance, wanted to preach in school-houses and nowhere else,
exactly as she had seen her mentor Frances l,ayden do. This slavish kind of
imitation may even extend to the mannerisms of the mentor. Billy Graham,s

+c Schon, 38
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official biographer, John Pollock, for instance, says that, as a young ma.n,

Graham:

made full use of the unrivaled opportunities to hear famous evangelical
preachers of different denominations. John Minder [an early mentor]
noticed some of their gestures and phrases coming out in Billy.+s

At this stage, the student has not found his or her voice. It is rather tJre case

that they have found someone else's voice--or that they are experimenting with

another's voice. Yet speaking in the voice of the mentor is at least a first step on

the road: for this reason, mentors are normally tolerant of imitation, at least for

a time. Then, however, as confidence in one's own abilities develops, the

security of using someone else's tone of voice or mannerisms is no longer

needed, and those elements in the speaking style which are inauthentic drop

away. David Watson recalls this process of observing role-models of good

speaking, and beginning to speak in imitation of those models. In his case, this

kind of practicum happened through involvement in Nash's VPS camps. Watson

found that the camps:

were tremendous opportunities for learning the very basics of Christian
ministry...I learned, until it became second nature...how to prepare and
give a talk...with strong emphasis being placed on clarity and simplicity.
All this was being constantly modeled by those who were much more
mature in the faith.46

Thus, in the camp setting, he was cared for by mentors, he observed them

demonstrate the skills he wanted to learn, and he made those skills his own.

His phrase "second nature" implies that what he learned was not in one sense

natural to him, at least up to that point in his life. Yet he chose to absorb these

lessons, to surrender what came naturally, in order to include what at frrst felt

unnatural, so tJ:at he might make these new characteristics his own, with the

cs John Pollock, Billv Graham: The Authorized Bioeraphv (london:
Hodder and Stoughton, L967),37.

le Watson, 39
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result that a new person was produced, able to fulfill a new ministry. His

statement is an apt summary of this aspect of the mentor-student relationship.

So far, evangelists have described how obserring a mentor was followed

by imitation. Sometimes, however, a mentor may consider practical experience

a better place to begin learning than observation. African-American evangelist

Elward Ellis was someone whose ministry did not begin in the securitSr of

observing a mentor at work. He recalls that his ministr5l:

began the third day after my conversion. I accepted Christ at age fifteen on
a Friday night . . .and on Saturday the pastor . . .called me and said "I
want you to give your testimony in the evening service tomorrow." I was
devastated by the request, but somehow I was out there. I think that was
the starting point.

Billy Graham's experience was similar to that of Ellis, in that he was given

responsibility for speaking before he felt adequate to the task, and with no

preparation. Graham biographer John Pollock writes that at

the Florida Bible Institute, where Billy Graham was a young student, [Dr.]
John Minder [was the Dean and had] an exceptional gift for encouragrng
students. [On the way to church one evening, Minder was asked to
preach, but replied:l "Billy's preaching tonight." "No sir," said a horrified
Billy, "I've never preached before." 'Well, you are preaching tonight," said
Minder. '\Mhen you run out, I'11 take over"... [The leader] introduced Billy,
whose knees knocked and palms and brow were sticlgi. Billy began loud
and fast... He ran out of words. He ran out of thoughts.+z

These experiences of Ellis and Graham highlight the fact at the point where the

student actually begins public evangelistic speaking, as with learning any new

skill, there is a degree of risk and consequently a feeling of fear. Elward Ellis

goes so far as to say that he felt "devastated." Schon e4plains this fear by saying

that the student "must jump in without knowing-indeed, in order to discover-

+z Pollock, 30-31
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what he needs to learn." He compares the experience to "swimming in

unfamiliar waters," adding that:

the student risks the loss of his sense of competence, control and
confidence. . . . He becomes dependent on his instructors.cs

The promise of Billy Graham's mentor, John Minder--"When you run out, I'11

take over"--illustrates this dependence. DaJoz comments, "That's why a

supportive tone to the relationship is so important. It lets the student move to

her leading edge."+e Bily Graham went ahead and preached that day because of

the assurance of John Minder that he would take over if it became necessary,

and as a result Graham began to "move to [his] leading edge".

Why is this often traumatic step of beginning to practice so important?

Schon cites John Dewey's explanation that:

"[t]he customs, methods and working standards of the calling constitute a
'tradition,' and...initiation into the tradition is the means by which the
powers of learners are released and directed."so

In the practicum, the student's powers, however unformed, are "released": they

are brought into the open and unleashed in a public setting, to begin developing

into all they are capable of becoming. Those powers also begin to be "directed":

instead of being formless enerry or a vague urge to preach, the student's

powers are directed, with the help of the mentor, into channels for their

constructive use. No wonder this step feels intimidating. No wonder it felt to

David Watson like learning a "second nature." Billy Graham even felt, after

speaking for the first time, "[i]t reinforced my conviction that I would never

+s Schon, 93-95
+g Daloz,2L9
s J. Dewey, John Dewev on Education: Selected Writings, ed. R. D.

Archambault (Chicago: Universit5r of Chicago Press, L974), 151, quoted in
Schon, 17.
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become a preacher"sl: he realised what a different and alien world he was

stepping into, and what changes would be necessary to become fully part of it.

When this step is taken, however, the "customs, methods and working

standards" of the tradition begin to be the properly of the novice. Without this

step, nothing may truly be said to have been learned.

Perform ance Evaluation

First-hand initiation into the practice of evangelistic preaching is only

the beginning, however. No student is going to perform perfecfly a professional

task when it is attempted the first time--or the second or the third. Normally,

some form of evaluation by mentor and prot6g6 takes place. Almost every one of

the evangelists I either interviewed or read about spoke of the importance of the

mentor's evaluation. Michael Green recalls his frrst such evaluation when he

began to give talks at Nash's VPS camp:

[A]fter the very first one of my addresses, Dick Lucas sat me down. He
said, 'Brilliant stuff, but it's all over the place, got no backbone, got no
structure.' I never forgot that. So I've always got a structure, though I may
change it...But certainly that was a very helpful thing.

Terry Winter says of his first mentor, Ed Turner, that:

he would go through [a tafk] from beginning to end and say, 'Now, tJ:is
story was good; this wasn't,' or You should make a story here,' or 'Not
there, in this verse there.' You should talk a little louder, you should look
at the audience.' It was an all-purpose evaluation after my sermons, to
help me do better, and it turned out to be invaluable.

There is clearly potential for pain in this kind of evaluation. Once again, it is

important that the mentor genuinely care for the proteg6: because the surgery

is painful as well as health-grving, the scalpel needs to be wielded by a

sr Graham,38.
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compassionate hand. David Watson's first mentor, John Collins, showed a care

that Watson appreciated:

After every sertnon I preached, John would take the time and trouble to
comment thoughtfully on both the points that were good and those that
were not so good. He never made more tJlan three critical comments (even
if he could think of thirty-three), so that I was never discouraged.sz

Nigel Lee, Britain's best-known evangelist among students, shows the same

pastoral sensitivity to this when he admits that in critiquing younger speakers:

I am cautious...But if I see something, I ponder it for a bit, I might drop it
in. I'm very gentle with that sort of thing.sa

Terry Winter's mentor showed similar care in evaluating. After a talk by Winter,

he would offer comments but "not that night, because he knew I would be too

vulnerable."

In spite of the need for care in offering evaluation, the importance of

evaluation is underlined by Green's comment, "I never forgot that...certainly

that was a very helpful thing," and Winter's, "it turned out to be invaluable."

Watson too calls this training "invaluable." This is the part of the backdrop to

the word "reflective" in Schon's term "reflective practitioner". The literal meaning

of "reflect" is "to bend back," as, for example, reflected light is bent back to its

source. The purpose of evaluation is to "bend back" the elements of the

practicum to the speaker, enabling us to look at ourselves and our performance

with a degree of critical objectivity. The role of the mentor in this is to act as the

mirror, highlighting what has been achieved in the practicum and pointing out

areas that are still underdeveloped. It is in this context tJlat the "customs,

methods and working standards" of the profession are frequenfly passed on--

s2 Watson, 46.
s Nigel Lee, interview witJ: author, Tape recording, Pioneer Chehalis,

Harrison Mills BC, October 28, 1995.
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such as the comments of Terry Winter's mentor, 'You should talk a little louder,

you should look at the audience".

Movine to Equalitv

The relationship between mentor and student is never static. The

dyaamics described tfrus far--of observation, practical experience, and

everluation within a bond of care, with occasional flashes of fear when new risks

are taken--create a powerful and constantly changing learning environment.

However, in spite of the resulting fluidity and unpredictability in mentoring

relationships, they do generally develop over a period of time from a clearly

hierarchical, relatively formal arrangement in the beginning, to a friendship

between virtual equals--a process Daloz calls "the full evolution of a mentorship

from hierarchy toward symmetry."s One of the most significant factors which

can catalyze partnerships toward equality is what Schon calls "co-

experimenfing", where student and mentor "sit, as it were, side by side"ss. He

gives the example of an architectural teacher and student working together in

the architect's studio. The teacher asks what the student wants to achieve,

sketches a range of possible responses ("opening up the possibilities"), lets her

work on some options, then helps her figure out how she has achieved what she

set out to achieve (or why not), and dialogues with her about what she might do

next.56

u Daloz, L76
es Schon, 153
56 lbid., L42-I53
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None of the evangelists I have spoken to had that kind of mentoring

experience. The pattern is much more that the student prepares and gives a

talk, the mentor may critique the notes and suggest improvements, and

afterwards the mentor and student evaluate what happened. Or ttre student

observes the mentor in action and analyses (usually privately) the qualities of

what was done. None of this comes close to "co-experimentation." Yet, from

Schon's description, it is possible, and intensely formative. Reasons for this

lacuna can only be speculative. It may be that the image of the individual

preacher, studying in private to discover what God wants him to say, is so

pervasive that the thought of sharing that process with another is

unthinkable.sz Our North American, Enlightenment culture strongly "espouses

independence of thought and action,"o8 and it sometimes thrives in the church

under the guise of piety. It may equally be tJ at people avoid the process of co-

experimentation because it requires vulnerability: after all, preparation of a

sennon exposes the inner workings of the preacher's mind far more than does

the final, polished product. As Schon points out, the mentor cannot:

invite [the student's] confrontation of him or engage her in reflection on
their dialogues without making himself vulnerable.ss

In Western culture, vulnerability is to avoided to precisely the same degree as

independence is to be sought: they are two sides of the sarne coin. Yet without

sz A classic text on preaching such as John Stott's I Believe In
Preachine divides the work of sermon preparation thus: "Choose Your Text;
Meditate on it; Isolate the Dominant Thought; Arrange Your Material; Add the
Introduction and Conclusion; Write down and Pray over your Message." All
assume a private interaction between the individual preacher and the text of
scripture. Phillips Brooks similarly says, "The elements which determine the
make of any particular serrnon are three: the preacher, the material, and the
audience." Thomas F. Chilcote Jr. ed., The Excellence of our Calline: an
Abridernent of Phillips Brooks' "Lectures on Preaching" (New York: Dutton and
Company, L9541,77.

cs Schon, 12O
5e lbid., 137
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that degree of vulnerability, the mentor-student relationship fails to mature into

a partnership of equals. Failure to be vulnerable simply perpetuates tJle original

power d5marnic of the relationship. Thus DaJoz observes that:

[slelf-disclosure from the mentor seems to play a crucial part in the full
evolution of a mentorship from hierarchy towards symmetry.6o

The closest to the co-experimenting process I have come experienced

was at the University of Vermont in spring of 1996. I was speaking at a mission

tJeere, and invited two "prot6g6s", John Anderson (a senior student from

Queen's) and Jason Eygenraam (an IVCF staff colleague) to accompany me.

Apart from inviting them to listen to my talks and to offer constructive criticism,

I set an exercise for the three of us. I handed out the words of the then-popular

song by Joan Osborne, What if God was One of Us?er and invited them to spend

twenty minutes sketching out how they might make an evangelistic

presentation based on the song. I did the sarne (never having spoken on the

song before), and at the end of the time, we discussed what we thought tJle

song meant and how we might treat it as the focus of a presentation before an

audience. As Schon says, "[c]oach and student stood side by side before the

same problem."cz Each of us found insights in ttre others' observations which

we had not discovered for ourselves. In fact, I did give a talk based on the song

at the end of week, and used some of Anderson's and Eygenraam's insights. We

all agreed that the exercise had been a valuable one. It fulfills the three criteria

Schon recommends for true learning: "freedom to learn by doing in a setting

relatively low in risk, with access to coaches."6 One: we did something togetJrer.

a Daloz,176
cr\Mhat if God was One of Lls," written by Eric Bazilian, sung by

Joan Osborne.
cz Schon, 180
63lbid., 17
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TWo: there was little risk involved. And three: I was present as coach. Anderson

and Eygenraam had heard me give evangelistic presentations on several

occasions, but were only familiar witJ the polished frnal product. In this

context, they were able, firstly, to see, hear and participate in the process by

which I create such a presentation, and, secondly, were able to take the first

steps towards creating their own presentations. Schon describes these two

steps as the student:

experiencing from the inside the patterns of action she had observed from
the outside, and [producing] a new product t]rat may be compared with
the one [t]re mentor] has made.6+

The result of co-experimentation, suggests Daloz, is that:

[t]he power that seemed at the outset so overwhelming has moved inward,
and the student has become her own teacher.ss

I believe that Anderson and Eygenraam are now better equipped to prepare and

give their own evangelistic presentations: they have moved a step in the

direction of being their own teachers.

Experience of this kind is then an important step towards the final

stage in a mentoring relationship: the student finding his or her own voice.

Although the first instinct of a student is to imitate the teacher, as we grow:

we come to realise that their gift is not the opportunity to become like
them but the challenge to become more fully ourselves through them."66

Some students quickly develop a sense of what may be learned from the mentor

and what may not. For instance, I asked T. V. Thomas after he described the

sennon preparation he saw John Wesley White do: "Have you ever done what

you saw him do?" He replied:

64 lbid., 113
65lbid., 33
u Daloz,2L3
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No...Simply because I couldn't do that!.. After reading fifteen [news]papers
on that day, he'llbe quoting left and right... I don't have the capacit5r, the
memory that he has... There's no way I could imitate him. I admired him, I
was happy to see another way to do preparation, but then I said, That's
not me.

What is necessary at this stage is the ability to take from the skill of a mentor

and to adapt it to one's own ministry needs. Nigel Lee, for instance, explains

how, while he appreciated a role model like David Watson, he has moved

beyond what he learned from him:

[Watson] didn't use Scripture in the way that I have begun to use it--he's a
verse here and a verse there man. I think I've taken the teaching
evangelism thing one stage further by limiting myself to one Gospel, and
then within the Gospel really to one passage.

Though influenced by Spurgeon, Michael Green now has some reservations

about him:

A lot of [his preaching] was terribly undisciplined stuff--it was all over t]re
place. I've got more discipline than Spurgeon had, but he had got this
wonderful picturesque way of speaking. I said, I'm going to learn from
that.

These students observed and learned, but they discerned what was appropriate

to keep and not to keep, and what could simply be adapted. In the 1980s, a

group of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship staff in Ontario, comprising David

Knight, Larry Offner, Robert Harding and myself, was mentored by Don

Posterski. While each one of us has a very distinctive voice in public speaking,

at the same time all of us carry indelible and recognisable traces of Posterski's

style. In the same way, John Anderson, a Queen's student learning to be an

evangelist, frequently uses inflections of voice and hand gestures very similar to

those of Doug Caldwell, the IVCF stalf member at Queen's and his most

influential mentor--yet Anderson is gradually developing his own voice.
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Stages in growing-up are often emotional. Elward Ellis speaks with

strong feeling of the time when one of his mentors, Dr. Edward O'Neill, told him

that he (Ellis) had reached t]re stage of finding his own voice. After they had

worked together for some years, during which Ellis had moved from dependence

to interdependence in the relationship, Dr. O'Neill said:

I can't teach you everything God wants you to know. God has added the
things he wanted you to know. You preach in your own voice.

Daloz comments on the significance of such statements:

Such benedictions, which mentors often provide, serve as little graduation
ceremonies to mark the change in the terrain.ez

It is not surprising, therefore, that Ellis comments on this exchange, "And then

I felt adult, about ten feet tall."

The Role of Seminarv Trainine

Few of the evangelists I have interwiewed were helped in their forrnation

by their experience of seminar5r, if any. The experiences described above, of

such factors as mentoring and practical experience, almost without exception,

happened in an inforrnal, personal setting. While this was certainly valuable, as

the stories told in the interviews eloquenfly testify, the absence of connection

between seminary training and formation for evangelistic preaching merely

serves to underscore the marginalization of such preaching from the

mainstream of the church's life. There are two exceptions to the rule that

seminary did not help to train the evangelists I interviewed. Terry winter

sz Daloz, L7O
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received sJrmpathetic training at Fuller Semina4r in California, though it was

not direcfly in evangelism or in preaching. He says that:

I happened to like systematic theologi, so I did my doctorate in systematic
theologr and evangelism...My Professor, Paul Jewett, [said,] 'Terr1r, we
want you to be a better evangelist, so let's study systematic theologr with
an evangelistic application. We need more systematic theologians who are
evangelists or evangelists who are systematic theologians.'

Winter's story suggests that even the mainstream of a seminary curriculum--a

subject like systematic theolory--can be brought to bear on the needs of

developing evangelists. Elward Ellis also speaks with gratitude of his seminar5r

experience, in particular of two very significant mentors he had in preaching--

Dr.Gardner Taylor and Dr. Edward O'Neill at Gordon-Conwell. Ellis says of

tJtem, "I had two of the finest men, and I've never measured up to what they

tried to teach me." Ellis' testimony demonstrates that the kind of mentoring

which most evangelists found so crucial is possible in the seminary setting.

One person who has pioneered the teaching of evangelistic preaching in

seminaries is Michael Green, formerly Principal of St. John's (Anglican)

Theological College, Nottingham, England, and then Professor of Evangelism at

Regent College, Vancouver. He described to me how, when he first went to teach

at St. John's College:

I started to do [evangelistic] missions, and...would take students off on
those. When I became Principal, I'd take them off in term time and, boy!
tJrey were good at their Hebrew verbs when they got back because their
motivation was so high.

He continued this model of education when he was Professor of Evangelism at

Regent College in the 1980s, combining classroom teaching with church-based

or city-wide missions, where students would form Green's team, and participate

in the speaking, testifying and other evangelistic activities.
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These three testimonies--Michael Green, Elward Ellis and Terry

Winter--demonstrate that there is no intrinsic reason why seminary education

and training in evangelism should not go hand in hand. In particular, Green (as

teacher) and Ellis (as student) show that tlle reflective practicum in evangelistic

preaching can take place in the seminaqr context.

Ouestionnaire Responses

Delegates to EC'95 were asked how tJley had learned their

understanding and skills in four areas: evangelistic preaching, preparing an

evangelistic talk, relating to an unchurched audience, and their theological

understanding of evangelism. Answers to the first three questions showed a

high degree of consistency, and, in the analysis that follows, I will combine the

three.6a In the areas of learning evangelistic preaching, preparing an

evangelistic talk, and learning to relate to an audience, Experience is reported

to be the most significant learning influence, followed by Mentors, and then the

Ethos of IVCF. Answers to the fourth question (how did you learn your

understanding of evangelism?), however, are markedly different, and I will

consider those answers separately.

ce To obtain the following figures, I converted a rating of "Very
important" to a 3, "Somewhat important" to a 2, "Fairly unimportant" to a 1,
and "Unimportant" to a 0.
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In each of these four areas, respondents were offered seven possible

answers: I asked if they had learned their skills and understanding from their

own reading, EC'95, their church/denomination, their own experience, the

ethos of IVCF, role models/mentors, or "other." The results are as follows:

How did you learn?
Svnthesis of answers

30o/o

25o/o

20o/o

15o/o

10o/o

5o/o

0o/o

Experience Ethos Church

Analysis of what respondents wrote about each of the seven influences

follows, in order of ranked significance.

Personal experience (28o/o)

The high priority EC'95 delegates give to "Personal Experience" is

startling, at least in three of tJle four categories about which they were asked.

When asked, How did you learn evangelistic preaching? 16 {73o/ol said "Very

important" and 5 (23o/ol said "Somewhat important." When asked, How dld you

learn preparatiot? 2L (95%ol said "Very important." And in answer to the
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question, How did you learn to relate to an audience? 16 (z3o/ol said "Very

important" and 5 (23o/o) said "Somewhat important." In other word.s, all but

one cc--9So/o or 96o/o--said that personal experience was either "Very important"

or "Somewhat important" for their learning in these areas.

The importance of experience
Synthesis of answers

10Oo/o

60o/o

60%

40o/o

20o/o

0o/o

for Preparation for Relating

Somewhat important

Very important

In response to the fourth question--how tl.ey learned their

understanding of wangelism--the ranking is dramatically different, with

Experience reduced to sixth place out of seven. Here only seven delegates (g2%)

said e:rperience was 'Very important" and eleven (50%) said it was "Somewhat

important." Perhaps this is because in our culture we do not look to experience

to teach us theologr. Hence Reading and Church score higher as sources of

learning an "understanding of evangelism" than they do in the other tfrree

areas.

Where have delegates found their practical experience? EC'95 is at least

one of the contexts. Although the conference is ranked only fourth overall out of

6e It is probably worth noting that the one who answered differentlv
was not the same individual in the three cases.

ffi
ffi

for Preaching I for Understanding
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the seven possible inJluences, the fact tJlat it provided practical e4perience is

frequently mentioned when delegates describe what was helpful about it: they

write such things as "having to write my own talk"; "the opportunity to Do it";

and "practical e4perience. "

Some also refer to practical experiences of evangelism under "Other

training." (See category below.)

Mentors and models (24o/o)

Several respondents mention multiple mentors. This accords witl. the

experience of the seasoned evangelists interrriewed above, that more than one

mentor is helpful for developing one's own style of evangelistic speaking.zo

Who are these mentors? Seventeen delegates (77%l name other IVCF

staff as mentors. In fact, eleven (50%) narne between two and live staff mentors.

Often ttrese stalf mentors work in the satne geographical area as those they

influence, or they have an itinerant ministry. Non-staff mentors include

seminar5r professors such as Andrew MacRae (Acadia), clark pinnock

(McMaster), Michael Green (tl.en at Regent), and Haddon Robinson (of Gordon-

Conwell seminary) through his textbook on homiletics. This last example is

reminiscent of those experienced evangelists who also found mentors and

models in books.zr

The experience of women in being mentored in significanfly different

from that of men. In particular, it appears to be diflicult for women to find

7o see page 186-187 above
7r see page 191-I92 above
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female mentors. The eight women surveyed list a total of thirty-two men and
only nine women as mentors. In fact, three of the women do not list a single
female mentor'?2 when one considers the opposite scenario--how far men have
been mentored in evangelism by women--the figures are once again striking.
only three out of fifteen men (2oo/o) mention women mentors, and afl three men
are under twent5r-five years old. only two women are thus named (one is
mentioned twice). Presumably part of this imbalance is due to the shortage of
female role-models in evangelism. we may expect this to change as the voices of
women evangelists (including those at EC'SS) are increasingly heard.

The Ethos of IVCF (t6o/o)

overall, deregates chose "the Ethos of IVCF" as trre third most
important factor in their learning about evangelism, following Experience and
Mentors. Those who ranked "the Ethos of IVCF" as ,,Very important,, or
"somewhat important" more than once were a typical cross_section of
respondents in terms of their age, time on stafr, and denominational

background' The only unusual factor about this group is that they were 507o

more likely than the average delegate to have a Master's degree in theologr (five
out of tlre eight in this group, 62yo, compared with 4r%ooverall). It is not clear,
however, why tl.is should be.

The questionnaire did not offer a definition of ,,ethos,,, but it may be

defined as "the distinctive character, spirit, and attitudes of a people, culture,
era' etc"'73 Like any other cultural characteristic, the ethos of an organization

zz It is interesting that three of the four married women at EC,9srank their husbands as 'verJt important" in mentoti"g tlt.*. one also mentionsher mother.
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like tvcF consists not only of things which are made explicit but, just as

importanfly, of things which are taken for granted. The ethos consists in part of

those assumptions which form the mental backdrop to ever5rthing from oflicial

policies to casual conversations. As a result, although (or because) it is so

important, the ethos is diflicult to articulate and is "more caught t]:an

taught."?4 It is closely related to what DaJoz describes as:

fl]earning by e4posure, background learning [which] often proceeds
without conscious awareness. "zs

Although "Ethos" is ranked as third most significant influence, it rates

far less strongly than the two most powerful influences--Experience and

Mentors, those things schon describes as "coaching and learning by doing.,,zs

One might argue, therefore, that Experience and Mentors are the essential

factors in any program of training in evangelistic speaking. An institutional
Ethos conducive to the development of such skills, on the other hand--whether

in seminary or parachurch--while certainly preferable, cannot be considered

essential to the same extent.

The Usefulness of EC'95 (I2%)

When the 1995 Evangelism Consultation is considered more than two
years after the event, and its effectiveness as a form of evangelism training is
compared with that of other influences, the event never rates higher than fourth
in overall significance. At the same time, the components of the conference

which were considered most varuable, such as mentoring and practical

zc In the sarne way, one respondent specifically credits "the ethos ofRegent-[college]" rather than any specific training at Reglnt as teaching himevangelistic speaking.
ze Schon, 38
zc Schon xii
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expenence, are those that were ranked the most important overall. In otfrer
words, EC'95 was useful, if nottring else, as a framework within which delegates

could e>rperience those elements which they find most helpful for training.

It is interesting to compare the comments of EC'95 delegates wit1. those
of the experienced evangelists interviewed above. The latter spoke of the

importance of observing their role models at work.z? Ec,gs delegates also

mentioned tlle importance of observation--not only obserwing their mentors,

however, but equally observing their peers as they gave their ,,sample,, talks
within the small group. They use phrases such as ,,hearing others, talks,,,
"observation of peers'presentations," "examples, different mod.ers,,,and ,,new

methods of speaking." In fact, "observation,, is the most frequently mentioned
benefit of EC'95. Maybe this is because EC'95 made available such a number
and diversity of models to observe. one delegate refers to ,,the whole spectrum
of st5rles"' Most participants would have heard five or six different evangelistic
speakers, most of them peers, in the course of the conference.

Just as experienced evangelists appreciated those mentors who had
taken time to critique their speaking,zs so EC'95 delegates generally speak
appreciatively of the evaluation they received at the conference. Although one or
two mentioned at the time that ttreir evaluation was too negative in tone,zg in
general what is recalled of the evaluation at this point is positive

encouragement: evaluation "gave me confidence to see the gift and use it,,;

?7 see pages 1gg_199 above
78 see pages 196_19g above
7e Some mentors neglected the context of pastoral care described onpage23.
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evaluation resulted in "realieing one could follow one's own st5rle',; and there

was "community encouragement to speak."

The fact that delegates were in small groups receives less comment now

than it did at the end of the conference. What is remembered and valued now is

simply the fact of being with other learner-practitioners. This suggests that
there is nothing nagical about being in a small soup, but that community in
some form, and of some size, is still crucial.

ln terms of the fourth question, their learning of evangelism, delegates

rank EC'95 last of their seven options. Probably this is because people arrived

at EC'95 urith their understanding of evangelism already formed. In fact, one

respondent probably speaks for others when he says, in response to this
question, "groundwork already intact." Indeed, they were probably selected for

attendance at the conference in part because they had a fairly clear

understanding of evangelism already.

I considered whettrer there were particular delegates who were more

likely to have benefited from EC'9s than others. However, those who ranked

EC'95 'Very important" or "Somewhat important" more tfran once were a typical

cross-section of respondents in terms of their age, time on stalf, denominational

background and forrral theological education.

Other Means of Training (ry"|

A number of EC'95 delegates look back to early experiences in ministry
as 'Very important" times of training. Training was not always the explicit

intention of these experiences, but in retrospect, respondents realise t1.at thev
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were in fact formative. one cites work with Teen chalrenge ministries in t1e
early 1970s' Another recalls street evangelism projects organized by her Bible
college' A third credits the preparation and leading of numerous evangelistic
Bible studies at pioneer camps. A fourth arso mentions readership at a
christian summer camp. one respondent worked with me on various university
missions while he was a student in the mid-1990s, and considers that to have
been 'very important" in learning to prepa_re a tark and rerating to a non_

christian audience. All of these are practical by nature, and reinforce
respondents' conviction that Experience was their primar5r teacher of
evangelism.

Not all such formative experiences are in christian ministqr, however.
Three (L4o/ol draw attention to their university education as teaching such
skills as clear thinking and writing, and how to relate to peopre who think
differently from oneself. one speaks of the importance of simply having friends
who are not Christians.

Nine delegates (412o) have a Master's degree in Divinity, Theologr or
christian studies. Three of these are from Tyndale seminary in Toronto, two
from Regent college in Vancouver, two from McMaster Divinity college in
Hamilton, one from Acadia Divinity college in Nova scotia, and one from Denver
seminary in colorado. Four have a Diploma, either of christian studies or of
Ministry, one has a Licentiate in Theologr, and nearly all others record ti.rat
they have taken individual courses in theologr, though not a full program.
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Of the nine with a Master's degree in theologr, four never mention their
theological studies as important in any aspect of their learning about

evangelism in theory or in practice. Of the other five, three mention general

preaching courses as 'Very" or "Somewhat important.,,8o One mentions twice
the importance of tJ:e "ethos" of Regent College for learning about evangelism.

The fifth simply notes in three places tjrat "seminary,,has been either ,,verv,, or
"Somewhat important" with no further explanation.

Is there a difference between those who have compreted a Master,s
degree in some theological discipline and those who have not? In order to
discover this, I sJmthesized the rating which delegates gave for the influences
which had helped them learn tlte four aspects of evangelism. what emerged was
that those with a Master's degree consistently ranked these influences as less

important than did other delegates. They even rate the helpfulness of ,,other

training" as less important than did other delegates, which is surprising since
their Master's training would be rated in tJlis category. (In fact, the question not
only asks about "other training" but explicitly offers ,,seminar5r,,as 

a sample
answer to this question.) It is also surprising that "church" and ,,read.ing,, rate
lower as helpful influences in the estimation of this group.

The following gnd indicates the contrast between how the two groups
rate their learning experiences:

ao rhis paraflels the experience of evangerist Elward Ellis, whobenefited from professors of preaching, though ,ro"t of .rr"ogelistic preaching, asdescribed on page 31.
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How learning experiences are rated
by two groups of respondents

Mentors
rperience Etros

ffil

Other Church

Without theological educatio n
With theological education

One can only speculate about the reasons for this pattern, though it is
a subject worthy of further research. There appears to be no correlation

between those with Master's d.egrees and such factors as age, length of time on
stalf, denominational background or geographical location. one is tempted to
ask in what ways these findings are directly the effect of studying theologr.

Perhaps these people have simply been trained to think more critically--which
would include thinking about the formative influences on their lives. perhaps

the differences could be accounted for by the fact that this group has simply
had more opportunities for training, and that therefore the overall value of each

in{luence decreases somewhat. or perhaps t}ris group are more highly self_

motivated to find suitable training (after all, they followed the discipline of a

Master's program), and thus do not attribute their learning to outside

influences so much as to their own motivation. However, this group also rate
tl:eir "own experience" lower than other deregates, so that seems unlikely.
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Reading (7%)

Very few books are in print specifically about evangelistic speaking, so

it is hardly surprising that no-one mentions their influence. TWelve people

(54%l however, cite classic books about evangelism in general, such as paul

Little's How to Give Awav Your Faith (1966), David watson's I Believe in
Evaneelism (19761, Rebecca Manley Pippert's Out of the Saltshaker (1979) and

Don Posterski's Reinventinq Bvaneelism ( 1 9gg).

Eight people {s6o/o) rate as helpful books which are themselves

evangelistic in intent, and which thus serve as models in evangelism. c. s.
I,ewis,PeterKreeftandMichaelGreen@)arementionedin
this respect.ar

others list authors as diverse in background, st5rle and intent as

Dostoyevsky (The Brothers Karamazov) and Henry Nouwen Otre wounaea

Healer), walker Percy and John stott, G. K. chesterton and philip yancey,

Frederick Buechner and Lesslie Newbigin. Since the books cited do not deal

with evangelism in any direct (or even, in some cases, indirect) way, these are

presumably authors whose writings have influenced the respondents'general

approach to life and faith- -Daloz' "background learning" again. As a result, they

have helped to shape the cultural ethos out of which EC'9S delegates speak.

This background formation is in general informal and undirected, and to some

extent unconscious, and it takes place over a number of years (almost none of it
was part of a academic program): its importance is therefore easy to overlook.

81This is similar, though not quite identical, to the value experienced
evangelists placed on reading books of evangelistic sermons. See p"g"" IgI-7g2
above.
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when, in a'swer to the fourth question (about learning a,,

"understanding of evangelism" in general), respondents were asked what books

had influenced them, the list is different. The tendency, though not universal, is

towards more theological works. Thus J. I. packer,s @
Sovereierrtv of God (1961), John Stott's Chri

(1975), Clark Pinnock's A wideness in God's Mercv (Lgg2l and Stanlev Grenz,s

0gg4l are each mentioned once. One

person mentions Dietrich Bonhoeffer's The Cost of Commitment (1st edition
19491, and two list a recent book on evangelism, speakins of Jesus by Mack

Stiles (1995).

what is surprising is the small number of books mentioned which
reflect on contempora4/ culture. One respondent lists Kevin Ford,s book, Jesus

(1995), as

"somewhat important." only two mention the influence of non-christian
writers: one lists Douglas coupland, euentin Tarantino, John Irving and Jane
siberry (a contemporary musician). The otler also lists coupland, as well as

Michael Adams' sex in t]:e Snow (tgg7) and Rolling stone magazine. This
should not be taken as indicating that respondents are out of touch with
culture--the tifles and topics of their talks would strongly indicate otherwise--

but rather that they do not consider that reading about those influences has

shaped their evangelistic speaking. Judging from the tifles of their talks, these

respondents are more likely to be influenced by movies, songs or television than
by books.
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Church or denomination (3%)

As a source of learning evangelistic skills, "church or denomination,,

rates lower than any other influence. This is true as much of delegates from
evangelical traditions as much as of those from mainline backgrounds. The

twenty-two delegates each have four opportunities to choose

"church/denomination" as helpful, and out of those eighty-eight occasions, only
fifteen are marked'very important" (compared, for example, with Experience,

which is ranked "Very important" fort5r-eight times). Further, those fifteen

ratings come from only six respondents (27o/o). Ten respondents (41o/o) simply do

not consider church/denomination as either "Very,,or "somewhat helpful,,in
answering any of the first three questions.

TWo comments of those who do select "Very,, or ',somewhat helpful,, are

somewhat ironic, since they have to do (in one case) with a negative influence
and (in the other) with the absence of any influence, good or bad. The first, who
grew up in Brethren Assemblies, was, in his own estimation, helped by ,,many,

many examples of poor presentations of the Gospel.,' The second, who grew up
in the united church of canada, credits as a formative influence the ,,lack of
structure . . . l,eft me open to explore truth and meaning and God's presence

more freelv."

Those who found positive models of evangelism in their churches

include a woman whose husband, an ordained Anglican pastor, is also a gifted

evangelist' One high school worker has been very influenced by her pentecostal

pastor, also a well-known evangelist in the denomination. A member of IVCF,s

universit5r stalf rates his Anglican church as'vERy helpful in helping me see

how to efrectively connect rvith the culture, watching it modeled every week.,, If
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ttrere is a pattern here, it is that church is a helpful influence where the pastor
modeled evangelism or evangelistic speaking. unfortunatery, few pastors or
churches seem to have provided such models.

However, when delegates were asked how they deveroped their
understanding of evangerism (the fourth question), as opposed to developing
evangelistic skills, ten (4so/ol rate their church as being eifl:er ,very,, or
"somewhat" important. Not surprisingly, those four who learned practical
evangelistic skills from their church also learned an understanding of
evangelism from their church, but, more surprisingly, six who did not find their
church helpful practically nevertheless found it ,,Very,,or ,,somewhat important,,
for shaping their understanding of evangelism. This may simply be a reflection
of the fact that, as so often, our tleeoretical understanding of the Christian life
far outstrips our practice of it: respondents had heard sennons or attended
Bible studies about evangelism, but not actually experienced the church being
involved in evangelism.

Combined influences

It is clear from the questionnaire results that no one influence was
responsible for the entire training of any individual. Each respondent states
tJrat, on average, 2.25 influences were "very important,, in forming their views
and practices, and a further 2.L7 were "Somewhat important.,,Answers to the
question of what helped respondents to learn evangelistic preaching are
typical:
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Combined influences in
learning evangelistic preaching

100o/o

80o/o

60o/o

40o/o

20o/o

0o/o

Experience, Mentoring & lVCF,s Ethos
Experience, Mentoring & EC,gs

Experience, Mentoring & Reading

Clearly, there is no single key to training evangelistic speakers. Any effective

training needs to be multi-dimensional, and offer a variety of influences_-

a-lthough the foundations need to be experience and mentoring. The next
chapter will consider ways in which such training may be provided.

Experience and Mentoring

ffi
ffi
w{.4

tltl
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Chapter 6

A MODEL FOR TRAINING EVAI{GELISTIC SPEAITERS

Delegates to EC95 and experienced evangelists testify that t1.e most
powerful factors in their training were practical experience and mentors. An
effective model for training evangelistic speakers will therefore centre around a
combination of these two influences. The challenge for the theological educator
is to find or to create environments in which experience and mentoring may be

found, ideally together, without reliance on the model of the special conference
provided by EC9s. Extrapolating from the lessons of EC95, this chapter
proposes that two environments in particular lend themselves to the
embodirnent of this moder-a parachurch body as such as IVCF, and a
theological college or seminarJr. These will be considered in turn.

A parachurch organiz-ation like IVCF, which has evangelism as a stated
goal, is a fruidul context in which learners and mentors may connect, and for
experience in evangelistic speaking to take place. Since the first Evangelism

consultation in 1992, an increasing number of stafr (particularly those who
attended Ec95) have had positive experiences of speaking at evangelistic

events, and are equipped to act as mentors to younger staff and students. In
fact, IVCF is in the process of creating a network to connect new staJr with
experienced stalf mentors for the communication of many professional skills. of
which evangelistic speaking is one.
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Further, university c€unpuses provide possibilities for t1.e practical

experience which is essential to this model. Student chapters of IVCF are

usually sufficienfly flexible, non-institutional, and enthusiastic to organize

imaginative, thought-provoking, culturally appropriate evangelistic events for
their unbelieving friends. This is encouraged by the atmosphere of the

university campus where meetings, lectures, informal meals, and lively

discussion of different viewpoints is a central part of the culture.

Evangelistic campus missions provide one kind of practicum in which
evangelistic speaking can be taught and learned. To use a personal example,

when I lead a campus mission, I try to take one or two younger staff or senior

students with me. partly this is for support and fellowship in preparation,

prayer, organization and evaluation, but it is also an opportunity for them to
speak by giving a testimony or a talk, or part of a talk. At a mission to Cornell

universigr in 1994, for example, the two staff who came with me stood on the

steps of the students union during one lunch-hour and announced, "Make Me

An Atheist', offering to respond to t]le difficult questions thrown at them by
students passing by. since then, both these stalf have gone on to give many
other evangelistic talks in other contexts, without my presence.

rvcF is also fortunate to have camps as part of its organization.,

Howard Guinness, founder of IVCF canada, had been deeply influenced by the
sarne camp which later contributed to the training of John Stott, Michael Green

I Pioneer camps, owned and operated by IVCF, exist in BritishColumbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manito'ba, and dntario. There has been aPioneer camp in the Maritimes in the past, and IVCF euebec i" .*pro.irrg thepossibility of beginning one.
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and David Watson--Varsity and Public Schools Camps in England.. As a result,
when he carne to canada in L92g, he was determined to start not only
evangelical ministries in universities and high schools but also camps where
students could be evangelized and trained as he himself had been trained.

The informal yet protective environment of camps makes it possible for
young leaders to find practical experience and personal mentoring from senior
leaders in many ministr5r skills, from teaching canoeing to leading a Bible
discussion. Such a setting fulfills the requirements laid down by Donald Schon
for a practicum:

A practicum is a setting designed for the task of learning a practice. Ina setting that approximates a-practice world, students l;ani by aoing,although their doing usually falls short of real-world work. ih;y learnby undertaking projects that simulate and simplify real-world iort< . . .A practicum . . . is a virtual world. It seeks to represent essential
features of a practice to be learned while enabling students toexperiment at low risk, vaqr the pace and focus olwork ana go back todo things over when it seems usiful to do so.s

A camp setting is precisely such a "virtual world."-a small communit5r of
perhaps a hundred young people, together for a week or two, living in close

communit5r, with limited goals. Young leaders in such a context learn a variet5r

of skills through "experiment at low risko since more experienced leaders are

always on hand.

z Guinness'comments on the camp's inJruence are very similar tothat of the other fug" evangelists: "Many school boys owed much to [the leaderof the campl in training them for ChristiL leaderstip. et these camps I learnedthe essentials or BiPl.":tugy and personal work which, by my last year atschool, helped me think of my fell,ow prefects as potential Christians. One ofthem I helped to become a believer by directly p"i"i.tg on to him what I heard atcamp the previous holidays.o Howara Crrirrl_."!,@
(Sydney, Australia: Anglican Information OfIice, @, zA.
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At present, evangelistic speaking is not a skill which is intentionaly
taught at camp in the careful and systematic way other skills are. However, it
could very fruitfully be incorporated into the training of younger leaders, simply
by assigning them a short evangelistic talk to prepare and give, say, at the end

of an evening campfire. They would be paired with a senior leader who would
act as mentor, offering help with preparation beforehand, providing prayerfur

encoura gement throu ghout, and grving evaru ation afterward s.

It is unusual for seminaries to provide training in evangelistic
preaching' with tlle exception of the course described below, there is currenflv
no seminar5r in canada which offers training in evangeristic preaching.*

There are at least three contributing causes for t]:is absence. Firstly,
the priority for a seminary (at least in the western world) has for centuries been

to produce professional pastors to serve existing churches. particularly during
the time of christendom, evalgelism was not perceived to be necessary. Even

today, it could be argued that the weight of seminary training in still towards

maintaining existing churches, railrer than towards leading churches into
growth through culturally-appropriate evangelism. s A second reason mav be

3 Schon 37,7T0.
a one semina{r told me they had a course on evangelistic preachinglisted in their catarogue. when I asked who taughi th. 

"o,.r"e, 
I was told thatsince no students had ever asked to take the co"urse, they had never had to finda professor to teach it, and did not know who they would ask.s I recentry received a copy of one 

".*iir"r5r,s curriculum Reviewstudy questionnaire for students. under the question, ,\Mho should be admittedto the Master of Divinity program?" I am offered the foitowing options: (r) Those
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that mutual distrust often exists between evangerists and seminaries.

seminaries are likely to regard professionar evangelistic preachers as non_

academic, even anti-church, mavericks, while evangelists are likely to perceive

seminaries as not practical enough, particularly in t]:e area of evangelistic

expertise' Thirdly, since the early nineteenth century, under the influence of the
secular university, training for ministry has generally privileged tJreoretical over
practical learning' Evangelism and evangelistic preaching in particular have

traditionally been seen as belonging at the practical, non-academic end of the
spectrum.c

Yet in dre spectrum of evangelistic activities which scripture
exemplifies, evangelistic preaching is one of the most central, as Jesus, own
ministry and the Book of Acts demonstrate. If the declining numbers of active
christians in canada are to be reversed, culturally sensitive, theologically

intending to be 
"rgil..q,Tnisters, pastors, chaplains;.(2) Those o"irrirrfffi

}T':XJ:" :T:_q :1'' 
(,. )^l::o * : f ; g.; ;;iis ";i"l; i ti on s ; and ( a ) Anyon e ro ra'y reason. euestion 14 asks: "How importait t. ,t. 

""""""'" .i " #i;r:i;;; '"'
vocation is each of the following topics 

"r,d "or. "till"e,, out of fort5r_sevenpossibilities, three relate direcuv to outreach (evangelism, world mission,church planting)' seminarians are further asked, 'frrr"t were your occupationalgoals when you entered_ lgminary?" The ":rt 6ilns iroviaed are: (1) To gain abetter understanding of christianity as a lay person (21Tobecome an ordainedminister (3) To become a pastor of a church 
";da;tion (+) To minister topeople in various communitigs (5) To teach in a iivtity colege (6) To become achaplain (s) To teach in a univel"ity 1oy ro become 

"-cnr"ti"r, educator in achurch congregation. The question! reveal 
" st orrgtls towards 

'rem ainten anc ".ll :*jl-^ c ongregati on s, and 
- 
arm o 

"i "o" " toward evangeri sm.o rhis last point is discussed at length in David Kersey, Between
(Grand Rapids:

_i,,:*n:-tl,?:*diff education, one whichwould bring the teachi"q:f e_vangelism closer to th"e h.J;id"i#:;
:g:*:li:j:l:il il cl,Tr.:.rfr. wood, vision ana oiscernment: An
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formed, evangelistic preaching is one of the God-given strategies which will
need to be revived, and seminaries can be a key in that reversar.

In the spring of 199g, I taught a course on Evangelistic preaching at
wyclilfe college, an Anglican seminar5i in the university of roronto. This course
attempted to incorporate the lessons of EC'95 and the insights accumulating
through my research into a regular seminary course of a single semester. In
particular, I wanted to provide for the students the five-fold learning experience
discussed abovez: models of evangelistic preaching to observe; practical
experience of evangelistic experience in the classroom, followed by evaluation,
by peers and myself; an atmosphere of personar interest and care; and a, of
this under the guidance of a mentor or mentors.

In tl.is course, I arso tried to correct some of t]le weaknesses of EC,9s,
in particular by being more sensitive to cultural concerns (postmodernism, for
example), by being gentler in the area of evaluating students, performances, and
by setting as an assignment a visit to a "real-life" evangelistic event. A feature of
the course not used at EC95 was making videos of the stud.ents, practice
evangelistic presentations. one problem identi{ied at Ec,95 remained a
problem' however: finding venues where students could practice their gifts in a
"real-life" setting. I will return to this problem later.

Twenty-three students took the course. The majority were M.Div.
students from wycliffe college training for ordination in the Anglican church of
canada, two were from Emmanuel college, training for United church

z Chapter 1, pages 9-11.
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ordination, and four were rvcF staff taking the course as professional

development.

Classes were two hours in length. In general, the lirst hour was given to
lecture and discussion and the second to in-class evangelistic presentations

and evaluation. In the first hour, I or a visiting lecturer dealt with a summar5r of
t]le content of chapters 2 through 5 of this thesis. This was a significant part of
the "theory" aspect of the course. (Class notes for the course form Appendix 2.)

I also made provision for students to observe tfrree different models of
evangelistic speaking. In the first two classes, I gave evangelistic talks I had
previously given on university campuses, and invited the students to critique
them' As they did so, I tried to model how to receive criticism without being
defensive' Models of other kinds of evangelistic speaking were provided by two
guest speakers. Paul Henderson speaks on behalf of Campus Crusade for
christ, talking about his hockey fame and his faith in christ. He gave his
standard presentation in front of the class, and then led discussion about his
style and content. Harold Percy, rector of Trinity, Streetsville, modeled and led
discussion about how to address a regular sunday congregation that includes a
significant proportion of unchurched folk. He began by preaching t1-e serrnon
he had preached at Trinity the previous Sunday. one of the assignments was
for students to attend an evangelistic event and report on it. This gave them
further opportunities to observe other models of evangelistic speaking.

Students began gving their own evangelistic presentations in the fourth
class, and t]lus began the "practical experience" aspect of their learning. A few
gave talks they had already given in different contexts. Some alreadv had an
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invitation to speak, and made use of the class to rehearse their presentation.

The range of talks and audiences was very wide. One man used to work for a TV

eompany before beginning his ordination training, and expected to be invited to

be the comp€rny's monthly "inspirational speaker" in the near future. one

woman had been asked as part of her pastoral placement to teach a four-part

series for parents wanting their babies baptised. Another had been invited to be

a speaker at a conference for survivors of sexual abuse and to address the place

of spirituality in recovery. One IVCF stall member gave a talk on "The Spiritual

Journey of u2" , which he had recently given on his carnpus. All these were

evangelistic in intent in the sense described in chapter 2--not calling for

instantaneous Christian commitment, but encouragng their hearers to move

towards Christ.

The evaluation component of their learning took two forms. I provided a

sheet of guidelines for students to follow in critiquing one another (see

Appendix 3). After the talk, the class took a few minutes for reflection and note-

taking, and then I would initiate the evaluation, wanting to model the kind of

sensitivit5r that was not always present at EC'95 (see chapter 1) and that

seasoned evangelists so much appreciated (see chapter 5). Without exception,

students were genfle in their evaluation of one another (the fact that roles

would shortly be reversed may have contributed, of course), though each person

also received practical suggestions for improvement. Each talk was recorded on

video, and, as the notes describe, students were asked to watch the tape and

write down their own self-evaluation as part of their final assignment. This was

the second form of evaluation.
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The second theme is the concern best summarized' as, "What happens

next?" This is expressed a number of ways. For example, when the evaluation

asked, '\Mhat questions has this course raised for you?" students respond:

* How, when and where I can do it.

* Can I be eflective as an evangelist? Will I be able to use the techniques
in my church?

* How I can continue to improve on Evangelistic Preaching'

* where can I do more to improve evangelistic speaking skills?

* [How] to place the focus on evangelistic preaching in a parish setting.

Another adds wistfully:

* Hopefully I can use this realization in my role as pastor.

This is a significant concern. The delegates from EC'95 continued with what

they had learned in evangelistic speaking where they had encouragements from

students and peers, and where there were ready-made opportunities for

evangelistic speaking. IVCF is also a body which has evangelism as a stated

goal, and an ethos which encourages it. The semina4l students, on the other

hand, are going to be ordained into a local church setting where evangelistic

speaking opportunities do not readily present themselves, and where tJrere may

be few who will understand or give the necessary support. In most mainline

denominations, there is certainly not an overarching ethos which encourages

evangelism.

Mv evaluation of the course

This course had several advantages over 8c95. In particular, I

appreciated the extra time to interweave theory and practice, and for me to
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build relationships with the students. More time also allowed for the students

to be exposed to other models of evangelistic speaking (Henderson and percy),

and to undertake extra-mural assignments such as attending an evangelistic

event. Making videotapes of the students' presentations and encouraging them

to watch and evaluate themselves was also helpful.

Some of the disadvantages of this course when compared urith ECgs

have already been alluded to, such as the size of the class, and the lack of

opportunities to continue practising once the term was over. To this I would

add the isolation of this course from the rest of the students' theological

formation. Three possibilities exist to make evangelism and evangelistic

preaching a more significant part of the students' preparation for ministry.

1. Wycliffe College has a tradition of sponsoring an annual evangelistic

mission to a local parish. I recently led a team of four Wycliffe College students

on such a mission to an Anglican parish in Port Colbourne (Ontario). During

the weekend we worked as team: while I did most of the preaching, each of the

students gave a testimony at least once; we all sang together; we organized and

led gar''ss for a youth night; and we performed dramatic sketches.g A similar

event is being planned for the Fall of 1999 in two parishes on Manitoulin Island

in ontario. I hope also to take semina4r students with me when I lead

evalgelistic missions on university campuses. It is also possible that in future

all M.Div. students seeking ordination will be required to take part in a mission

event of this kind as part of their training.

e One student has since asked if I will mentor him for a period of two
years, and in particular help him work on his preaching.
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2. At present, Wycliffe requires its M.Div. students to take one course in

evangelism, yet one course hardly prepares them for a lifetime ministry of

leading congregations into becoming healthy evangelizing communities. The

college is currenfly evaluating the possibility of offering an M.Div. with a

specialization in evangelism and congregational development. This would mean

three or four courses in this area, a context in which a course on evangelistic

preaching would comfortably fit.

3. Wycliffe is also considering a proposal for more integrated teaching of

evangelism, stressing the integral connections between evangelism and other

theological disciplines, including biblical studies, ecclesiologr, d.octrine,

liturgics, history, homiletics and cultural studies.ro

Summary and Conclusion

I have tried to argue that tle ministry of evangelism is a minist4r of the

whole Christian church. Evangelism begins in the heart of God, and takes place

as God's people learn to co-operate with God in God,s work of reaching out to

sinful men and women. Evangelism takes place as the church speaks the words

and performs the deeds which reflect the words and deeds of God in Christ.

Evangelism takes place as the Christian communit5r learns to function as the

Body of Christ. Evangelism takes place as each member of the Bodv of Christ

10 I was encouraged while teaching a course on evangelism and
culture recenfly to hear students talking excitedly about the connections they
were noticing between that class and their concurrent ecclesiolory course.
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then plays his or her part in tlle process t] at helps unbelievers in the direction

of faith.

The role of the preacher in this matrix of evangelistic life is to speak

publicly to unbelievers on behalf of the community, explaining the unique

reality which is the Christian Church, and portraying the Jesus in response to

whom it has come into being. The evangelistic preacher has also to discern the

activity of the Holy Spirit in the surrounding culture, to name it as such, and to

make explicit connections between that activity and the Jesus of Scripture. The

evangelistic sertnon, talk or presentation thus offered provides a step, and often

a powerful catalyst, in the process by which a person comes to faith in Christ.

The evangelistic preacher, like any other Christian, is therefore a member of the

body of Christ, the exercise of whose distinctive gifts is necessar5r for the Body

to fulfil its calling.

Like any member of Christ's Body, evangelistic speakers require help

and nurture in order to fulfil their calling. What is needed to train people in

evangelistic speaking (as with training in most other skills) is a blend of

practical experience and mentoring. The church, and particularly seminaries,

charged vrith training the church's future leadership, have a responsibility to

provide opportunities for at least some future leaders to develop in this ministry

by providing opportunities for both practical experience and mentoring. In some

cases, the training may be more easily provided in parachurch agencies which

have a specialized ministry in evangelism. without the provision of such

training, wherever it may be found, the church's evangelistic ministry will be
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* Models of evangelistic preaching.
* Exposure to numerous talks and the chance to do our own.* Practical presentations.
" Attending an evangelistic presentation.

TWelve specified the evangelistic speaking assignment as the "most

valuable" aspect of the course; seven indicated observing others speak

(including the guest speakers); and six mentioned the "feedback" they received

on their presentation.

Three students explicitly commented that grving their own talk had an

integrative effect on their learning in the course [italics mine]:

* The evangelisti" t+ was great because it was practical and kept us
honest and focused

* sermon forced me to bring together a/l I have seen and heard.

" Doing my own evangelistic serrnon- -buitt on all lessons learned.

This sense of "bringing eveqrthing together" is more clearly expressed by these

students than by delegates to EC'95. This is probably because EC'gS delegates

prepared their talks before coming to the conference, so that the shape of their
presentations was not significantly alfected by the conference input. The

Wycliffe students, on the other hand, prepared their talks during the course, so

that the lectures, the reading, the models and the examples of fellow-students

were ell present in their minds as they prepared their talks. This is an

advantage of training which is spread over fourteen weeks instead of five davs.

If this kind of training is to continue influencing these students after

they are ordained and involved in the everyday life of a parish, one pre-requisite

is that the contents of this course be integrated with other aspects of theological

education. Thus their answers to the question, "Did you find that that your
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work in this course has had an effect on your understanding of other
theological disciplines?" are encouraging in that at least some indicate a
growing understanding of how evangelism is an integral part of theological

studies in general:

* This course has forced me to think how God works and reveals in ourworld.

* In helping others understand God it forces me to understand I don,t haveto have all the answers.

One, when asked, "Did lectures provide stimulation for further thought and
study?" responds, ''Too much at times."

Tlvo suggestions for improvement emerged from the student
evaluations. Firsfly, in different ways they ask for more time--time for more
lectures, more discussion, and time for more practical experience. Three

explicifly ask for more time for the course:

* I would have welcomed writing 2 talks to gain even more experience.
* Not realy enough time, since it was supposed to be a 2 hour lectureand I hour got cut out for the sermon time, this course should be listedas 3 hours a week, so we get 2 hours of reciure time and input.

" could it be a two-term course--get to do 2 talks and more time oneach topic.

* Another sennon presentation would be better [than another writtenassignmentl.

TWo others suggest a smaller class to achieve the same end:

* Limited enrollment.

* Smaller class with more opportunity for discussion.
* The size of the class and t].e subsequent time restraints prevented acertain a:nount of conversation.
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The course outline given

of my own in italiss;

to the students follows, with later annotations

Wycliffe College

WYP23O2S E\IAI{GELISTTC PREACHTNG

Winter Semester 199g

COT'RSE STATEMENT

using models from scripture, history, and conremporary churchrj-fe, this course examines the,r-o1e-of evangelistic preachi_ng rncommunicating the christian faith within a Jecui-ar society.students wir-I deverop their own styJ-e of proclamati-on incomparison with other contemporary practitioners and moder_s.

Tle reference to "hi,story" tr,,s ouerambitious. I had" hoped.to useeuangelistic sermon's of preuious generations of euangelists (recauing Louttrc euange&.srs I interuiiwed. haibe""-2;;;r.ii"d" bg such reading), bututas daunted bg the-size of the task of finaing &)itab-re mateiit";iatn ,of erylaining the anltural iontert o7 eiin on ll concluded.that trying toinclude this historical dimension, ihutgnu.,oniinile, utas too iiriiyo,either the teacher or the students in tiis partiito, course.

The reference to students deueloping ,,their oun stgle of proclamation,,ta,,san allusion to th.e stage in the aeueiopment oy euangelistic speakingdescribed in crwpter s as 'finding oi.," oii riii".,, In fact, in mangcasesit uas ouer-optimistic to twpe thit students couli reachthis stage uithinthe limits of afourte.n *."k semester-although some Lnd. crearrg found.their otpn uoice alreadg.

Th.e "otlwr contempo,rary practitioners,,uere the two inuited. guestlecturers, other stttdentsin the class, "ia iir.f.

January 8

SCITEDULE OF CI.A.SSES

Learning to preach evangelistically: the experienceof seasoned evangelists
Sample evangelistic talk (JB)

"Learrting to heach lulg.Ipticallg,,u)as a lecture uthich summarized.thecontents of clupter 5, including poltt of the interuiii-with euangelists.
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This ledinto an expranation of the rest of the cottrse and. whg it wasstruduredth.e utag it was.

'ranuary L5 A theorogy of evangerism, and the place of preachingSample evangelistic talk (JB)

The notesfor this and"thefollowing c/csses uthich uere taught bg me(rather than bg uisiting recturers) ire contained. in Appendix 2.
January 22 communicating the Gospel in a postmodern worl_dGuest lecturer: Les Casson (fVCF staff, eueenfsUniversity)

I end'eauouredto build an au)areness of culfitral issues into eueryclass,but thi's one .was an opportunitg to foaL i" tnl question ofpostmodernism and its importance-for euang.lit^ with ai wcp colleagueutho ho,s dgn.l o tot of woik in this ar"a. soil.e of the mateiar couered" inthis class is the 
"amb 

as much cLnpter 4.

January 2g The prace of scripture in evanger-istic preachingEvangelistic presentations by students
This uas thefirst crass in which students gaue their euangeli"sticpresentations. The first students to speaklrod thu" had. tiree ueeks forpreparation, and had heard. tuto saipte talks bg me bg this time.

In order to giue euery student an opportunitg to speak, students werediuided into- *vee siarer groul,t.of t.r.4; 
^nir, 

and" met i""itg inthose small groups, at differeittiies, to hear in;';;;;;;;;;;;",

February 5 The use of media in evangel_istic preachlngEvangelistic presentations by students
February 12 Guest lecturer: paul_ Henderson

February 19 (Reading Week: no class)
February 26 The place of i-magination in evangelistic preachingEvangelistj_c presentations by students
March 5 rheorogical ranguage in evangelistic preachingEvangelistic presentation" 6y students

Mg intention in this c/ass fnd. been to talk about th.e necessitg and. thediffiatltg of 'translating" theoltgr"d k;;"g;;to uords and" metaphorsthat uncrutrched" peopte understana. uiweiter, one shtdent Lnd. asked.the preuious ueekfor more mod.e-ts of ailIer"ni *og, to speakeuangetisticalrg (her image *o" "^9ig ti,-"rc ji, n ir toitdo*;1i.'orn",students 
"?nyy.g,.so I postponed the t.aii.,,and gaue anothereuangelistic talk, this time uitng video, *iiii*", tien discussed.. If I
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teachtlrc course again, I utould seekto include more models of different
kinds of evangelistic presentation, offered either bg me or bg other
uisiting speakers.

March 12

March 19

March 26

Anri I )

Contexts for evangelistic preachrng
Evangelistic presentations by students

Inviting commitment in evangelistic preaching
Evangelistic presentations by students

Guest l-ecturer: Harol"d PercY

Co-experimentation exercise
Evangelistic presentations by students

In this class, I utanted" to use the teaching strategg desctibed bg Donald

Schon as "co-experimentatiorf' and alreadg used bg me at the Uniuersitg

of Vernont (sei ctnpter 5). I had collected and photocopied uarious Pages

from different editions of "The National Enquirer" and other tabloid's, all
"discttssing the end of tie taorld, the return of Jesus, or judgment dag',I
distributed these to ihe shtdents, and asked them to uork indiuiduatlg
andin pairs for fifieen or twentg minutes, trwng to think of a uag to use

these stones as a basis for an euangelistic presentation. I had
deliberatelg not prepared such a presentation in detail, so tlnt uhen theg

uolunteerea tfut id.eas, I also contributed mine. I felt the session tuent

utelP, though no shtd.ent specificallg mentioned this session in their
eualuation

April 9 Evangelistic presentations by students
Evaluation of course

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS

l_. Read two books from the reading list, at least one on

evangelistic preaching, and write a critical review. If you
choose two books on evangelistic preaching, please compare and

contrast the approaches of the authors'

Lengttr: 1000-l-500 words (4-6 pages ) Weight: 20Q Dtre: February 26

2. Prepare and then present before the class a 15-20 minute

".pngulistic 
presentation/sermon. Before you begin, explaln

clearly who your intended audience is, both sociologically and

spiritlally, and what your goal is. Your presentation wiII be

8 One student commented that in three years in seminary, it was the

first time she had participated in a discussion of the second coming!
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critiqued by the cIass. you wir-r also be expected to hand ineither the script or legible notes of the presentation formarking- A videotape will also be made. p]Lase view this at home(preferably with a friend who can give honest feedback) andincrude your own evaluati-on of yori pr"sentation i-n your finar_assignment.

?reight:30t
you.

Due date: please sign up for a date convenient to

3' During the duration of the course, attend an event whi_chincludes evangelistic speaking (a sunday servi_ce, an evangelisticcrusade' an outreach dinner party, a foimal debate, etc. ). writea descri-ption and evaluation or ine event, critiquing such thingsas the suitabir-ity of the presentation for the event and for theintended audience, the cullurar sensitivily or the speaker, theuse of Scripture, how you wourd feel ir you were an unberieverattending the event, and the degree to wiricn you berieve theevent achieved j-ts goaIs.

r'ength: 1000-1500 words (4-6 pages) weight: 20* Due date: April g

?hrs assfgnment utas not as effectiue as I had. hoped", mainly because theeuents attended utere for the.most part badlg doie, 
"ooriiig lo tnstud-ents' reports. of course,Iearniig takes p"to"" when a thing is donebadlg, butfor too mang of the satdinri,iiJ.r.nt merelg reinforced"theirnegatiue stereotgpes of whaj euangelistic speaking i". ti poiitlar theyattende d eu ents the g consi(.re d e-^otto naitg manipulatii e, intelle ctuallguteak and culturallg insensitiue.

Another frr.' 
.1. 

u.to1ttd, specifa pre-serected. euangelistic euents forstudents to attend which t coita be stre uoutaie ,f hig; q";iv.
4' write a refr-ective paper on evangelistic preaching. Thisshould incl_ude such thi.q" -",* your theological underJtanoing of evangeri-strc preaching: howdo you understand the place of evanger-].stic preachi_ng in thework of God through the church?* your understanding of biblicar- material on evangeristicpreaching* reflect'ons on the experience. of preparing and giving anevangelistic tar-k i-n class: what did you r-earn from theexperience? what will you do-di-fferunirf next time? how do yousense you are developing in finding yorri o"., voice?* refl-ecti-ons on the piesJntation= of in. otnu, students and ofthe instructor(s): what did you learn from them, either 6ronrr nrbad? Jvvv u!

* in summary, what you have rearned through this course, and howyou hope to make use of it.
Lengtlr: 2,000-21500 words Weight: 30g Dtre date: April g
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Student evaluations of the course

Twent5r-one students filled out an evaluation form in the last class,
following t].e outline prescribed by the conege. on tl.e whole they clearly
enjoyed the course. when asked, "what did you finci most valuabre in the
course?" one at least indicates a new awareness of what evangelistic preaching
is and can be:

* Discovering that evangelistic preaching can be done anyvhere, an5rtime,and can be non_threatening.

students'€ulswers indicate that they have become sensitive to issues
around being a missionary in a foreign culture, and the need to look for points
of contact with that curture. Thus, when asked, ,,what questions has this
course raised for you?" answers include:

* How I adjust my styre and thinking to most effectively address anunchurched or pre_Christian audienie.

* Questions.about being in tune with what societ5r in generar is thinking,how to reach and connJct \^rith people.

" The centrality of evangerism in the hearthy church.
* How to find the higtr e.nerry areas in culture, as this is where God is andthis is where evangelistic fort must make contact.

out of twent5r-one responses, the majority singled out tre importance of
the practical aspects of the course. They singled out as significant such aspects
as:

] lavins to prepare and present an evangeristic presentation.* The guest lecturers.
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significantly weakened. On the other hand, while training in evangelistic

speaking is no panacea for the evangelistic weakness of the church, its

provision means at least that one significant aspect of the church's evangelistic

ministry will be strengthened. And that is cause for rejoicing.
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McMaster Divinity CoIlege
Doctor of Ministry program

Section A: Your background

It would help me in thinking about your answers to this ouesrionnei-eif you could please tell mei

1. Your name 2

3. Length of time you have been on IVCF staff (to

Ynrr r 2dP.
-Y"'

the nearest full
year):...

4. The denomination in which you grew up (if any):
5. The denomination of the church you currentl_y attend
6, If you remember a moment when you would say you became a Christian,

what age were you? (If you do not/ write N/A.)
'7 . Educational leveI attained (circle one) :

High School Bachel_or,s Master,s Doctorate
Professional degree (eg. LL.B., B.Ed.: please specify)...
Other (please specify)..

If you went to university, what was your major?....
Do you have any formal theological education? rf so, what proqran

and where?

8

9

10 Did you

IVCF

how

have professional ministrv
staff? Yes/No. If yes, whar

Iong were you engaged in it?

hof nro nnmi n^Lrcr u! c uu,lil-L llU O n

. youth pas-*or ) a:c

experience

was it ( eg
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section B: Your understanding of evangeristic speaking

( 1 ) Please indicate how far the following statements express orcontradict your convictions about evingerist.ic spea-king bycircling the appropriate number:

Strongly Agree
ag ree
43

Neutrat Disagree StrongIy
o I sag nee

210

a) It is important to buil.d
bridges to the secuLar vortd

b) lJe nust be canefuL not
to compromise the Gospel

c) l'ly task i s to speak, .it .i s
God's responsibil,ity to create faith

d) I see mysetf as a vitness to the Gospel

e) I tfy to tatk in the Language of the cullune

f) The heart of my evangel,istic tatk .is

generaLty the exposition of Scripture

g) I see nyseLf as an affirmcr
of peop[e's spirituaI search

h) Hy job is to present the
tfuth/ not to,nake it palatabl,e

i) I try to identify the quest.ions
in my hearer's lives and

shorJ how Christ answers then

j) I try to identify the neeos
in my hearer's tives ano

shov hov Christ ansver.s thcm

k) I think it is .important to mention au.
the centra[ facts of the Gospe[ in every taLk.

Icontinued on next page... ]
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Strong[y Agree
ag ree
43

Drsagree Strongty
di sagree

10

]{eut ra I

a

t) l,ly job is to nurture the seeds of faith
in the hearer

m) I see nysetf as a heraLd fof the GosDe[

n) If I am faithful, I expect that some people
vil.! be offended by what I say

o) I try to help the hearer recogn.ise the
activity of God in their [ives

p) Uhatever eLse may be in a tatk,
I vi[L always speak about the cross

q) I tfy to ensure that peopl.e lfe sttfacted
to Jesus rathcr than to me

r) One of ny goals in speaking is to encourage
the hcsrers to check out the Christian community

s) fly main task .is to encourage my
hearers to make a comm.itnent to Christ

t) I see mysetf as a fe[Low seeker for God
vith my hearers

u) 0ther (ptease specify)
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(2) r am interested to know how you l_earned Lhe skills andunderstanding you have descriEEE-in-ElFsection. please circl_e thenumber that seems closest to your experience:

Very
important

3

Somewhat
important

2

Fairly Not
unimportant important

10
r l-earned my understanding of evangelistic speaking through:

a)
TT

ny own reading
you checked 3 or 2,

3
pJease name

2
three of

10
the most formative trtles:

b)
J.T

EC'95
you checked 3 or 2,

32
pJease specify what

10
about EC'95 he)pfuJ:

c) my church/
denomination

If you checked 3

denomination r4las

or 2, pJease specify what

1

about your church

0

or
helpfuJ

d)
of

my own experience 3
evangelistic speaking

e) the general ethos
of IVCF

f\
TT

role models/mentors
you checked 3 or 2,

32
pJease specify who:.

s)

If

other training
eg. seminary
you checked 3 or 2,

32
pJease specify what the

1

fraininn
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section c: your involvement in evangrelistic speaking in thepast year

( 1 ) How many tines have you given evangelistic talks in the past 72

months ?

(2) Please gi-ve three examples -of your titres or topics, the settingin which you gave theml and th'e ivp"-or event each was:
Tit1e Settinq Event

EG. "WiI] the ReaI
Jesus please stand up?,' private home Dinner partv
"Exploring your
spirituality,' High school gym School_ assembly

d,

( 3 ) Do you prefer your talks to be forrowed by questions anddiscussion? lplease circle o".y-
Always usuarry Sometimes serdom Never

(4) what passages of scripture do you find you use most often in
evangelistic talks?
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( 5 ) Why do you use these passages more than others?

(6) What metaphors do you most often use to explain aspects of the
Christian faith?

(7) Why do you use these metaphors more than others?

(8) what has the response to your talks been from peopre who identifythemserves aa not.being c-hristians? pi;;";-iiiai".ie wnich phrasecomes cLosest to descriuing your experien""-uv-"i-icring tneappropriate number:

r find that people respond to my evangeristi.c tarks by:
Very euite Sone_ Atrnost Neveroften often times never
51321

a) becoming Christians

b) joining foLLov-uploups
to rnvestigate further

c) beginning to attendiegutEi
IVCF,/ISCF group meetings

d) beginn.ing to attend ihuiiE

e) discussing sil r.irituat iss,.res
with me afterwards

drscussing spir.ituat
Hith Christian friends aftervards

g) asking questions of Chri st i ans
aftcrwards

h) engaging in-rguiGi vhose
vatuc I question

valking out of my
presentat ions

continued on next page... l
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j) active|y opposing rny
presentat i ons

(5) wourd you say evangelistic speaking is (prease check one):
a) your main spiritual gift? t l
b) one of your spiritual gift.s? [ ]

rf you checked this one, what do you consider your main
spir:tual gift?

c) not really one of your spiritual gifts i l

(6) How important have the following infruences been in encouragingyou to give evangelistic talksa-pieise indicare t;; answer rhatbest describes y5ur experien"" uv-":-Icring the appropriate number:
Very
i nportrnt
a

i nportant
z

Soncvhat Fai rty Not important
un'tnportant at a[ [
1g

a) your min.istry supervisor

b) coltcagues in MF

c) the students you work uith

d) your pastor

e) your mentor froar EC'95

h) Other (please specify)
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Section D: preparing an evangelistic talk

( 1 ) Please lisr theevangelistic talk.
above in Section C.

four most important steps by
Y:y ruv wish t,o use rhe three(2) as models.

yhi:i. you prepare anEarKs you Iisted

(b)

(d)

(2) r am interested to know-fgw vou Jgerned the skirls and;lff::'iil3.''3"Ifi:5lj:"s;+;m#;:::'.".P1easecircIethe

3

I .l-earned how to prepare an

unimportant important1g
through:

Yutvrmportant
Somewhat
important

2

evangelistic talk

FairJ.y Not

a)
TT

my own readino
you checked 3

3
or 2, pJease name

2
three of the

16
most formative trtles

[continued on next page... J
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b)
TT

EC',g5
you checked 3

r2
or 2, pJease specify what

1O
about EC'95 helpfuJ :

c) my church/
denominat,ion

If you checked 3

denomination was

or 2, pJease

2

specify what

1

about your church or
helpfuJ

d)
of

my own experience 3evangelistic speaking

e) the general ethos
of IVCF

t\

7€!L

roLe models/mentors
you checked 3 or 2,

52
pJease specify who:.

9)

TT

other traininq
eg. seminary
you checked 3 or 2,

32
pJease specify what

1

the training
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(1)

Section E: Relating to the audience

Whenyouareprepari-ngan.evangelistictalk,howi-mportantarethe
following "on"iA-"iiiion" 

to yoi? Please- indicate which phrase most

crosery matches your 
"*p"tr."'nce 

by circling the appropriate
number:

vary sotcvhSt Fairly Not rmpo'ian:

inportant iaportant unimportant ai ai I

321c

3
tanguage

b) T;tti;tB tte storics in contcuponary lorm J

@activitYand/or
truth in thc cutturc

-in 

non-technicala) Exptaining theotogrc

El Snouing that You ident h thc cu[turc
to vhich you rrc sPctKlng

tffia$g cuLturall'y intcl'Ligibtt vrys to
explain doctrincs such cs sin, ctc'

itlr-i ngc;t cxp [a i n i ng sooeth i ng f rom

Scripture during thc t![k

gffig lpprotEtc video, song or other
current oateriaf

h) Other (please sPecifY)

(2) When You
terminologY

sPeak
do you

about naking a Chrietian
prefer? Please circle the

StrongLY soncuhrt

Prcfer Prcfcr
51

faith-comrnitment, what
aPproPriate number:

]lay use somewhat strongl'Y
occasional'tY distike disLike
32'l

Ul Uecoffig a foLtouer of Jesus

26L

fconxfnu.d on nexx Page"'i



strongty
prcfcr
5

Sonevhat
prefcr
4

llay usc
occcsionat[y

Soarewhat

distike
St rong Ly
distike

1

c) bcing saved

d) beins uorn a!!Ti'

e) turning-68

r ; comn iitii!-y-6r.r-r 1fti6LnfIst (or Jesus, or God)

gl;otn%
h) iotntnl@

i) other (p[ease speciry)

,{:]_I am interested to know hour ,,^,. .,^_understandinq
number rhat ;"I:l irave i"J"rffi ut" skirls andems closest to your experiei:::ttt' P-Lease circr.e rhe

l:1:'ltut Fairly Notrmporranr uniml6rtant i,ijor.un.
Y"tvJ-rnport,ant

J learned how co

3

relate to an audience through:
a)
If

my own readinqyou checked 3 or 32, pJease 2
name three of the

10
nost formative tr tl es ..

b)
7€1L

EC'95
you checked 3 or 2, 2specify what

L
about EC'gs

3
p.Zease 0

helpful:

c) my church/
_ - oenomination
rr you checked 3
denomination was

or 2, pJease
2

specify what

I
about your church

0

orhelpfuJ

Icontinued on next page... 
J
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Y::I - somewhar Fairly Norrmportant important unimportant important32in

d) my own experience 3ot evangelistic speaking

e) the general ethos 3of IVCF

f ) role models/rnentors 3 2If you checked 3 or 2, p:ease specify who:.

g) other training 3 2 1, eg. seminary
rf you checked- 3 0r 2, pJease specify what the traininq r,t/as..

Section F: your understanding of evangelism

( 1 ) i:";;: ::3:;":"o?nin3'.i:i,;i::"3::;"I1"., in your understandins,

(2) How do you- understand the place of evangelism in the work of Godin the worrd? rn other-*orrs, wiril i" you, theology of evanselism?

Icontinued on next page... ]
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(3) what do.you consider the role of evangelistic speaking inevangelism as you described it in (2)?

(4) r am interested to know how vou rearned the skills andunderstandingyouhavedescrIEffisection.P1easecirc]ethe
number that seems closest to your experience:

Y.ty Somewhat Fairly Norimport'ant important unimp6rtant important3210
f learned my understanding of evangelism through:

a) my own readJ.ng 3 Z 1 Orf you checked 3 or 2, pJease name three of the most formative t:tles;

b) EC'95 3 z 1 orf you checked 3 or 2, pJease specify what about Ec,9s helpfur:

c ) my church,/
denominat,ion

rf you checked 3 or 2, pJease specify what about your church or
denomination was heTpful. .

Icontinued on next page... J
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Yttvrmportant
3

Somewhat
irnportant

2

FairIy
unimportant

1

Not
important

0

d)
of

my own experience
evangelistic speaking

e) the general ethosof IVCF

f) rol.e
If you

models/mentors
checked 3 or 2, 2specify who:.

3
pJ ease

s)
t7

other trainino
eg. seminary
you checked 3 or

3

2, pJease
2

specify what

1

the training k/as..

Thank you for your time and contributiont
John Bowen

|f:il : 
,ce07_20f reener. carreron. caPnone and fax: 905 52i'0;6;

February Jggg
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
FOR A}I EVA}IGELISTIC 

SPEAKING MENTOR

Il-t lytooses of the consrr.r,. -+r --......-.-"...-.-.-.-

i.i^"#i;r* 
" :.'" :ff 'ff :'ff :,' :l 

i il: i fi*.. : 
n" 

s;",,,ii :1 3 : ;f ;J":;.' i s, i c

i: : :: 
* -i; 

:"';L i i: if 
" 
l 
.;: 

*: 
" 
:j. i"lffi ., :l* j;" j, *.. t:i;i ; T" 

.

*ii-.tt'F t: Tfu r,' ffi lij :i: j -t" 
T. 

ri",i-.T; 
;j!: t,. 

", 
: il ;; . "

i ffi#.ii:*+::::ili ;i:T":::;.::"j"$,,ers
i n,r, J ruru.::ti" ji,'..'j:*i$i::":::ii Jl ; ?i*.::Jii, 

oi,., 
" 
s.phy . r, i re

1. YOUR PREPARATION

. 
* pJ_ease prav

and compe;;r:""i.fo-r-deregates, t
' .'"ne.ii;-;;.:,1:I 9'o wiJ.r siv'ush our ;;" ;il:.;::'" increasins conridence* Prepare for item 2. b\

2. DURTNG ?HE CONSUI,TATION

j.:], r:"0 a smat.truLl- days - group of 5 or 6, meeting for three hours
(b) at the first session:

on each of the throo

" TaIk fo:
J:i"': j..'ff r # * f::!:: ?:.. # *;i;: : :*j" :,;. ffi . *l' ."nj. I "|". .* Gj.ve a 1sroup .,'o-.l"ii;I::rTr;J:'g:j;":;: 

;:ff;:tarion (as e1p1"1ned above) ro rhe
jln lfu triT ffi i+irrff . $f,T T ;; k fu : i: il 

" 
t" * I j 

jr *,r.. 
.r;.

#jt, T i$'i#j" +'iii, ;:.'t.
i:'. l:, *n *o*5**il" gff 

#$*." # j$ 
3;,,*.ry: 

: 
^.

j**:l*I.i.;","f,,::,n:l:.*"::T:.".:":i.li":,,1:,:;.J;_:::Jl:i 
J;u;n:".. u
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3. FOILOW-UP

J:1.'::o.jli,H*:,': :f.I;H,"r::: rf!'r;"rii:r;i::,il :;"::"" experimen, jn ,he
jb) Keep in touch with members 

rinvo-l-ve arr:-"q" rike! --- of your smarl group for 12 months. This mav
* writinq each a personal J_etter rnAl^_ _rfind out how-thev are doins o"."jljr";":1";"i1.::":".1;:r:.;:;r:l.i:", rimes to

r;:i,i:t";::,ll'i,::J::l*;T,.:: gi:; ;:":vanselisric,a, k wi,hin,hreepart i-n this by: wrrdL Eney have Learned. you 
""rr'iave an important

,^ 
* cr.i_tiguj-ng thej_r notes forto send you uuio.ehand; the presentation, which they will be encourasecl

.* critigutrn.:. video or audio tape of the evesend you along with a r"p.ra-Ji'tt,".,r.r,t. o, 
"o":lll 

which they wirl be asked ropresent for the event, that wou1d be even b.ttur!tt"., 
if you,.r" ulr. to be

Thank you for this ministry ofequipping the next genuration : 
^rr!^: - r

.I.l". 
qurd_L part to play rn

mentoring. ft hasin the Kingdom of

John Bowen
EC'95 Director Phone and fax: Gt3 .1 46 321 3E-mail_ : ce}-l 2lfreenet. car.l,eton. ca
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,: ;::: ;:_rGod 
pursuins sinful humankind wirh words and acrions.

ff::*:il.lf fffiTlnS%jfi""fl::sins -of rhe wor,.d.ADraham to eora spoken-;;;i:-tj"jilr:"1; jftr"nlj:i" g"'J-;".rav r will send

3. Deuteronomy 4:5_G

1. Genesie 3:9

Wycliffe College
I{YP 2302S EVA,IUGELTSTTC PREAAIING

A THEOLOGY OF EVAIVGELTSM

X:;1"::O," taw is incarnared in human communiry, rhe worLd witl

God of fsrael.

take4. fsaiah 49:6, Micah 4:L_4

;::::": 
roresee a srreat turnins or rhe narions ro rhe

*Il: Gospels__are. . .rhe srmrniature. .Deureronomy y:.:1."'.;i";;"fl. ::""8#:".::t9. as. rhe hi
ri"iiii':il""Jf; ji i.;; 

-:*=_ 
u'""" il;-i,:..-( +' il i' I"t;$ii :lj fi i':io'lmore 

"6"i0' we wanri;;- itiii;l ;ej, ;";";:fij".?in5'i3*:ia.[**:*.1,o
6. ,fohn,s Gospel
The Father s
Jli;igi'l"a-iry!^ji:-i?".J,?:rll ro do .n:^I:!ner,e ,i+1 (,!.34) by wordrolLovrers arr
r r,u so,, 

- 
?, ii i r'::j:' ;* :hlt*i;3f:r:Fg;;,:i;il*:,, i1;?,, ;, 

r:;5.'
- ---eatl .7. Acts 2:4L_47, 4:31_35

I3ioS1*uniry of ,.resus followers conrinue his ministry by works andI, Evangeliam aer procesa
Matthew J.3, .Tohn 4:35_3g.

Bibliographv
N. T. wrighi 'rnc
rress;;;;".iir|i, ?esra&enr and r}le peopLe of God. Minneapotis: For_
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wyp 2 3 o 2gr;ilff :, i:ii:Treachine
TEE USE OF TEE BTBLE IN EVANGELISTTC PREACET,,G

Principles:
* Goal: to "l:y how Scripture addresses::*:'::::3,'i:f.ah;d;;;;"i, 

"oo 
;;;-;;;.lii.i".lnil,B":*i.,:::_ _o., in

j:iFr,",:ir"iii.iirlii*"ii, "ff:l,n:::.3n, lerlpture . Berter read aEven when scriprur; i;--";;'":3:".I;ii"i.rot rhai-is ininterrisibre 
!of christ,,. -r-s'e ,.E noc used expricitry, we 

"."[ io nu,r" ,,the mind* Choose theuno.e.!J i;: Ef;$;:"ir;";i.:nn'ooriate to rhe.audience._compare Acrs 2inclusivirv, rnv 
-iJ' -;;,ilii:rii:';fr:t;::":;:tr:rl5i"rsl"rff;.

Strategles:

1. Read with expression. Look for drama, humour. (Exodus 1:1 5_22)

2. Distribute and read from ,,one of the eJesus,,. !!L,r.r one of the earliest biographies of

3. Read the story with running commentary (Luke 19:1_10)

4. Specific texts on overhead thow JesusRobin willians; uuttrr.r-rr :!B_20, n.rr.?llyers rhe questions,lation 3 :20 )
of

6' Te'l a conternporary version of the story (curt cloninger and Luke
15:Lt_24)

John Bowen
January Jggg

5. T:i] a story from memoryLiqhtninq si<etch;s; -;;.i";i ;;:riiolX.;"j,,,?i;:;; *:;.]?",, rrom
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^^-Wycliffe Col1ege
23025 Evangelistid preaching

UEDTA IN EVAIIGELISTTC PREACHING

PrincLples:

1' using nediS' ig lo! a siyl^lcr< to gain a-hearing! rr is buirr on rhe3:ilii; ;::;,3'i"T.;;:iij,:*,fii in ti,",,r."uiu,,, world,
2' Tiil3T?':"::'3i:r3il*".f:T:i:",;:ii"" rookins and risrenins wirh
3' using media reguires use,of. electrical-eguipment, which is often::fi5:i:ff':l:i"I$.:.af ..;":5r;;$;ff:. yourselr or ro have ;--.-

Exanples of nedla uses

1. yideo clips
uay be used to:
: ffi* :":-R:::l^:g: ''Dave, rhe oursider* ghow a pr6gression
. al ,'Groundhog 

Day,,iil"i"ii:ffi";i;l throush *,"-iiii)=ln. rhree kinds or rreedomv! r! C:ttLl()m

,"iili*"liliT:;:ti6usir 
dirrerent movies , ee. the search ror home in

:y:countersarenotthesameondifferentVcRs!)

F::f *T;: i:"::':;..lrl'iln;"ili,,l;;"";l;::. ," rrurh, God has a

3. Sonqs
Put words cu"".u"!-injt overhead' lsilery-playing rhe song is difficurt,re r.s nothing viiuirit-,-"=

WYP

TEE USE OF

7. l-{qcrasin-e *ablo:_d coverseg. Elvis ana jfficond 
cominq

John Bowen
February 199g
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wyp 2 3 oy5.#jf;"ii:iff""reachins
IEE PLACE OF rMACr[A'rON r,, EVANCELTSTTC PREACHING

Ihe inportance of the inagination

i i, r":;:."3i Ti r3"l,i;:,ix j: iii_il:::f :iliif :i, i:.;li ",:i: T.i; 
n s . fanswerr ds r should- h;;;-

ii:_ i.tr" l-iii5fi= I Il;:'* ;" iiil ; ililtTiid,l *jilt, *J:i ; : i.:,,'n'"?:,::*t;li"l;jij.::i: qii:i:"n$iii:i::';"ix, ro have r;;-
paee zza-isg-[ui-Ii$-bv*John Sto[t",-t";;;";'ilj 

"il,
Tbe sin of, boredom

The people who hanged chr1lt never, ao l:,:h,.T justice, accused him of
De:-ng a bore.

;liii : lr;:-; ::"' | 5, i "l:;'li=it;1" 
i5riiiJjb'ffi , it T' ;n i i o 

"
1:-l iyi 

-i:d':; :l:i :;I' ; "S* ilti;fl li#" -iF, 
fq rfu: 

i3i "i;.:r,, ed i umcertiriea nim :la;i-ili'*fra', ""; ;;;;mmendeo Hir-." . rirrinqfff :"i:*3"3:: f:.:{i; ;:i:m4ii,Ftir,ii:.*1*5i;.,; ;;;;;,.#h. kn.,objected to Him as u ounilrffSt;i::Sr:"f,*-.;;:;;;., pu,"on; theyD o r o t h y'""""i" *.Ill.H =jluEniil"H;:.; 
_,

People have f:ll"l into a fooj.ish habit of eha5L:__
ffryi:i3n"| "3I';.;rufii-; 

" 

Irg 
F; iu'*in'J,3't;ryi:i:g :f":;ll;olj, . 

"!o. be more-oianati;-;;;r';oorthodoxy. ta_ru:. sanity:-ano to be sane isbeh ind madry 
:.:: lils 

-il#" 
;;, ":::T!; g:i"':::ii_ ;Oil 

t*+;*3":i.i, 
ry:.

rn- every atiitarithmeii"... iSgt 
having tnt*gra:e 6t-Jtutuuiv ini iti .""uracy of::*rl. :ll; ;qi :lU: i i'n ll!" l::;:;ii,;*;t:i. ti:i ::itl.iit n,, 

oc. K. CheEterton-dJitroao*yr page 99_100

fnaglnatlon

Our greatest
so heretical

and evangelisn

public sin
as they are llilrgr:srins.

is that we are boring. . . IOur lessons l are notBishop navid i' 
srv uurltteresting t--- '=oouttsJ d

r"i"r,i"6;"#n:'i;;' suoted in Friedeman %
The best teacher is. the one who can turnArabian proverb in iri""eman page ,r|n. 

ear into an eye.
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;ff:rt rakes something we already know, and turns it i:T. s . Eliot 
usr rr$ 'l-E rnto something

Saidr t"

f thought f s

",":!?r; inrrii?*'how stories^of-this kind,.llufliur could sreal pasr a

ili*i:ii$rt""ili. "I::+ i*i :F.Ti is I;" i*i rJ 
. 
;i: ;: 

"" 
sj n : r 

"
the- chief reason-wag anui-otoo" the suffering"-ot'cirrste r thouqhtr.'sl can freeze_ t""riigl:. :;;.'3:dii3 ;d:,!it:=*;"r;.llrjgii::fl'r.
;:::ii,i:;",:ilJi:iil$I"ll:::, "tiippi,e !h"i ;;-;i;i, stained_srassappear in - their 

_ :"3 r ;;;;;;;:- i"ii;. ;;: 
ri"f"l;" 

I;:l.li;ri$.ff;: gr:;,,"watchful draqo
c. s. LewiJn":.j.:l::gn:_ one courJ.._ 

Lt

What,

challenges to the evangeristic lnaginatl0n (and iles(a) CfeatiOn --Y" (q[q r'esus' metaphors)

(b) Sin (disease, Luke 5:30_31)

(c) fncarnation (descentr John 3:13)

(d) Grace (foot_washing, John 13)

(e) Atonernent (Barabbas, Matthew 27215_26)

(f) Church lfamily, Mark 3:31_35)

(g) Conversion (born again, ,fohn 3:3)

(h) Kingdorn of God (party, Luke 14:1 S_24)

(i) Lord llandowner, Matthew 25;14_30)

(j) Faith (following Jesusr Mark 1:16_20)

John Bowen
February 199g
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wyp 2, o 
y{"rt*jf;. ii:iff.e,"."hins

CONTEXTS FOR EVANGELTSUC PREACHTNG

1. Regular Sunday servLces

i;: H::^R.oB*!l the worship service the door through whichthe church. ilhen people are invited is
byis usual rv a ;;;"ff;"::ji:":"ii::srr'":,j;'::i: ;id;i:flir;'.:|5lr:rr:'2. Guest or alternatlve servlces

y cooo llews peopie-p.;b';

E;;':,Tii;o*:f""il;ol:ii^:ifol;ii;;.I;"l;"i,|!lo.5,5il,:ii"i;:;,:, 
r*hiswatson, 

p. re5y
3. Rites of passage

Baptisms, confirmations, weddings, funeraLs. . .4. Fanlly services

tAl good many parents are concerned an?! their chirdren should have a
sodty and moiai i;;;;";iJl t:ii-iJi ii.l,ir. ri,,"";..;;;n if rhey rhemser.ves
have ]itt1e
come to crrurS; i:,Ti:"3:i.'Hi:;i*"*llr;;rl;:i:"x"il: ffii parenrs
5. parlsb mLssl.ons

fr,t':;.:;"ii.:i..i".itl3;#l 
iii*.::i":l:F:ie:ir;:il;."if'i"io,iilfl'i.;,daysr or 

"r"1. weeks, i"-,ii*e the christ

t :;*:::i:i .i;,si:l 
i:::i,"," a

5. Special events: Valentine,s, f,allowe,en
Because chrisrmas and valerli::"". D.y nu:: seasonar appgar for rhe non-
christian' churches -"t"-iJ*uine 

the i"i,:f lhu ""u"-oi,wilh restimonies of:ii, liiil:.'3::rliU;;;:;.iii: r!*"i::.- 1" 3;;;;#r e.,o iny s i,ua,i.nRecraiminq a r.lationlliislra+y :e people.--a;. Arner.r Morz
7. Beginners, groups eg. ChrLstlan Basicsr Alpha
,11_adrlertizing this course.learnins whar-crrristi;i;;'r3"uiitJ:"i: _i3'-people inrerested in
Ftirnt?. 1fi"*t:'i:,jt.ffiS#d#,f;i.':;"b*tif;ff "rft :;:1":*;
John Bowen
March j99A
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:

'oyp 
2 3 o l5"Er*jff"fijii3"","."hins

r*'rIrNC COMMTTUE',T r}f EVANCELTSITC 
PREACETTTG

1' God's grace invltes a response of beart and rif,e,,Ho, everyone who thirs'' .''roiio*_r""rlrurt-il!9r cone to tfe_waters!,, (rsaiah 55:r_e ),,Cone
6 : 35 ) 

-::': ?t:- ":_Ji;"i;'j lii ;_illni::lii$;;:3"l.tjF:j.;j "..:. i,He c-:':e! anyone wfg is.'ttrirsty'comei 
rJor,n i:s7)himu ii"Ii"r'iiri". :.:'o,,ll::: r,"--'i"i{a, 

_uno rhey came rolccheua, hurry and come. aJii,, ( Luke 19 : 5 )2. Modern/postmodern variations
Modernist (American lgth

i iiiil'i#J i? 
; :iirui$;:f:'iii4, rnfiIiiiln"

; $iiii, i:!" 
;ljxi; 

f 3;lits, i i*i!: iH* * ;;e i n s 6 aved* Focus on saivation-i.tinetantaneoug

lo:lTog"rn adapt,arion* "Giving as Tl"f, u."r know of myself t,
: iir!l'*l;'{:iT :,iry#, ;*i"*jili::=iru "t.i:" j" fr;:
iffi-ii"*tr'ili:g:l-ii"s:i*Ii,Ti}l.=;tt'i;"J":. ro E u 

" 

-"-; =;" i*:;f"'l n" :';ij ::5; 
;i ii.- "ir, ri s t i a n c ommu n i t y

* rrobn 

.{iitiigT;i:""Illi:-rl"lg (r!e Ev3nselicar Revivar in
3ili,' l3:iii 

i' i T:! "1"'f ffiff 
" 

J lli' :;;i#*:: ii; t",, o, e d* second Evangellcal Awakenlng (17g5_1g30): ,,the mourner,s bench,,* cbarlel"S;.5r.tll"t (L7g2-1875) r "rhe anxious bench,,: insranraneous
* D.IJ.Moody (1g37_1g99): enquiry roon; singing* Bllly.flld:Irj tB62_1953 ) : ,,rhe sawdust rrait,,, shake my hand, sign* allly. Grabam (191S_ ): come forward, pray ,,the sinner,s prayer,,
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NITTY-GRTTTY

ii f:ffi5::"s"':'1" rorten u

i; ff;:;ff3:: iil.iiliii'.r::lifii:ilIi3"""ua' 
proces s

p'uyi'-";"" ;"ff*":; ll,,..filf."arion wirh God

l: .9i". warning of whar yot

;: ii:: i=:;;;i;i*";ti;;:il:r; fr:".ts", ir y.u canr,e grve un utl::native ?jJiur" guesrion):: ::r"Tfer guesrions -"JiJ.
oo cons io", dT::uru gini"ffir::l' jil."l.rlil"uo not manipulate oi ;;";il emotion

Mattbew tl:28_3O
; ;ffff: :If"r to be
* ,,cor.g ntJ -y.;; r''s our teacher

Luke t5;ll_24* Wg ,,c(

; #: #l: ff"i:i"';i;";;;n5ii:li"s:-f,oT rhe F,. -Jin to rivJ iit" in'iie ffirii?j;iki." 
I'ather's perspective

Luke 19:l_10
; f:";l;:: :", curioue; ffjdiffit.fui*fiiT*:"#;$i'* a dis,ance

Revelatlou 3:20

; iffT"fl;:*i"'i;:ij:...1: door, wantins a reraric* Lir"'ith,r""ur-"ii*i=in3"nliJ:"to open-it uii-fi;i;:'5"Iutr.nrl"
fndlana Ooo.:.:o9-t!. Last Crusade; ,i:;l#enirer
. (ackr. oo",;;;{ fj%#,i:i ::,*T:: :.,:::rii,,il:Tr::::;'prove his wortir llomrnitnent) --ron the lion,s head will heA Cb{ld's prayer

- l9Iry (for ein); Ft-_e^tfa;'comins to thie world
John ffi 

(receive ,"-iito youi-ruiir.|,for r"1
I{arch Jgga

*
*r
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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rrp 2 3 02 3';+iiE;#g*i';';*Ac'r*c

Peer evaluation of speaking assignment

These are Bome_gf. ihe broad_9alegories we wiIII.!!en to one,:l:Ihii,!-Jiu"r,gerisric taris. or
iiiie:3f;tl.3:tf:'llliv-:JcJr-ains to the topic,prepare .;;;' rn general, howevSr, -"o*J 

ir,ing"

be considering as wecourse r- . the categoriestne. audience, th;to keep in mind as you

" ff:;:T'illrlf*;:.g';i.Si:: *lo'"'i,;,*i ir easy ro ro,row? rs* Besl11ing: does ir_grab_the ,r":::"fs,.atrention? 
does it.':::"ii*"H"#;j:,i"*j:.ana-ena : is ii -ir,""snt_provokins?

. 
:ii'3'":5"1:i$il. i'-"'1. "i5l"*fi i';: lSlo*li ni. 

I ";" ji :: i : ;* Use of storyr lllustlStfon and medla: is it armuch? too tittrui-4o"" it-rrJip- ir oistracr? -:propriare? roo. 
lS".ii ffgilii;r'i iL appropriu:: ror rhe intended audience?expr a i nea e itii'il"i:;;j,3t$:t;::5; t 

-i"J"I'i'i,.o.,. 
" 

u r c on c epr s. 
?"'"i.*":;ri:r;i:i: ;" i: "in :';:ili,"r3s.n:ilrg, s u i r ab r y va r i ed ?

" 
;iiiiiiii:rfi"i"'i:l rh-e audi"n:::_*: eye conract madeheareis' inf6r.;; ;l;";pproach friendlv ino-in"irins? is rhe. 
il;i:i:"-fffi;"i:il *;",::ol;I*;.n;ilr3..Iii,think a secuj ar

ff you want trpr"!.iuii;;, ";"5i".:1. idea or an ourline by me at any poinr in your

John Bowen
January 199g
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Appeadix IV

STATEIUENT OF METHODOLOGY

Doctor of Ministry research is intended to be reflection on activeministry. My chosen area of ministry for reflection was an Inter_varsit5r
christian Fe'owship evangerism training conference in 1gg5 referred to asEC95' and in particular the delegates to the conference who chose to be tra_rnedin evangelistic speaking.

I administered a questionnaire to those delegates r.g months afterthe conference, and, following grounded theory methodologr, considered theissues, trends and premises raised by the 22 responses. In my opinion, the datahighlighted five key areas for further study: theological (a Biblical considerationof evangelism and evangelistic speaking), missiological (evangelistic speaking ascross-cultural communication), culturar (evangeristic speaking in a post_modernworld) and pedagogical (how may people be trained most effectivery for this kindof ministry).

I did further research in tlese five areas, and then considered thedata from conference delegates in the light of that research.

In concrusion, I formurated a model of training in evangelistic
speaking, and field_tested it in a seminary setting.
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